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PREFACE

The arrangement of the material in this thesis involves, in some respects,

a departure from that normally found. The underlying theme is that incorporated

in the title of the thesis but the work has included several studies which,

though relevant, involve considerations incidental to the main argument.

The material is organized into three sections, the first section is an

historical introductory review, Section II incorporates work on the contra¬

lateral retinotectal projection whereas Section III is concerned with the

ipsilateral retinotectal projection. The sections are further divided into

subsections each of whioh is devoted to a particular aspect of the problem.

Each of the subsections contains its own results and a discussion of the

results, which generally speaking limits itself to a consideration of the

significance of the results within the confines of the heading of the particular

section. At the end of each section a more general discussion attempts to

relate the findings and conclusions of the various subsections to the broader

theme of the thesis.

Since the experimental procedures used were standard and were, in most

cases, common to the subsections, an account of the experimental methods is

presented at the end of the thesis.



SUMMARY

It was concluded from a review of the earlier experimental work that,

in those neuronal systems linking the central nervous system with the sensory

and motor periphery, specific connections were the product of innate develop¬

mental forces of induction and specification. Much of this earlier work

involved studies, in lower vertebrates, of the restoration of neuronal con¬

nections, after regeneration of nerve fibres, particularly those of the optic

nerve. There existed excellent evidence of the restoration of the normal

retinotopically organized projection from the retina to the surface of the

contralateral optic tectum. It was decided to investigate whether the

mechanism of neuronal specificity could produce, after regeneration of the

optic nerve, not only the normal two-dimensional retinal projection upon the

optic tectum but also the normal distribution of the different types of optic

nerve unit in depth in the optic tectum.

As a preliminary study the receptive field properties of normal frog

optic nerve units were observed. Earlier studies were, in general, confirmed.

The "surround" organization of the receptive fields was shown in several unit

types to be more complex than previously realized.

The contralateral retinotectal projection was mapped in a series of frogs

at various intervals after interruption of the optic nerve. Further evidence

of an early diffuse stage of regeneration was obtained. Following this diffuse

stage there appears an organization of the tectal connections initially along

the mediolateral axis of the tectum and subsequently along the rostro-caudal

tectal axis. The occurrence cf Pattern 4 regeneration to the contralateral

tectum was shown to be associated invariably with anomalous regeneration to



the ipsilateral tectum. It was suggested that Pattern 3 and Pattern 4 were

alternative end-points of the regeneration sequence, depending upon the type

of operative procedure on the optic nerve.

The depth distribution of visual units in the optic tectum was studied

in normal animals and after regeneration of the optic nerve. The results

showed that regenerating optic nerve fibres can reconstitute the normal order

of depth distribution of their terminals but ordered layers of terminals are

more superficial than in normal animals.

It was concluded that in the visual system developmental mechanisms can

produce high degrees of neuronal connection specificity. It was argued that

similar mechanisms also operate in the neuromuscular and non-visual sensory

systems. The older concept of "modulation" of nerve fibres was challenged.

Whether such mechanisms also operate in central areas of the nervous

system was investigated. The retinal projection to the ipsilateral optic

tectum was selected for study since it incorporates a system of precise

neuronal connections linking central nervous areas.

The pathway from the retina to the ipsilateral tectum was determined.

It involves an initial passage from the retina to the contralateral tectum

and a subsequent intertectal link to the ipsilateral tectum. The post-optic

commissural system was identified as the intertectal link.

The receptive field properties of single visual units in the superficial

layers of the ipsilateral optic tectum were characterized. In many respects

they were similar to those of superficial contralateral tectal units but

differences suggesting that the ipsilateral units represented a convergence

of several types of contralateral unit were found.



The mechanisms concerned, in the formation of the ipsilateral visual

projection were investigated by examining the results in the adult of various

surgical manoeuvres on the embryonio eye. The observations were interpreted

as indicating that the formation of the retinotopically organized intertectal

projection is dependent upon a process whereby regions of the two tecta that

generally receive similar spatiotemporal patterns of excitation become neurally

interconnected.

The ipsilateral visual projection was also precisely restored following

regeneration of the optic nerve. This restoration reflected the precision

with which the contralateral projection was reconstituted.

The general applicability of the studies on the amphibian visual system

to the vertebrate nervous system was considered.



INTRODUCTION

One of the main aims of the biologist is to find a correspondence

between structure and function. The elucidation of any such relationship

is particularly difficult in the case of the central nervous system. There

are several reasons for this difficulty; firstly both the structures and

functions involved are highly complex; secondly neural structures and neural

functions have been investigated, in the main, by members of different

scientific disciplines, thus giving rise to what Weiskyantz (1368) terns

"universes of discourse (that) are quite different"; and thirdly the field

has provided fertile ground for the cultivation of philosophical prejudice

under the guise of scientific theory (see Lorentz, 1950).

Controversy still persists over the nature of neural structure. Inter-

neuronal connections are generally acknowledged as the matrix through which

neurophysiologies! activity is mediated but the nature of such neuronal

connectivity patterns is not yet unequivocally resolved. Are the connect¬

ivity patterns of neurones ordered and precise or are they, to an extent,

random? Despite the views of some orkers (Sholl, 1953, 1950; Cragg and

Temperley, 1954; Smith and Smith, 1965; Burns, 1968) that the connectivity

patterns of neurones in the higher areas of the nervous system can best be

understood in stochastic terras, there has now accumulated a wealth of anatomical

and physiological evidence that highly organized specific afferent systems

produce precise neural replic tions of the external world in the various relay

stations of the primary sensory pathways. The topographical nature of the

sensory projections reaches its peak in the visual systeThe early

literature on the controversy between those postulating a precise topographic

representation of the retina on the visual centres, and those who felt that
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retinal projections were frtuch more diffuse and plastic has been reviewed

by Polyak (1957). It is now clear that, throughout the vertebrate kingdom,

visual space is precisely mapped (although not necessarily in a linear

fashion) onto the various visual areas of the central nervous system.

Evidence for the high precision of connectivity patterns in afferent systems,

particularly the visual, has been reviewed recently by Jacobson (1957) and

Trevarthen (1968). Even at the histological level, the conclusions of Sholl

have been questioned by Collonier (1966).

In those neural systems that have been most intensively studied the

neuronal connectivity patterns are ordered and precise rather than random.

Specific nervous functions are considered, therefore, by the orthodox neuro¬

physiologies to depend upon selective connections between the neurones

involved in those functions, impulses passing from one group of neurones to

another along specific anatomical pathways. If this is so then the principal

feature of neural maturation is the developmental organization of the elaborate

patterns of functional neuronal linkages that appear to be the cornerstone of

integrative nervous function.

A massive problem faces any species that attempts the much-favoured

process of self-replication; namely the problem of packing all the information

required to develop a complete organism into the microscopic dimensions of the

zygote. Even were this proble to be solved, the difficulties of orderly and

sequential morphogenesis and cytodifferentiation remain; In other words the

genetic information present in the zygote must still be read properly.

These problems, intricate enough in the embryogenesis of most organs,

reach new dimensions of complexity in the case of the nervous system. The

thousands of millions of neurones, in addition to becoming differentiated from
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each other according to their appropriate functions, must acquire precise

patterns of anatomical contact with, in many cases, hundreds or thousands

of their fellows. Is it remotely possible that the zygote contains the

necessary information to produce, by genetically controlled forces alone,

the adult nervous system? Are the axons and dendrites of the developing

neurones able to form and maintain appropriate connections both within the

central nervous system and between the centre and the periphery under the

influence solely of genetic growth forces?

In the first part of this century it was widely believed, particularly

by psychologists and other workers concerned with the development of

behaviour, that the embryo avoided the whole problem simply by letting the

growth process produce in the nervous system not a complexly structured

system but an unspecified, diffuse, unstructured and essentially equi-

potential neural network (Holt, 1931), The functionally adaptive adult

nervous system was believed to arise by the moulding of this equipotential

network by experience, learning and conditioning. This heuristic view was

adequately expressed in the saying that "Function precedes form in the

nervous system". (cf. Sperry, 1965a).

Cursory reflection indicates that such a concept is, at the very best,

a gross oversimplification. The great workers who, at the beginning of

this century, pioneered the scientific study of neuroembryology (Harrison,

1910; Tello, 1915; Cajal, 1928) had clearly demonstrated that the nervous

system at the end of embryonic life is manifestly not a collection of

identical equipotential neurones. It would appear that during embryonic

life the cell3 of the embryonic neural tube undergo processes of specification

as a result of which their subsequent cellular differentiation manifests
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qualitative differences between neuronal groups. Neuroerabryological work

involving extirpation and transplantation (Detv/iler, 1936; Hamburger, 1962)

suggests that the precursors of specific neuroblast strains have become

irreversibly fixed in the neural epithelial stage, i.e. during the very

early stages of neurogenesis when prospective neuroblasts and spongioblasts

are aggregating into the medullary plate and neural tube.

The existence of a qualitative morphological and histochemical diversity

among neurones can hardly be questioned. Is this qualitative division into

different neuronal groups the full extent of embryonic neuronal specification?

Are all of the neurones within a group, e.g. mo toneurones, identical arid

awaiting functional adaptation into sub-groups? Alternatively, is the

qualitative difference between groups merely the tip of the iceberg, masking

extremely refined cytochemical differences that exist even between members

of the same ~roup? If there is a high order of neuronal specificity, what

role does such a specificity play in the development and maintenance of

orderly neural function?

These are some of the questions with which this thesis is concerned.

The experimental investigation of these problems has centred largely on the

relationship between the central nervous system and the periphery for reasons

both of experimental accessibility of these systems and of ease of inter¬

pretation of the results obtained. This work will be considered in the

context of the system being investigated.
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FORMATION OF FFFFRFNT CONNECTIONS FROM THE CENTRAL NFRVOPS SYSTEM

Apart from Langley (1897) who performed some very illuminating but

largely ignored studies on the mammalian sympathetic system, the first worker

to initiate a systematic experimental, as opposed to an observational, study

of the ontogeny of neural connections was Paul Weiaa. In the second and

third decades of this century he conducted a pioneering series of experiments

on the neuromuscular system of amphibians designed initially to differentiate

between the heuristic and the alternative innate preformistic theories of the

establishment of neural relationships. His work damonstrated, unequivocally,

that the developing nervous system was not made up of oquipotential units and

that the role of functional adaptation in the moulding of neuronal connections

was vastly more limited than many had believed. It gave rise to concepts

which exerted and continue to exert a profound influence on current views as

to the manner in which the functional nervous system la elaborated.

Weiss (1922, 1926, 1928, 1936, 1937a, b, c, d) performed his series of

experiments on pre-metamorphic larvae of amphibians (Salamandra maculosa and

various species of Amblystoma)« The limbs of these animals had been in

fully coordinated operation for weeks or months. Weiss transplanted such

limbs into host animals which thus acquired supernumerary limbs. Part of

the brachial plexus innervating the normal limb was transected and the re¬

generating fibres were directed into the transplant. The supernumerary

limb, under these conditions, not only became motile but demonstrated a

coordinated pattern of movement. Comparison of the movements of the

supernumerary limb and of the original limb revealed hat Weiss termed the

"homologous response" of synonymous muscles. This phenomenon can perhaps

best be described in Weiss' own words (1936) designating as T the transplanted
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supernumerary limb and as 0 the original limb:

"During spontaneous and reflex activity each muscle of T contracts

always and exclusively at the same time and with the same relative degree of

intensity as the corresponding muscle of the same name in 0".

The response was judged by direct observation and, later, by cinephoto-

graphy and occurred in experiments involving many variations in the orien¬

tation and origin of the supernumerary limb with respect to the original

limb. For example, in the early experiments a left forelimb from one

animal was transplanted into the vicinity of another left forelimb and the

limb3 performed movements in parallel. The homologous response was, however,

also seen when limbs of opposite laterality were grafted. In this case the

homologous response in the transplant produced movements which were the mirror-

image of those of the normal limb and which, if the transplant could reach the

ground, considerably impeded the progress of the animal. The response

occurred whatever orientation was adopted for the supernumerary limb and

regardless of the functional advantage or disadvantage of the response to the

animal,

Weiss* experiments were performed on immediately pre-metamorphic larvae

and the nerves innervating the supernumerary limbs were, thus, regenerating

limb nerves.

Similar results were, however, obtained during this period by Detwller

(1924, 1925). He produced supernumerary limbs by transplantation of limb

rudiments in urodele embryos. Detwiler (1920, 1922) also observed the

effects of escising the limb rudiment and reimplanting it at distances ranging

from 1 to 7 body segments caudal to its normal position. Some of these

transplanted limbs functioned in a coordinated fashion and some did not.
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The critical factor appeared to be the source of the innervation of the

transplanted limbs, if the limb received some of its innervation from the
it

normal limb- moving brachial segments then thoy moved in a normal and co¬

ordinated fashion. If, on the other hand, the limb^ were innervated only

from thoracic segments then it remained relatively motionless and any

movements it did display were of the mass-contraction type.

Several conclusions emerged from these studies. It would appear that

the results flatly contradict any concept of neural development that attributes

the major role to an heuristic process of functional adaptation of an initially

equipotential neural system. The postulated moulding role of functional

adaptation would appear to be eliminated by the persistence over long periods

of time, of functionally maladaptive responses.

Betwiler (1925) interpreted his results on the basis of sensory feedback

from the transplanted limbs and also, in rather vague terms, on the basis of

the electrical theory of ,'Keurobiotaxi3" (Bok, 1915; Ariens-Kappers, 1921)

that was then in vogue. The latter theory was shown to rest upon false

assumptions by Windle (1933), Weiss (1934) and Hamburger (1946), In addition

Weiss (1936, 1937c) showed that complete extirpation of the dorsal root ganglia

did not prevent the development of the homologous response. Sensory feedback

did not appear to play a vital role in the development of tho response. The

homologous response survived decerebration and even survived transection at

the level of the medulla (Weiss, 1936) indicating that it was a spinal pheno¬

menon involving only the spinal motor output and the muscles.

It is apparent from these studies that, as far as amphibian muscles are

concerned, there is a peripheral mosaic of specificity. By this term it is

meant that individual muscles differ from each other, not only in the well-

established features of site, morphology and, often, physiological properties,
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but also in the possession of even more refined differences or specificities

in that when the central nervous system sends out the command "Biceps con¬

tract" all the Biceps muscles in the area of innervation contract and only

the Biceps muscles contract.

Similarly, there must be a corresponding central representation of the

peripheral mosaic. Obviously for the central nervous system to give the

different commands "Biceps contract" or "Triceps contract" it must have

different structural organizations producing the different commands. On

a grosser level this central mosaic was indicated by the differential ability

of brachial and thoracic spinal cord to produce coordinated movoment in

forelimbs.

It thus became necessary to acknowledge that ontogenetic processes

produce a specified nervous system and a specified muscular effector system.

Such is now almost universally agreed and work that will be discussed sub¬

sequently has extended this concept of specificity to all aspects of the

relationship between the central nervous system and the periphery.

Two key questions in this field of developmental neurobiology are:

(1) How do the structures manifesting specific properties in the

adult acquire, during ontogeny, their specificities?

(2) Having established corresponding peripheral and central mosaics

of specificity, how are the two functionally linked?

The means by which tissues become specified such that their subsequent

differentiation is determined are far from clear. Embryologists have been

studying for many years the processes of induction, specification and

differentiation and the factors involved, presumably of genetic expression,

repression and de-repression, are still not known in any great detail.
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The classical techniques of extirpation and transplantation can, however,

provide information as to the time of specification, as to what structures

become specified and, in a gross way, as to some of the factors involved.

What is known of the factors involved in the specification of the

central neural structures that produce coordinated limb movement?

The possible role of functional adaptation and learning in the de¬

velopment of these structures has already been discussed. The experiments

of V'eiss and Detwiler relegate such factors to a very minor role, if any, in

the process.

A second possibility to be considered is that the central mosaic of

specificity does not arise primarily but is a secondary effect produced, in

the central neural structures, by contact of the latter with the already

specified periphery.

Thirdly, it is possible that the central mosaic arises primarily by

embryological processes of specification and differentiation and does not

depend for its specification upon neural contact with the periphery.

Experimental evidence exists that clearly distinguishes between the

second and third possibilities. The findings of ^'eios and Detv/iler demon¬

strated the necessity, for coordinated limb function, of innervation of the

limb from brachial or lumbar segments of the spinal cord. Limbs innervated

from thoracic segments do not demonstrate coordinated movement despite muscle

innervation. If the central structures concerned with coordinated limb

movement were induced by contact with the periphery there seems no obvious

reason why limbs connected to trunk segments should not impose "limb specificity"

upon those segments with, consequently, normal function appearing in those

limbs. This does not occur.



A more definitive scries of experiments addressed to this problem has

been performed on amphibian embryos by Szekely (1963), and Straznicky and

Szekely (1967), and on chick embryos by Straznicky (1963).

Detwiler (1923) had shown that if thoracic segments of the spinal cord

jere transferred to the brachial region in very early stages of embryonic

life in Amblyatoma they were able, subsequently, to innervate the limb and

initiate coordinated function. Szekely (1963) called the establishment of

the capacity of the spinal cord segments to move limbs the "functional

determination" of the participating neurones. The Hungarian workers repeated

Detwiler's experiments, substituting segments of trunk cord for brachial

segments in t ~odele embryos of increasing age and examined the function of

limbs supplied by such substituted segments later in life.

If the transplantation were performed before Stage 23 in embryonic life

trunk segments were found to substitute for brachial segments in every respect.

Thus, whatever ontogenetic process is responsible for producing those specific

structures in the brachial cord that are alone capable of producing coordinated

forelirab movement, it can still occur after Stage 23. The converse is

probably true, the process has probably not occurred before Stage 23,

Transplantation experiments performed after Stage 26 resulted, later in

life, in innervated but practically motionless forelimbs. Some time during

Stages 23-26 a process occurs within the developing spinal cord that functionally

determines its ability to move limbs. At this stage of development there is no

neural contact between the developing nervous system and the periphery and thus

the central mosaic of specificity for limb movement cannot depend upon neural

contact and induction from the periphery. It would, therefore, appear that,

at least for the locomotor apparatus, specific central neural structures arise

primarily by ontogenetic processes.
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Similar arguments pertain to a consideration of whether the peripheral

specificities are imposed upon the periphery by the neural structures

innervating it. If this were so limb rudiments innervated from thoracic

segments should acquire trunk musculature specificity. This does not occur

(Detwiler, 1924).

Having established that the central and peripheral mosaics arise

independently of each other, (although it its possible that a common mechanism

develops both mosaics in parallel) the problem then remains as to how the two

become functionally linked. Given the central system for the contraction of

Biceps and given one, or more, Biceps in the innervated area then how do the

two link up?

The first thought that comes to mind is that, perhaps, in some manner

the central neurones involved in Biceps contraction send out fibres that

selectively innervate Biceps, and Biceps only. The specificity of the centre

and the corresponding specificity of the periphery might manifest itself in a

specificity of inter-neuronal connections.

Weiss (1926, 1928, 1936) considered this as an interpretation of the

mechanism underlying the homologous response and rejected it on the following

grounds;

(1) Normal function and complete innervation occurred in supernumerary

limbs even though only a small part of the brachial plexus was fed into it.

In extreme cases a nerve branch that in normal animals supplied only the

muscles of the hand and wrist, when directed into a supernumerary limb,

supplied all the muscles of the limb.

(2) Nerve counts in the proximal part of the brachial plexus showed no

increase in the number of fibres even when two or more supernumerary limbs

were being innervated. There was thu3 no evidence that new fibres grew out



from the spinal centres. On the other hand, the number of fibres in each

limb was normal indicating that a high degree of branching of the innervating

axons must have occurred. In the earlier days Weiss laid much emphasis on

this fact, implying that one motoneurone would, of necessity, be innervating

several different muscles. His own figures, however, do not support such an

implication; 3,000 to 4,000 fibres are innervating a limb of some 40 muscles.

(3) If the mechanism did depend upon the establishment of selective con¬

nections between motoneurones and muscles it was difficult to see how the

fibres could reach their appropriate muscles after being hopelessly mixed up

at the site of section in the brachial plexus.

These points convinced Weiss that the linking of the central and peripheral

structures of corresponding specificities could not be by means of selective

connections. An alternative explanation was needed and Weiss provided one in

1926.

Weiss postulated that one had to abandon the "telephone switchboard"

concept of the nervous system and substitute for it the concept of the "radio

transmitter-receiver". Ho suggested that when the central system for moving

limbs wanted to call into action a particular muscle it sent a particular

pattern of impulses over all nervous pathways, the pattern being specific for

the selected muscle so that only the latter of all the muscles would respond.

Weiss called this the "Resonance principle" - the selected muscle "resonates"

to a particular impulse pattern, whereas other muscles do not. Another, less

emotive, tern expressing the same idea would be "impulse specificity".

The principle, in its original form lasted five years. In 1931 "iersraa

conducted an experi ent that destroyed it. He recorded from various motor

nerves during muscle activity and demonstrated conclusively that only the motor

nerve to the muscle actually contracting, carried impulses - the other nerves
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Weiss was unabashed. He decided that if the muscles were not themselves

the resonators, then the motoneurones supplying the muscles must be the units

that are sensitive to particular impulse patterns. Thus the central system

sends out the specific impulse pattern to all motoneurones but only the

appropriate ones respond by firing.

In view of the indeterminacy of motor fibre outgrowth and regeneration

the motoneurones could not know in advance precisely with which muscle they

would eventually be connected. They must, therefore, acquire the information

after they have become connected. As mentioned earlier this information does

not travel up the sensory fibres since the homologous response survives dorsal

root section. The information must be transmitted directly through the

motoneurone itself. Thus each muscle must somehow imprint upon the nerve

fibres that have come to Innervate them, the individual characteristics that

distinguish it from other muscles, Weiss called this process "modulation"

or "myotypic specification". The role that this concept has played in

theories of development and regeneration of neural connections can hardly be

overemphasized.

Sperry (1941) accepted the concept of peripheral modulation but felt that

it was not necessary to invoke the unproven concept of resonance. He agredd

with Weiss that the effect of peripheral modulation was to change the moto-

neuronal properties so as to make them appropriate to the muscle it had come

to innervate. Sperry suggested, however, that the effect of the modulation

was to change the synaptic connections of the motoneurone so that it acquired

synapses appropriate to the muscle it had come to innervate. Thus while

Weiss believed that the effect of modulation was to change the Impulse pattern
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receptivity of the notoncurone, Sperry suggested that modulation altered the

synaptic connectivity of the motoneurons. It was impossible to differs:tiate

between the two alternatives and both explained the experimental findings.

The phenomenon of the homologous response of supernumerary limbs was

naturally explained since the hypothesis had been designed to account for that

phenomenon. In addition the postulated mechanism of random reconnections

between the centre and the periphery with subsequent "remodulation" of the

motoneurones was used to account for the recovery of normal coordinated function

after section and regeneration of the motor nerve to the pectoral fin in teleost

fish (Sperry, 1950; Sperry and Deupree, 1956); to the jaw muscles in fish

(Arora and Sperry, 1957), and to the oculomotor musculature in very young

larval amphibia (Sperry, 1947).

A progressive phylogenetic and ontogenetic loss of raotoneuronal plasticity

was postulated to account for the failure of motor nerve regeneration to produce

coordinated motor activity in neonatal mammals (Sperry, 1941, 1942a, 1945) and

in the oculomotor system of mid-larval amphibians (Sperry, 1947) and adult fish

(Sperry and Deuproe, 1956). It was felt that motoneurones possessed the

facility of "remodulation" for only a limited period during life and that this

period became progressively .ore limited the higher the phylogenetic scale was

ascended.



FORMATION OF AFFERENT CO'NKCTIONS

Just as there is on the motor side a precise functional relationship

between neural centres and the periphery, so also exists a parallel relation¬

ship on the sensory side. The ability of animals to accurately localize the

position of a stimulus applied to the skin argues in favour of precise

relationships between specific skin areas and the nervous system. . The nature

of this functional relationship has beon investigated by techniques similar to

those used on the motor side and their use has led to similar conclusions.

Disruption of the topographic relationship between the nervous system and

the sensory periphery results, after the re-establishment of nervous connections,

in the sane type of ordered and coordinated, but functionally maladaptive re¬

sponses that were seen under similar circumstances on the motor side. Miner

(1950, 1956) rotated by 180° a segment of trunk skin in a frog tadpole so that

the skin previously covering the belly now covered the back and vice-versa.

The success of the graft as demonstrated by the subsequent differentiation of

the skin after metamorphosis, the belly skin developing the pigmented pattern

characteristic of dorsal skin while the dorsal skin retained the apigrnented

character of belly skin. Cutaneous stimulation of the post-metamorphic frog

resulted in misdirected reflexes. Stimulation of the skin transplanted to

the belly evoked wiping reflexes aimed at the back, while stimulation of the

skin transplanted to the back evoked wiping reflexes ai ;ed at the belly.

Thus stimulation of the skin caused reflexes appropriate to the original site

of the skin and inappropriate to the actual site of stimulation. Miner claimed

that the innervation of the skin transplanted to the back was supplied by

dorsal nerves whereas that of the skin transplanted to the belly was supplied



by ventral nerves. There was thus no question of selective re-innervation

of originally dorsal akin by "dorsal" ganglion cells and of originally ventral

skin by "ventral" ganglion cells. Miner interpreted her results as indicating

the presence of specific differences between different areas of sld.n, in this

case dorsal and ventral skin. Sensory neurones innervating the transplanted

skin had the specific quality of the skin imprinted upon them in sor e manner,

so that the central connections formed by the imprinted neurones were appropriate

to their cutaneous innervation. This is, of course, the concept of peripheral

modulation of neurones by their site of innervation that was elaborated by

Weiss to account for his findings on neuromuscular connections.

A comparable experiment involved transplantation of an extra eye to the

ear-region (Weiss, 1942) or gill-region (Kollros, 1943) in the larval newt.

The transplanted eyes became innervated by the local fibres innervating the

area, trigeminal fibres in the former case, vagal fibres in the latter. When

the extra eye was stimulated a blink reflex was evoked from the lpsilateral

normal eye despite the fact that stimulation of the ear or gill regions in the

absence of a transplanted eye never gave such a reflex. Again it appeared

that the trigeminal or vagal fibres i nervating the transplanted eye were

modulated by the specific character of the corneal tissue so that they were

enabled to form functional central connections with the abducens nucleus.

Verzar and Weiss (193Q) and '"eiss (1937), using the supernumerary limb

technique, showed that the stretching of a given muscle in the supernumerary

limb produced contraction of that muscle and of the synonymous muscle in the

normal limb. This demonstrated, it was argued, that following the random

innervation of the supernumerary limb not only were the motonourones being

modulated by their peripheral connections so as to make appropriate functional
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relationships in the centres but also the proprioceptive fibres that had come

to innervate the muscles were similarly modulated.

It thus appears that in the sensory system the postulated mechanism of

peripheral modulation can account for the establishment of selective relation¬

ships betv/een specified neural centres and the specified sensory periphery.

Similar mechanisms are thus apparently at work in both the neuromuscular and

sensory systems.



THE FOR "AT ION OF VISUAL CO;r."ECTTONS

The study of the formation of visual connections is considered separately

from that of other afferent connections for several reasons. In the first

place, since the eye is err:bryologieally derived from the developing nervous

system, the nerve fibres linking the retina to the brain may be viewed as a

central fibre tract rather than one linking the nervous centres with the

periphery. Secondly, a great deal of work involving precise analysis of

fibre connections has been performed on this system and its role in the elucid¬

ation of the mechanisms underlying the formation of neuronal connections

justifies a detailed consideration of the data involved.

The rationale underlying much of the work on this topic may be summarized

as follows:

(1) Normal visual function and visuoaotor coordination is believed to

depend upon a precise retlnotopic projection of fibres from tho retina upon

the visual centres - the projection system that has been most intensively

studied is that from the retina to the optic tectum.

(2) Behavioural and electrophysiological evidence of the return of normal

visual function after regeneration of the optic nerve are taken to imply

restitution of this precise retlnotopic projection.

(3) The initial development of this projection, and its restitution after

optic nerve regeneration suggest a marked specificity of functional inter-

neuronal connections.

These points will now be considered in more detail.

1• The topography of the rctinotectal projection

An organized retinal input to the roof of the mid-brain is a constant

feature in the vertebrate kingdom. The retinotopic nature of the topographic



order of this projection haG boon revealed by anatomical, behavioural and

electrophysiological techniques. Anatomical studies using degeneration

techniques following localized retinal lesions have indicated an ordered

projection of optic nerve fibres upon the surface of the optic tectum or

superior colliculus in fish (Lubsen, 1921; Stroer, 1939, 1940; Alcert,

1949a, b; Leghissa , 1935), pigeon (Kappers, Huber and Crosby, 193G; McGill,

Powell and Cowan, 1966), rabbit (Brouwer, Zeeman and Houwer, 1923), rat

(Lashley, 1934), cat (Hoessly, 1947) and opossum (Bodian, 1937). Behavioural

experiments in which localized tectal lesions are associated with defective

perception of localized areas of the visual field have been conducted in frogs

(Sperry, 1944) and in fish (Schwassman and Krag, 1970).

Electrophysiological techniques have been employed in supplementing and

confirming anatomical studies. The adaptation of visual evoked potential

studies to the analysis of retinotopically organized visual projectionswas

pioneered by Talbot and Marshall (1941). These workers showed that localized

potential responses on tho visual cortex of the cat and monkey could be evoked

by small flashes of light on similarly localized areas of retina.

Aptor (1945) used this technique and demonstrated that the visual field

projected in a retinotopic fashion onto the superior colliculus of the cat.

It has since been shown, by similar techniques, that an electrophysiologicolly

demonstrable projection of the visual field upon the optic tectun/auporior

colliculus exists in all vertebrate species in which it has been sought.

These include fish (Buser and Dussardier, 1953; Jacobson and Gaze, 1964;

Schwassman and Kruger, 1965; Sch assman, 1968; Schwss-s an and Krag, 1970),

newt (Burgen and Grafstein, 196"; Cronly-Dillon, 1968), frog (Gaze, 1958a;

Jacobson, 1962), toad (Gaze, 1959; Gaze and Jacobson, 1962), alligator



( Heric and Kruger, 1965), pi "eon ( Hamdi and > hitteridge, 1954), rat

(Smirnoff, Schv/arsman and Kruger, 1966; Forrester and Lai, 1967), goat (Cooper,

Daniel and Whitteridge, 1953), rabbit (Hamdi and hittoridge, 1953; Hughes,

1969), cat (Vojbaesya, 1967; Straschill and Hoffman, 1969; Feldon, P'eldon

and Kruger, 1970), monkey (Vejbaesya, 1967).

Trevarthen (1968) has pointed out that there is a remarkable consistency,

throughout the entire vertebrate group, in th way in which body-centred visual

space is represented over the surface of the tectum/colliculus. This con¬

sistency is not immediately apparent when the maps are presented, as they

normally are, on the optical coordinates of the eye. -hen, however, the

visual projections are plotted on coordinates related to the body axis the

similarities between the various vertebrate species is demonstrated. This

phylogenetic uniformity argues for a consistency of function for the tectum/

colliculus throughout the vertebrate group and also makes it very reasonable to

hope that conclusions based on the study of rotinotectal development in lower

vertebrates may apply to the higher forms.

2. The return of normal visual function following regeneration of the optic

nerve

Initial studies on the regeneration that occurs in the visual system of

lower vertebrates ere carried out by Koppanyi and his colleagues. These

studies involved the re-implantation or transplantation of the eye in fish

(Jellinek, 1923; Kolmer, 1923; Koppyani, 1923a) and amphibians (Koppanyi,

1 23a, b). Koppanyi based his conclusion that visual function had returned

on the accurate localization of lures, and on the reversal of the 3kin changes

that follow blinding in these animals. The evidence of return of function in

those papers is not unequivocal and the histolo leal controls .ere Inadequate.
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There was, however, a strong indication that some return of function was

possible after regeneration of the optic nerve.

Matthey (1925, 1926) set out to verify Koppahyi's results. He described

the return of accurate visual behaviour after optic nerve section or after

homoplastic eye transplantation in urodcles.

(Page 20 follows on)



The restoration of visual function after transplantation of the eye in

amphibia was subsequently exhaustively documented by Stone and his co-workers.

Stone and Usher (1927) and Stone and Cole (1901) reported that transplantation

of eyes in larval or adult salamanders was followed by the recovery of visual

function as evidenced by positive visuomotor localizing reactions to a lure

and by optokinetic responses. Stone (1930) exchanged the right eyes of the

larvae of two related species, Amblystama punctatun and Amblystoma tigrimum.

The grafts were successful and regeneration of both the neural retina and

the optic nerve occurred. The return of visual function was noted in these

animals but was not well documented since the primary interest of the author

was in the histological sequence of events following the transplantation.

This sequence was further studied by Stone and Zaur (1940). Transplantation

of the eye in adult Triturus viridescens is followed by degeneration of the

retina for about three weeks. The retina then regenerates by division of

the undestroyed cells of the ciliary margin. Such degeneration and re¬

generation of the retina can occur up to four successive tines with return of

vision each tine following repeated transplantation of the same eye in

salamanders (Stone and Farthing, 1942). Stone and Chace (1941), instead of

excising the eye, observed the effect of simple optic nerve section in

Triturus. This could be done without severely affecting the retinal blood

supply and in this case the retina does not degenerate. Return of vision

•was recorded in these animals within sixty-throe days.

Thus far the studies on visual regeneration had been viewed largely as

interesting re :encrativo phenomena. It was Sperry who realized the implications

of the return of vision in ter:s of the functional organization within the

nervous system. He examined the return of vision in a series of experiments

designed to elucidate the nature of the changes, if any, in the patterning of



central synapses following functional regeneration of the optic nerve.

Return of good visual function suggested to Sperry that one of the

following occurred:

(1) Due to the random intermixing of nerve fibres following eye trans¬

plantation or while fibres pass through the "scar" at the site of optic nerve

section, the fibres do not arrive at their normal sites within the optic

tectum and they thus form random connections with tectal cells. The return

of normal function is due to an adaptation to altered sensory input by

"learning", this presumably involving a massive re-allocation of central

synapses.

(2) The normal retinotopic projection of retinal fibres upon the optic

tectum is re-established so that the return of visual function is explicable

in terms of the restoration of normal anatomical connections.

Sperry first set out to test, in the adult urodele Triturus viridescens,

the thesis that the central nervous system can readily adapt to changes in

the visual periphery. He investigated the functional effect on visuomotor

behaviour of rotating the eye by 130 degrees whilst leaving the optic nerve

intact (Sperry, 1943a). Should an adaptive plasticity exist within the

central mechanisms mediating visuomotor behaviour then it might be inferred

that the functionally maladaptive effects of the rotation might be corrected

by a reorganisation of central synaptic connections. Sperry, however, found

no such correction. The initial effects of rotation were a complete inversion

and reversal of visual behaviour anifested by reversed optokinetic responses

and erroneous striking actions at lures placed in the various quadrants of the

visual field. These striking actions were not rando. but ere directed at a

point in the visual field diametrically opposite that at which the lure is



actually located. It was thus apparent that the particular visuoaotor

reaction elicited was dependent upon the area of retina upon which the image

falls. These abnormal reactions persisted for four months with no sign of

any correction and this despite the fact that the operated animals took longer

to locate food than totally blind animals. These results indicated that, far

from a dynamic plasticity, the central vlsuomotor coordination mechanisms in

the urodele nervous system display an unadaptable rigidity. Sperry (1951a)

suggested that this refractoriness to re-education even in the face of marked

maladaptive effects infers, in itself, that the central mechanisms are not

initially organized by the learning process.

It may be, however, that adaptive functional re-integration cannot prevail

over already established synaptic relations but occurs only with the establish¬

ment of new synaptic connections as takes place during the initial growth of

the nervous system or after nerve regeneration.

Sperry (1942b, 1943b), therefore, repeated his experiments on rotation of

the eye in the nev.t but this ti e he also cut the optic nerve and allowed it to

regenerate. From an analysis of the behavioural effects of these procedures

Sperry concluded that the character of the recovered vision conformed in all

cases to the orientation of the retina. Visuomotor reactions were systematically

inverted and reversed in the animals in which the eye had been rotated by 180

degrees. These functionally maladaptive responses remained totally uncorrected

until the death of the animal. These results would seem to indicate that

whatever factors are governing the formation of visual synaptic connections

after regeneration of the optic nerve, adaptive value is not one of them. Any

given retinal locus appears to re-establish functional contact ith its cor¬

responding tectal position, regardless of the functional value to the ani-al



of such contact.

Sperry (1944) extended such observations to anuran amphibia with similar

results. In addition he showed that the location of behavioural "scotomata"

produced by localized tectallesions was the same after optic nerve regeneration

as it had been prior to optic nerve section. This furnished further evidence

that regenerating optic fibres had re-established functional connections with

the same areas of the optic tectum to which they had originally projected.

Various modifications of the above experiments have been performed and

have yielded essentially similar results. Stone (1944) and Sperry (1945)

transplanted an eye from one orbit to the opposite orbit with the resultant

reversal of one of the two primary retinal axes with normal orientation of the

other axis. In these animals visuomotor behaviour was correctly oriented in

the one visual axis but consistently inverted in the other.

In amphibia the retinal fibres projecting to the tectum cross completely

at the optic chiasms (Bellonci, 1888J '"lassak, 1893; Herrick, 1917). Sperry

(1945) cross united the optic nerves and the optic tracts in anurans. When

regeneration of the optic fibres had occurred the eye projected to the ipsi-

lateral instead of the contralateral tectum. In animals subjected to such a

procedure the spatial location of small objects as quite accurate only if the

lure was presented in the raid-sagittal plane of the animal. At all other

positions the lure was erroneously but precisely localized at a corresponding

point on the opposite side of the raid-plane. A satisfactory interpretation

of this behaviour is provided by the suggestion that the part of the visual

field viewed through either eye appears to the animal as if it were seen through

the other eye at. a corresponding field position. It appears that the eye can

form precisely organized functional connections with the lpsilateral tectum and



that the two tecta are homologous in this respect.

To ensure that the phenomena of optic nerve regeneration described above

were not peculiar to the amphibia Sperry (1948, 1949) undertook similar studies

on several species of teleost fish. The visuomotor behaviour of these subjects

following section of the optic nerve, rotation of the eye or re-implantation of

the eye was similar to that observed in amphibia following such procedures.

These observations comprised what may be regarded as the basic series of

experiments upon regeneration in the visual system of lower vertebrates.

The first obvious conclusion to be drawn from the evidence so far pre¬

sented is that functional regeneration of nerve fibres can occur in the visual

system of teleosts and amphibians. The second, conclusion is that functional

adaptation or "learning" plays little or no part in the patterning of central

synaptic connections that occurs during regeneration. It is apparent that

during ontogenesis functional relationships are established between specific

areas of the retina and corresponding areas of the optic tectum and furthermore

that these same functional relationships are restored with complete disregard

for the adaptive value of such relationships to the animal as a whole. In

thi3 respect the organization of the visual system is similar to that of the

neuromuscular and sensory systems already considered.

Sperry felt, however, that the mechanisms of restoration of the functional

relationships between specific areas was different in the case of the visual

system. Instead of random reconnection of fibres and subsequent "remodulation"

Sperry argued that his findings indicated that the normal retinotopic projection

of the retina upon the tectum had been restored after optic nerve regeneration.

One possible explanation advanced to account for the restoration involved

mechanical guidance of the optic nerve fibres to their correct tectal sites.



This view, emphasized by feiss (1955), attributes the primary role in the

orientation of nerve fibres to ipicrostructural interfaces in the medium

surrounding the nerve fibre. That such general guiding .factors are operative

in the general orientation of nerve fibres can not be disputed. Indeed

Sperry (1945) found in adult anurans that regeneration of the optic nerve

usually required close apposition of the distal and proximal stumps of the

cut nerve. In urodeles, however, where regeneration is frequently delayed

due to the degeneration and subsequent regeneration of the retina by the time

the new optic axons begin to grow towards the brain there is no trace left of

the proximal stump of the optic nerve (Stone, 1930) and the only guiding

factors available are the general orienting influences of the orbital contents,

yet functional regeneration still occurs. In addition Sperry (1945) demon¬

strated that regenerating optic axons follow erratic and tortuously intertwined

courses through the region of the "scar", the chance of each axon finding its

correct "channel" on the other side of the scar being virtually negligible.

Finally, whilst admitting the importance of mechanical or "contact" guidance

as a general influence it is difficult to conceive of such a relatively coarse

method alone producing the very refined synaptic connections implied in the

original or reconstituted retinotopic projection.

Another suggestion that has been mooted (Sperry, 1951a; Jacobson, 1960)

is that differential growth rates of fibres may determine their pattern of

connections on the tectum. Evidence for this suggestion is, however, lacking

and Sperry (1951a) observed that the fibres from a cut optic nerve do not

appear, histologically, to have marked differential growth r tos. Also such

a process whilst possibly providing a differentiation of connections along one

tectal axis would be hard put to account for an additional differentiation along



an axis perpendicular to the direction of fibre growth.

Since functional adaptation, mechanical guidance and differential growth

rates are all unable to account for the restoration of the normal retinotectal

projection Sperry was led to conclude that the ganglion cells and their optic

axons must differ intrinsically from each other according to their location in

the retinal field. This "specification" of the fibres must exist in order

that the centres may distinguish fibres arising from different retinal loci.

A parallel specification of tectal neurones is also implied, functional synaptic

connections being made only between optic axon and tectal neurone of correspond¬

ing specificity.

An alternative explanation, not considered by Sperry, is possible. This

interpretation, whilst ackno ledging the need for some form of neuronal spec¬

ificity as suggested by Sperry, places the emphasis not on the selectivity with

which such a specified :eurone forms connections but on the selectivity with

which it transmits only special types or codes of impulses. This view assumes

that the regenerating neurone forms profuse and random connections in the visual

centres but transmits a specific type or code of excitatory impulses to which

only certain central neurones will respond. It may be said that the controversy

between the protagonists of the two theories, the "connection specificity" and

the "impulse specificity" theories, exists to the present (see Weiss, 1955;

Sperry, 1965b) although work to be considered shortly would certainly appear to

favour "connection specificity", at least in the visual system.

Any specification, presumably of a biochemical nature, of the retinal

ganglion cells must occur along at least two axes in order that any given

retinal locus may be completely specified. Stone (1944, 1948, 1960) attempted,

in Amblystoma, to assess the stage in the development of the animal at which



the retina becomes functionally polarized, i.e. the stage at which irreversible,

destructive properties are imposed upon the different retinal regions. Ex¬

cision, 180 degree rotation and re-implantation of the optic vesicle and early

optic cup in embryos from the stage of closure of the neural folds to the late

tail bud stage did not prevent the subsequent development of normal visuor.otor

function. If, however, the operation were performed on embryos in which the

different layers of the retina were differentiating subsequent visual tests

revealed complete functional reversal of all retinal quadrants. It was con-

cl ded that functional polarization of the retina occurred at some stage later

than the late tail bud stage but prior to the final stage of retinal differ¬

entiation. Szekely (1954a) confirmed in Triturus that what he termed "local

functional specificity" of the retina occurred before morphological differ¬

entiation of the retina. Szekely's behavioural experiments revealed that the

polarity of the retina is determined first along the antcro-posterior axis and

only later is the dorso-ventral polarity of the retina determined. In the tree

frog Hyla Eakin (1947) demonstrated that the determination of the third axis

of the retina, i.e. the determination of retinal cell type, occurs even later

when optic axons are beginning to leave the ganglion cells. Jacobson (1968)

rotated the developing eye-cup of Xenopus laevis larvae at stages 23-35

(Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956). After metamorphosis of the animals the retino-

tectal connections •.■■ere mapped electrophysiological^ and Jacobson found that

the anteroposterior axis of the retina as polarised by stage 39, and the dorso-

ventral axis by stage 31. This is f-;ur stages before the earliest optic axons

reach the tectum.

These findings, indicating that the subsequent patt rn of retinotectal

connections is determined at stages much earlier than the onset of visual



function, 3upport Sperry's thesis that these connections are determined by

ontogenetic forces rather than by mechanisms related to visual function.

The work presented so far, with the exception of that of Jacobson just

considered, has consisted essentially of behavioural observations, the

central synaptic associations being deduced from a consideration of such

observations. Such an approach, while by no means invalid, is necessarily

indirect.

Electrophysiological methods provide a more direct approach to the

problem of central synaptic connections. Using the technique of mapping the

localized tectal responses evoked by flashing small lights at localized areas

of the retina, Gaze (1959) showed t at following regeneration of the optic

nervo in the toad a normal retinotectal projection could be restored. Mnturana

Lettvin, McCulloch and Pitts (1959) obtainod similar results in tho frog.

Gaze (1959) also observed the effect of rotation of the eye through 180° in

association with section of the optic nerve. The results we e slightly

equivocal but there were intimations that the map of the visual field (retina)

on the tectum underwent a corresponding rotation. These results were inter¬

preted as strong support for the "connectionist hypothesis" namely that the

nerve fibres do regenerate to their proper places in the tectum. If, as

Gaze (1959) and Maturana et al. (1959) believed, the recordings are from the

terminal arborizations of optic axons then this conclusion is warranted and

for reasons discussed later I feel that the belief is justified. It is,

however, possible as Sze rely (1*366) suggested that the recordings are from

tectal post-synaptic elements and in particular from dendrites of tectal

neurones. In this case it could be claimed that only those tectal neurones

in a particular locus respond to the particular type or code of impulses
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originating in the corresponding retinal locus. Even the proponents of an

impulse specificity theory would, however, have to acknowledge this as

evidence of a retinotopic arrangement of the tectal neurones.

To settle the problem requires anatomical evidence that after regeneration

optic nerve fibres are returning selectively to their tectal sites. Such

evidence is provided by the important work of Attardi and Sperry (1963).

These workers combined removal of certain portions of the retina with section

of the optic nerve. Then after allowing time for regeneration of the optic

fibres, they examined, histologically, the differential route and destination

preferences of the fibres from tho remaining part of the retina. With the

dorsal half of the retina destroyed the surviving ventral retinal fibres

became segregated beyond the nerve scar and selectively entered the medial

brachiura of the optic tract to connect with dorsal tectum, Conversely, when

the dorsal retina remained intact the regenerating fibres selectively filled

the lateral tract and the ventral tectum. Fibres from the temporal herai-

retina invaded the rostral tectum but did not extend Into the caudal region.

Conversely, fibres from the nasal hemiretina bypassed the rostral zones to

innervate the caudal region. Fibres from the centre of the retina bypassed

the marginal tectal areas to con ect only in the central zone of the tectum.

These results appear to provide direct microscopical confirmation of

earlier deductions that the regenerating optic axons reconnect selectively in

matching tectal loci to restore an orderly topographic projection of the retina

upon the optic tectum. They provide evidence that the regenerating fibres

are able to pass "vacant" neuronal areas and go on to select bheir ov/n

appropriate neuronal areas.

The studies considered so far have all involved the reformation of optic



fibre connections after section and regeneration of the optic nerve. It

has been either implicitly or explicitly assumed that the factors operating

in the case of regeneration in the adult will be similar to those operating

in the initial development of the visual connections in the embryo. This

assumption is not unreasonable but it must be realised that the two situations

are markedly different. In the embryo the axons leave a retina that is still

growing and differentiating and enter a relatively simple tcctal structure

awaiting the stimulus to development of the arrival of the optic fibres.

During regeneration of the fibres the retina is fully differentiated and the

tectum is already an intricate and differentiated structure.

The elegant experiments of De Long and Coulombre (1065, 1967), however,

furnish evidence that similar mechanisms indeed operate during the initial

development of retinotectal fibres. In the earlier paper De Long and

Coulornbre removed localized retinal areas from chick embryos at a stage prior

to the arrival of optic fibres at the optic tectum. On the twelfth day of

incubation, by which time in normal chick embryos the optic fibres have reached

and occupied the tectum, the heads of the embryos were fixed for histological

examination. Localized quadrantic retinal ablations on the 4th-5th day of

incubation resulted on the twelfth day in a bare non-Innervated toctal area

and the localization of this area depended upon the precise quadrant of retina

that had been destroyed. Thus in the chick embryo developing retinal fibres

will bypass vacant areas and go on to selectively innervate appropriate tectal

areas.

Fven more dramatic was the finding of De Long and Coulombre (1967) that

retinal quadrants removed from the eye and placed inside the skull and overlying

the tectum developed optic axons which selectively innervated only those tectal



areas appropriate to the origin of the retinal quadrant.

These findings furnished strong support to the Sperry hypothesis of

neuronal specificity. It would appear that during development or regeneration

optic nerve fibres from retinal loci of a given specificity will connect solely

with tectal areas of a corresponding specificity.

So far attention has been concentrated on the selectivity or otherwise

with which a nerve fibre selects a connection site Ithin its target structure

but little consider tion has been paid to the possibility that selective

pathways are followe by the nerve fibre on its journey from its neural origin

to its target. The constancy in most normal animals of the fibre pathways

suggests that nerve fibres not only select their appropriate target sites but

also select the pathways by which they reach those targets and thus similar

mechanisms of recognition that mtist exist at the target organ ay also exist

on the pathways leading to that organ. That such is the case is suggested by

the work of Attardi and Sperry (1963) who found that fibres from their remaining

half-retina exclusively selected the appropriate brachium of the optic tract

ignoring the inappropriate brachium. Jacobson (1961) also suggested that

fibres from nasal or temporal retina selectively entered one or other of the

brachia of the optic tract. The question then arises as to whether it is

possible in the absence of such guidance along appropriate pathways for the

nerve fibr to reach its correct termination. It would appear that it is

possible.

Gaze (1959), when Investigating regeneration of the optic norve in

Xenopus, noted to his surprise that in one animal in which normal responses

had been recorded from the optic tectum, the regenerating optic nerve had, in

fact, regenerated back to the brain through the root of the oculomotor nerve.



Despite this entry into a totally foreign region of the brain successful

selective connection with the tectum was established. Fibbard (19G8)

recently repeated this experiment and demonstrated, histologically, that

optic nerve fibres directed through the oculomotor root do selectively seek

out the optic tectum. Sperry and Miner (1949) also found that fibres of the

cut trigeminal root, when regenerated into the cut root of the facial nerve

were still capable of establishing the central connections appropriate to

trigeminal ganglion cell fibres.

Arora and Sperry (19G2) found that by cross-uniting the brachia of the

optic tract it was possible to direct optic nerve fibres into a, for them,

totally foreign pole of the tectum. These fibres although arriving at the

wrong pole of the tectum manage to establish connection with their correct

teetal sites. This involved travelling across areas of the tectum which they

would not normally cross and in a direction opposite to that in which they

would normall.y grow. Similar results were obtained by De Long and Coulombre

(19G7). The retinal quadrants, placed under the skull near the optic tectum

in chick embryos, 3ent out optic nerve fibres which established connection with

the ap -ropriate tectal ■ reas despite the fact that the fibres were growing in

an alien environment and often in totally abnormal directions.

It would thus appear that although in the normal animal some evidence of

a pathway selectivity exists and may well aid the growing nerve fibre to reach

its correct ter ination ouch mechanisms are not essential.

The first study to indicate that Sperry'o view of place-to-place specificity

is probably an oversimplification was that of Gaze and Jacobson (1963a). These

workers decided to investigate the temporal and spatial sequences with which the

optic axons reform their tectal connections rather than Just the end-product



of the sequences. They, therefore, mapped electrophysiologically the

retinotectal projection in a series of frogs at various stages from 23-247

days after section of the optic nerve. They hoped by this procedure to

observe early, intermediate and late stages of regeneration and they did

describe various patterns of retinotectal projections which they suggested did

represent such stages. Under the term Pattern 1 Gaze and Jacobson described

a pattern of regeneration the characteristic feature of which was that a

relatively small region of the retina projected to a considerably larger part

of the dorsal tectal surface than was the case in a normal animal. The

remainder of the retina did not appear to have established contact with the

tectum. Within the region of the retina that re-established connection with

the tectum there was no obvious order in the projection of retinal points to

the tectum. This pattern of regeneration tended to occur during the early

stages of regeneration. A second type of incomplete restoration of the

retinotectal projection was described by Gaze and Jacobson (1963a) as Pattern 2.

A hint of order could be detected in this pattern in that some of the stimulus

positions, those projecting to the rostral part of the tectum, were arranged

correctly along the -ediolateral tectal axis but there was no sign of organ¬

ization along the rostrocaudal tectal axis. The remainder of the retinal

projection gave a pattern similar to that of pattern 1. In approximately 20".

of the frogs a normal retinotectal projection was obtained and this was termed

Pattern 3 by Gaze and Jacobson. Pattern 4 consisted of a "supernormal" pattern

in that in addition to the recovery of the normal retinotectal projection there

was an anomalous but retinotopic projection from the peripheral nasal field to

the rostral area of the contralateral tectum. In the rostral tectal area,

therefore, an electrode at one tectal position recorded activity from two



separate stimulus positions in the visual field of the contralateral eye.

A more detailed consideration of these findings is delayed until the

discussion of one set of the experimental results (see p.70 ). The pertinent

findings for the present phase of the discussion were the early patterns of

regeneration in which clear evidence was obtained of the spreading of retinal

connections from a localized retinal area beyond the confines of the tectal

area to which such a localized retinal area normally projects. This was seen

in both pattern 1 and pattern 2 and is in apparent conflict with the findings

of Attardi and Sperry (1963) and De Long and Coulombre (1965, 1967) discussed

above.

The findings of Gaze and Jacobson suggest that fibres from a given retinal

area ray spread out over a larger area of tectum than normal. The emergence

of a normal Pattern 3 retinotectal projection from the initially diffuse Pattern

1 and 2 may reflect the arrival of the remainder of the retinal fibres with

subsequent "competition" for appropriate tectal sites. This interpretation

differs from that of Sperry who tesnds to view the link up of specific retinal

and tectal areas as an "all-or-none" phenomenon - specific retinal fibres will

selectively "seek out" their corresponding tectal loci and there and there alone

they will form synaptic connections. The alternative view is that the retinal

fibre specificity does not prevent the fibre from synapsing with other avail¬

able sites but should such an aberrant connection have formed it will be

"corapetetively displaced" by the arrival of a fibre with a specificity more

appropriate to the aberrant site. Such "spreading" of connections to sites

other than their normal ones with subsequent displacement of the "foreign"

innervation following the arrival of the "normal" innervation has been

demonstrated following partial denervation of superior cervical ganglion in
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cats (Langley, 1897, 1898; Guth and Bernstein, 1961) and in the muscles of

lower vertebrates (Sperry and Arora, 1965; Mark, 1965, 1970).

The suggestion that fibres from limited retinal areas may spread over

tectal areas larger than normal may be tested by producing an imbalance between

the retina and the tectum in a manner analogous to that of De Long and Coulombre

(1965).

An alternative technique is that devised by Szekely (1954b) who con¬

structed eyes composed of two identical half-retinae. Those eyes, termed

"compound" eyes were formed in newts by dividing the embryonic eye-cup along

the vertical meridian and recorabining the half eye-cups in such a way that the

reconstituted eye-cups consisted of two nasal or two temporal halves joined by

their original vertical raeridia. Szekely studied the behaviour of animals

with such "double nasal" or "double temporal" eyes in adult life. As could

be judged from their visual pursuit reactions the animals with "double nasal"

eye3 behaved as if the entire visual field were temporal, and those v/ith

"double temporal" eyes behaved as if the entire visual field were nasal. In

nor al animals the temporal retina projects to the rostral tectum and nasal

retina to caudal tectum. Szekely found that in the "double temporal" eye

animals destruction of the rostral tectum abolished visual behaviour whereas

in the "double nasal" eye animals destruction of the rostral tectum did not

affect their pursuit reactions. Conversely, destruction of the caudal part

of the tectum had no effect on animals ..ith double temporal eyes but produced

behavioural blindness in animals with double nasal eyes.

It was, therefore, deduced that the optic fibres from the compound eyes

projected only to that part of the tectum appropriate to the origin of the

half-retinae and did not spread over the whole available tectum. Tho findings



thus accorded with a strict "place-to-place" specificity of retinotectal

connections rather than with a "spreading over available space" view.

Gaze, J-.cobson and Szekely (1963), using compound double nasal or double

temporal eyes prepared in Xenopus embryos at stage 32 (Nieuwkoop and Faber,

1956), set out to verify electrophysiologically the above deductions concerning

the tectal projections from such eyes. The projection was mapped in adult

animals. In animals in which the operation has been successful a system¬

atically abnormal projection of the retina to the contralateral tectum was

obtained. For each electrode position on the tectum there wore two stimulus

positions in the visual field. The stimulus positions projecting to each

electrode position were disposed symmetric lly about the vertical meridian.

Thus the transplanted half-retina was projecting to the tectum in a manner

identical to that of the original half-retina in the compound eye. This

finding was expected on the basis of neuronal Dpecificity. The unexpected

finding was that each half-retina did not restrict its projection to one

half of the tectum, but extended its fibres in an orderly retinotopic manner

over the entire rostrocaudal extent of the tectum. Thus nasal retinal fibres

project to the rostral tectum and temporal retinal fibres project to caudal

tectum and it appears, as Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely pointed out, that "one and

the same part of the tectum is capable of forming appropriately organized

connections with either temporal or nasal retina".

Such a result is incompatible with a formulation of the neuronal specificity

hypothesis that includes a very rigid concept of place specification of par¬

ticular retinal loci and corresponding tectal loci in such a fashion as to

allow a given retinal locus to project only to a particular tectal locus.

Gaze et al. suggested that their findings Indicated that specified systems

such as the retin:: and the tectum match up as a whole rather than the numerous



sub-units of each system matching up on an individual "point-to-point" basis.

For example, the most "nasal" retinal locus will connect with the tectal area

of maximum "nasality" and least "nasal" retinal locus will connect with the

tectal area of least "nasality". Thus in an eye consisting essentially of

two nasal half retina the most nasal retina will project, correctly, to the

most caudal tectum whereas the vertical meridian which would normally project

to mid-tectum will, because in this case it is the least nasal retina present,

project to the most rostral tectum which has the tectal property of "least

nasality". Gaze ot al. termed this process "gradient matching" as opposed

to the Sperry view of "point-to-point" specificity.

It is to be noted that both views accept that the pattern of retinotectal

connections is determined by developmental processes of induction and spec¬

ification and that both mechanisms would produce, in the normal animal, the

precisely topographic retinotectal projection. The point at issue is the

mechanism by which the specified structures attain the subsequent specificity

of their connections.

Gaze ot al. (1963) recognized the difficulty of reconciling their findings

with those of Szekely (1954b). It is in fact possible that the conflict of

results is more apparent than real. In Szekoly*s experiments the nature of

the retinotectal connections was inferred from behavioural observations of

visual pursuit reactions. This usually involves the placing of a lure in

the periphery of the various visual field quadrants and observing if the

striking reactions are accurately aimed. This in fact tests only the con¬

nections representing the peripheral field. If in fact the fibres from each

half-retina had established connection with the whole tectum the lesions of

half the tectum that Szokely claimed produced blindness may in fact have



destroyed only the connections from peripheral retina leaving "tunnel vision",

but such tunnel vision was not discovered since the lures are presented only

in the periphery. Conversely, destruction of the other half of the tectum

would produce a large "central scotoma" but leave peripheral field represent¬

ation intact.

The experiments with amphibian "compound eyes" thus support the "spreading

hypothesis" whereas the findings in fishes and chicks support the "point-to-point"

view. It may be that in these latter cases the histological methods used did

not roveal finer fibres that may be detected by electrophysiological techniques.

Jacobson and Gaze (1965) thus designed an electrophysiological experiment to

deter ine whether reduction in the number of regenerating optic nerve fibres

in adult goldfish could disrupt the normal point-to-point nature of the retino-

tectal connections. These workers produced a system in which only half the

retina innervated an entire tectum by cutting either the temporal or nasal half

of the optic nerve as it leaves the eye thus sectioning nasal or temporal retinal

fibres. They then crushed the entire optic nerve more proximally in the orbit.

They argued that from one half of the retina the fibres that had just been

crushed would regenerate faster than those fibres, from the other half of the

retina, that had been both sectioned and crushed. At some stage of regener¬

ation, therefore, only fibres from the nasal or temporal half-retina will

innervate the tectum. In animals mapped at this stage Jacobson and Gaze found

that the fibres from the half-retina were distributed in an orderly fashion to

the appropriate half of the tectum and no res onses were obtainable from the

other half of the tectum. There was thus no evidence of spreading. Westerman

(1965) si ilarly found no electrophysiological evidence of "spreading" of

retinal fibre connections during the earlier stages of optic nerve regeneration



In goldfish although, in fact, the electrophysiological techniques he used

were probably inadequate to detect such spreading.

Thus the evidence for a "gradient system" is limited to the findings of

an early, diffuse pattern of regeneration in frogs and the compound eye

studies, also in anurans. The weight of this evidence was reduced when Sperry

(1965a) suggested an alternative explanation of the "compound eye" results.

Sperry pointed out that full tectal development depends on the arrival of optic

nerve fibres (Kollross, 1953) and argued that in the case of a double-nasal

eye, no temporal retinal fibres reach the tectum and hence the rostral tectum

does not develop. At the same time a double complement of nasal fibres arrives
tectum.

resulting in hypertrophy of the caudal^ Sperry thus suggested that in the

adult animal with one compound-eye, the tectum contralateral to such an eye,

although appearing normal, is in fact a hypertrophied half-tecturn and one is

not observing the spread of fibres from each half-retina across a whole tectum

but the "point-to-point" connection between a half-retina and an overgrown

half-tectum. Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely (1965) attempted to differentiate

between these two alternatives but their results, although compatible with a

"spreading" hypothesis, did not, in fact, rule cut Sperry's suggestion.

In conclusion, it would appear that in the visual system of lower verte¬

brates developmental mechanisms of induction and specification determine both

the retina and the tectum, these processes manifesting themselves subsequently

in the highly selective neural connections established between the retina and

the tectum, '"'hether this matching of the retina and the tectum is a gradient

matching of the systems as a whole or whether numerous retinal and tectal sub-

units selectively connect on an Individual basis remained controversial although

the eight of the evidence favoured the latter view.



SECTION II

IMTRODOCTIOri

The conclusion reached at the end of the introductory review was that

the role of neuronal specificity in the formation of specific neuronal con¬

nections was very well established at least insofar as tho lower vertebrate

visual system was concerned. There appears to be at least a two-dimensional

specificity of retinal and tectal elements. Is this the limit to which the

mechanism of neuronal specificity can aspire or are there even further refine¬

ments of specificity superimposed upon this retinotopic specificity?

Szentagothai (1967) regards even the two-dimensional specificity hypothesis as

"almost mystical" and would, presumably, feel that further refinements are

highly unlikely.

If, however, the specificity mechanisms were able to produce, after re¬

generation, only the retinotopic projection, then the regenerating fibres would

be delivered to the correct locus on the tectal surface and then, presumably,

left to their own devices. In such a case one might expect the animals to be

able to locate objects in space but more detailed analysis of the visual

environment v/culd probably be impossible. For detailed analysis of the visual

image central connections organised in depth in the tectum might be necessary

in addition to the topographic tectal connections. Behavioural experiments

indicate that In addition to the correct location of an object in space,

animals with regenerated optic nerves are able to carry out colour discrimin¬

ations (Arora and Sperry, 1963) and pattern discrimination (Paris, 1963;

Cronly-Dillon, Sutherland and Wolfe, 1966). Sperry (1965) reported that

visual performance after regeneration could approach normal and '"oiler (1966),



using conditioned visual discrimination responses in the cichlid fish,

Astronotus ocellatus, de onstrated that, following regeneration of the optic

nerve, visual acuity was, on average, 78% of normal. This indicated a high

degree of functional recovery.

If colour discrimination and high visual acuity depend upon appropriate

intratectal linkages, then restoration of the latter following regeneration

of the optic nerve implies additional specification of the optic fibres.

That distribution of optic nerve fibres in depth in the tectum of the

frog does occur was shown by Maturana, Lettvin, McCulloch and Pitts (I960).

These workers found that the five typos of single unit they found in the optic

nerve were organized in discrete layers, according to unit type, in the super¬

ficial neuropil of the optic tectum.

If regenerating optic nerve fibres not only reach their appropriate loci

on the surface of the tectum but also become reorganized in depth this would

be strong evidence of at least one further dimension of specificity of the

retinal ganglion cells. Maturana et al. (1959) and Lettvin, Maturana,

McCulloch and Pitts (1959) suggest that the separation of unit type by depth

is appropriately restored following regeneration. In both cases, however,

this conclusion is contained in a bald statement of the fact with no dcjtailed

evidence or supporting data. These ..orkers also state that after regeneration

there is "restoration of the four layers with no error or mixing".

This last statement nay bo vie. ed with a certain suspicion for Gaze and

Jacobson (1963a) showed that oven as regards the topographic retinotectal pro¬

jection, regeneration with "no error" was the exception rather than the i»ule.

In addition Gaze (unpublished) had noted that the histological appear nee

of the tectum into which the o tic fibres had ro enerated was usually quite



abnormal. In the goldfish Jacobson and Gaze (1965) also observed an

abnormality of tectal structure following section and regeneration of the

optic nerve. They noted particularly the absence of layer D (Jacobson and

Gaze, 196A) and the absence in all regenerated animals, of the type of unit

response associated with this layer.

It was, therefore, decided to embark upon a detailed investigation of

this question of restitution of organization of unit types in depth in the frog

tectum after regeneration of the optic nerve. At the same time it was

determined to re-investigate the arlier patterns of regeneration described by

Gaze and Jacobson since, as lias been discussed, the existence of the earlier

diffuse patterns was of considerable theoretical importance.

The study may be divided into:

(A) A study of normal optic nerve and tectal units.

(B) (i) A study of the topographic pattern of retinotectal connections

after optic nerve regeneration.

(ii) A study of the properties and toctal depth distribution of optic

nerve units after regeneration.

A report of this work comprises Secti n II of this thesis. In Section III

of the thesis the properties of the intertectal stage of the ipsilateral retino¬

tectal projections in amphibia will be examined.



(A) NORMAL FROG OPTIC NERVE AND TECTAL Hi? ITS

Introduction

The study of single units in the visual system was pioneered by Hartline

and Graham (1932). These authors observed the activity in single optic

nerve fibres In the eye of Limulus. Hartline (1938, 1940a, b) extended this

work to cold-blooded vertebrateo, largely frogs. Working on freshly excised

eyes he dissected out single optic fibres as they approached the optic nerve

head. Hartline showed that the responses of the fibres to light flashes

could be classified into three typos: those that responded at the "on" of

light, those that responded at the "off", and units that responded at both

"on" and "off". A given fibre could be stimulated from only a small area of

the retina, about 15° across. The concept of the receptive field of an optic

nerve fibre was, therefore, introduced by Hartline who defined it as that

region of the retina which must be illuminated in order to produce a response

in the fibre. The actual size of the receptive field depended upon the inten¬

sity and size of the stimulating light spot and also upon the state of light or

dark adaptation of the eye. The threshold at the centre of the receptive

field (RF) was considerably lower than at tho periphery. Hartline (1940b)

also demonstrated that spatial summation of stimuli occurred within the RF.

Barlow (1953a, b) extended this work by studying the responses recorded

directly from single ganglion cells in the freshly excised frog eye. The

receptive fields revealed a central plateau of very high sensitivity extending

for about 3-10° and surrounded by an area of the RF in which the sensitivity

decreased very rapidly with distance from the centre. Barlow confirmed that

spatial summation occurred in both "on-off" and "off" units. He also showed



that the "on-off" unite could be inhibited by light falling on an area

surrounding the RF. Light on this inhibitory surround alone produced no

observable response, but it inhibited the responses to light flashes in the

RF itself. Barlow could find no inhibitory surround to the "off" units.

At this time Kuffler (1953) demonstrated that cat retinal ganglion cells

also possessed an antagonistic centre-surround organization but this differed

from that of the frog in that, in the cat, light on the antagonistic surround
«

alone produced a response in the ganglion cell.

A new approach to the studj/ of single units in the visual system was

introduced by Maturana, Lettvin, McCulloch and Pitts (1960) in their now

classical paper. They conceded that investigation of single units by flashing

light spots may reveal interesting facets of receptive field organization.

Such an approach, however, produced results that suggested that the RF proper¬

ties were somewhat protean, particularly in size. Barlow had also shown that

in an "on-off" unit the sensitivities to "on" and "off" seemed to be distributed

differently across the RF. Katura.no et al. felt that ouch an approach

emphasized the variability and inconstancy of ganglion cell function under

various conditions. They believed that visual perception of such universals

as "prey" and "enemy" demanded the presence, at so e point in the visual syste' ,

of a functional invariance in the response to certain features of the visual

environment. These invariant features c uld then be associated with the prey

or the enemy.

The question then arose as to at hat level of the visual syste this

functional invariance of response to certain visual stimuli occurred. Since

in the amphibian visual syste the retin projects directly to the highest

visual centres, it was likely that a considerable amount of processing of



visual information took place in the retina. Maturana et al. thus thought

it was possible that the ganglion cells possessed the functional invariance

that they were seeking but that such invariance was not being revealed by

investigation with flashing light 3pots. They, therefor®, used as visual

stimuli objects 3uch as black discs, dark strips or squares of varying sizes

and presented them against a variety of backgrounds and at different levels of

background illumination and adaptation of the eye. They hoped to find certain

stimuli which invariably stimulated the ganglion cells despite changes in

receptive field size and/or organization that occur with changes in the visual

environment.

They claimed to have succeeded. Maturana et al. found five classes of

ganglion cells in the optic nerve and in the superficial neuropil of the optic

tectum. One of these classes signalled information concerning the general

level of illumination while the other four classes responded selectively to

certain features of the visual image. These "operations" of the ganglion

cells were, over wide ranges, independent of the general level of illumination,

o? the degree of contrast between the visual stimulus and the background, of

the nature of the background, and of the adaptation of the eye.

These latter four classes of ganglion cells were arranged in discrete

layers in the superficial neuropil of the contralateral tectum and the layering

was according to unit type.

In the most superficial layers of the tectum were found the "sustained

edge detectors". These units had responsive receptive fields 1-3° in diameter.

Maturana et al. introduced the term "responsive receptive field" (RRF), which

is identical to the receptive field of Hartline, as that part of the visual

field which when stimulated produces a response. The term receptive field



itself was reserved for use when considering both the central responsive

receptive field and also the inhibitory surround that is demonstrated in some

units. The sustained edge detectors responded with a vigorous burst when a

sharp edge was moved through the RRF. The characteristic response of this

group of units was the sustained nature of the response to an edge brought

into the RRF and held there stationary. A sustained discharge, sometimes

lasting minutes, was observed under these conditions. This sustained dis¬

charge was promptly inhibited by a transient step to darkness, but re-appeared

on re-illumination if the edge was still within the RRF. This phenomenon was

termed the "non-erasability" of the response. The shape of the stimulating

edge seemed unimportant although larger objects gave smaller responses than

smaller objects. These units did not respond to general changes in

illumination but responded to small spots of light that created an edge within

the RRF, particularly at the "on" of the spot.

At a slightly deeper layer of the tectum was found the next type of unit,

termed by Maturana et al. the "convexity detectors". These units had RRFs of

3-4° and were, in some respects, similar to the sustained edge detectors.

Thus they responded vigorously to small objects moving across the RRF and if

the object was stopped in the RRF again a sustained discharge was produced.

Larger objects, however, v/ith less convex edges produced a much smaller

response or no response at all. Maturana et al. thus felt that the cardinal

feature stimulating these ganglion cells was convexity of edge and thus termed

the units as they did. The sustained discharge to a standing edge was promptly

inhibited by a transient step to darkness but did not re-appear on re-

illumination of the standing edge. This response was, therefore, termed

"erasable". These units also displayed no response to changes in general



illumination and gave rather variable responses to spots of light.

In a layer below that of the convexity detectors the third group of

units, the "changing contrast" units were found. These units responded, as

their name suggests, selectively to changes in contrast in their RRFs, which

were about 6-8° across. They responded with a brief burst to movement of

objects across the field, to the "on" and "off" of background illumination

and to the "on" and "off" of a snail spot. There was no sustained response

to a standing edge within the FRF. These were obviously the "on-off" units

of Hartline and Barlow.

In the deepest layers of the superficial neuropil of the tectum were

found the "dimming detectors". These units had a larger RRF, 10-15° in dia¬

meter and responded to movements of larger objects across the field. The

response was proportional to the amount of dimming produced in the field, by

the object. There was a marked and sustained response to the "off" of

background illumination or to the "off" of a small light spot. Decremental

decreases in background illumination produced a burst of Impulses at each

decrement, the response becoming more maintained as darkness was approached.

These units were identified as the "off" units of Hartline and B rlow.

Maturana et al. also claimed to find a fifth group of detectors, the

"dark detectors". These units fired in inverse relationship to the general

level of illumination and their terminals v;ore intermixed with those of the

changing contrast units.

Subsequent work, particularly by Grussor and his co-workers, has extended

these studies mainly by quantitation the unit responses to various stimulus

parameters. They adapted Hartline's definition of the RF (and Maturana et al'

RRF) to what they called the excitatory receptive field (ERF). Zones on the



retina where effective stimulation causes only inhibition of a unit they

termed the inhibitory receptive field (IRF) (GrUsser, GrUsser-Cornehls and

Bullock, 1964).

As mentioned previously this study was initiated to investig te the

restitution in depth in the superficial neuropil of the tectum of the various

unit types, following regeneration of the optic nerve. As a necessary pre¬

liminary to this 3tudy, the units in the normal frog optic nerve and tectum

were investigated both to confirm the work of Maturana et al. and to provide

a series of normal results with which the post-regeneration results could be

compared and contrasted.



49.

RFSm.TS

The results obtained in this section were obtained from 46 normal frogs.

In 11 frogs optic nerve units were studied and in 35 animals contralateral

tecbal units were examined.

51 units isolated in the optic nerve were studied. They were subdivided,

according to receptive field properties, into the following unit typos:-

"on" units - 5

sustained units - 3

changing contrast units - 28

dimming units - 15

The receptive field properties of 211 single units recorded in the super¬

ficial neuropil of the contralateral optic tectum were analysed. The incidence

of unit types is shown below, together with the mean depth from the tectal

surface at which each type was found:-

Ho. Mean depth S.D.

Sustained units 108 74 microns

Changing contrast units 61 290 "

Dimming units 42 385 " 47

p 0.001

p 0.001

These results are shown in histographic form in Fig. 1. Statistical

analysis, using the t test, indicates that this differentiation into layers in

the tectum according to unit type is highly significant.

The unit classification used here is, with edifications, that devised by

Maturana et al. (1950). Ho units of the type described by these workers as



"dark detectors" were found. The receptive field properties of a given unit

type ere identical regardless of whether the unit was found in the optic nerve

or in the superficial tectal neuropil. The description of field properties

thus applies to both optic nerve and tectal units unless it is specifically

stated otherwise.

(a) "On" units (Fig. 2)

Only five of these units were seen. They were found only in the optic

nerve. None was found in the tectum.

The EPF varied from 3-5°. They responded with a brief burst to the "on"

of a spot of light anywhere in the field. There was no response at the "off".

The units also fired to increases in diffuse illumination but the response

tended to bo smaller than that to a light spot. The surround did not respond

to the "off" of light.

In addition these units responded to movement of a dark object across the

ERF although, as can be seen from Fig. 2, this response only occurred as the

objoct moved out of the ERF, not as it moved into the field. Smaller objects

(3°) produced considerably brisker responses than larger objects (15°).
One unit showed firing to incremental brightening, the other four did not.

(b) Sustained edge detectors and convexity detectors

These two unit types are grouped together since it is felt that there are

no adequate qualitative criteria for differentiating them into two classes and

that they should be treated as one population.

These units were found in both the optic nerve and in the most superficial

levels of the tectum. The receptive field sizes and characteristics were

identical in the two groups. The ERFs were 2-4° across.

The characteristic response of this group of units is shown in Fig. 3(a).
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A three degree disc brought into the FRF and held there produced a sustained

discharge which was promptly inhibited by a step to darkness. Re-illumination

of the disc produced, after a short latency, a return of the sustained dis¬

charge. This is the phenomenon of "non-erasability".

The duration of the sustained response varied from unit to unit; the

average duration was of the order of 10-15 seconds. In exceptional cases it

lasted for several minutes. In any one unit the duration of the sustained

response was related to the proximity of the standing edge to the centre of

the ERF, being greater near the centre of the ERF. The non-erasability was

also far more easily demonstrated near the centre of the ERF than at its

periphery. In these respects the sustained edge units are similar in re¬

ceptive field organization to the ipsilateral units to be discussed later.

The response of the units to moving stimuli increased v/ith increasing size

o
of stimuli to an optimum at about 5-7 . Larger objects produced a considerably

smaller response (Fig. 3d). In a fev. units (20%) this diminution of response

to larger objects was not seen. The unit reached an optimal response with

discs of 5-7° and larger objects produced a similar response rather than a

s aller one.

The response of these units to light spot flashes was variable and weaker

than that to moving discs. There was usually no response to changes in back¬

ground illumination.

During the investigation of the properties of this group of units a

previously unreported aspect of their behaviour was discovered. This con¬

cerned the inhibition of the sustained discharge to a standing edge positioned

■ithin the ERF, by movement of an object at some distance from the boundary of

the ERF.



Fig. 3b illustrates this phenomenon. A 3° black disc was stationary

within the FRF and as producing a sustained discharge. The photocell

monitored the movement of a 25° edge at a distance of 10° away from the edge

of the ERF. The sustained discharge was promptly inhibited by movement into

this area of the 25° edge and the inhibition persisted while the edge was held

there. The su tained discharge re-appeared following the removal of the

inhibiting edge.

In about half the units in which the phenomenon was investigated the

inhibition was maintained for the several seconds during which the inhibiting

edge was in the surround of the RF. In this group of units, if the edge

wore held in the surround for a longer period (30-60 sees.), the sustained

response of ten did not re-appear on the removal of the inhibiting edge.

In the other half of the units the inhibition produced by an edge in the

surround as transient, lasting perhaps for only one second or so after move¬

ment- of the edge into the inhibitory surround. The sustained discharge then

re-appoared and experienced another transient inhibition as the inhibiting

edge was moved away from the surround.

Movement of the inhibiting edge through the surround when there was no

standing edge within the FRF produced no response (Fig. 3c). In this unit

(Fig. 3d) movement of the 25° edge through the ERF itself also produced no

response, presumably due to simultaneous stimulation by the moving edge of

both the excitatory and Inhibitory receptive fields,

Inhibition of the sort being described here could be produced by an edge

moving at a considerable distance from the ERF. Fig. 4a illustrates a

maintained inhibition of the sustained discharge t; a standing edge within the

ERF, resulting from movement of a 25° edge at a distance of 30° from the



boundary of the ERF, The maximum distance from the ERF at which inhibition

has been demonstrated is 45° (Fig. 4b). In this latter unit, the inhibiting

edge when 15° away from the ERF evoked a complete and maintained inhibition

of the sustained discharge, but when 45° away produced only a transient

inhibition during actual movement of the edge.

Inhibition thus appears to decrease with increasing distance of the

inhibiting edge from the boundary of the ERF. At a given distance from the

boundary of the ERF the inhibition produced by movement of a large object was

greater than that produced by a small object. Quantification of these latter

two qualitative observations must await further experimentation.

(c) Changing contrast units

These units were found In both the optic nerve and the superficial neuro¬

pil of the optic tectum. Their receptive field characteristics wore identical

in both situations.

Changing contrast units have ERFs of 5-7° diameter, the receptive fields

being some.hat larger than those of the two previous classes of unit. These

units responded to the "on" and "off" of a spot of light, to "on" and "off"

of background illumination and to movement of disco or edges across the ERF

(Fig. 5). The response to background changes was less than that to spots

indicating the presence of an inhibitory surround. It was also usually

observed that larger objects (above 10°) moved across the field gave less of

a response than smaller objects (Fig, 22). The response of these units to a

standing edge is seen in Fig, 5d. There was a brief bur3t as the object was

brought into the field but no sustained response to the standing edge.



(d) Diamine detectors

These units .ore also found in both the optic nerve and in the deepest

layers of the superficial part of the contralateral tectum. No consistent

difference in receptive field organization betv/een tho units in these two

situations was found.

The receptive field sizes, as measured by the movement of black discs

across the field, varied from about 6° to 10°. Within this receptive field

movement of dark objects across the field produced firing of the unit, the

larger the stimulus the greater the response. The majority of units of this

class did not fire to objects less than 3° in diameter but the rare unit did

so. Fig. 23 illustrates the increase in rcssponse of the unit as larger objects

were moved across the receptive field. Fig. 23b shows the prolonged response

to "off" of a light spot, with no response at "on".

The characteristic feature of these units was their response to decre-

mental dimming of background illumination. The units fired at each decrement,

the response becomin • more marked and more prolonged as darkness was approached

(Fig. 6a). These units responded to the "off" of spot flashes within the

receptive field, but not to the "on".

Thus far the findings confirm those of Maturana et al. The following

account describes some new findings in relation to this group of units.

In the earlier stages of the experimental scries being reported here the

study of dimming detectors revealed no unexpected findings. Occasionally,

however, a dimmer unit was discovered that responded only to the first few

decrements of dimming but not to the later decrements as darkness was approached

(Fig. 5b). In this respect these units, which were loosely termed "top-half

dimmers", differed markedly from normal dimmers. These "top-half dimmers"



were thought to bo a variant of normal dimmers but no other abnormalities of

receptive field organization were discovered at this early stage.

Subsequently, however, it was found that some of those dimmers would

respond to the "off" of a flashing spot at some considerable distance beyond

the boundary of the receptive field as obtained by disc movement. This was,

at first, attributed to scattered light. Then, however, the even more

surprising and intriguing observation was made that at some points in the visual

field the units would respond not to the "off" but only to the "on" of a light

flash.

Indeed, the visual field, not just the classical receptive field, could

be mapped with the 2° light spot and could be divided into areas which re¬

sponded at "off", at "on", rarely at "on" and "off", or areas giving no

response.

Records showing this behaviour may be seen in Pig. 7. This unit, re¬

corded from the tectum, gave a normal dimming response (Fig. 7a) and no

response to incremental brightening. In some regions of the visual field

it responded to the light flash only at the "off" (Fig. 7c), at other areas

(Fig. 7d~g) only to the "on", and, In a rather localized area, to both "on"

and "off" (Fig. 7h).

Five representative maps of the whole visual field, plotted in this way,

are shown in Fig. 8. The first three "ape are for dimmer units recorded in

the optic nerve. This phenomenon is not, therefore, an interaction between

different parts of the visual field converging at the tectal level. The two

remaining maps are plots of toctal dimmer units.

The units can be subdivided into four typos:



(i) the responses occur to stimuli in the greater part of the visual

field (Figs. 8b, c).

(ii) the effective stimulus positions extend across the whole diameter

of the visual field (180°), but only in a relatively localized band (Fig. 8a).

(iii) effective stimuli are limited, approximately, to one quadrant of

the visual field (Figs. 8d, e).

(iv) the responses to light flashes are restricted to stimulation of that

part of the receptive field that is responsive to disc movement and are solely

to the "off" of the light flash,

20 dimmer units analyzed for this type of behaviour were distributed

evenly among the four groups.

Certain comments may be made. There appear to be discrete "on" and

"off" regions, the response types are not randomly mixed. Where the responses

involve the whole visual field the "on" and "off" bands seem to be arranged

diametrically. The "off" areas are usually surrounded by "on" areas, although

this is not so for the unit illustrated in Fig. Sa, The region responsive to

discs, and the whole classical dimmer receptive field, is always situated within

an "off" region. Sometimes, but by no means always, a narrow strip responding

at both "on" and "off" of a light flash can be found between "on" and "off"

regions.

If the perimeter arc were arranged so as to lie in an "on" diametric band

then decrenental decreases in background illumination produced "top-half

dimming" behaviour. If, in the same unit, the arc were arranged to lie in an

"off" band then the full normal dimming response was ofton obtained.

The latencies of the responses to "on" are considerably greater than those

for "off" and increase with distance from the "disc movement receptive field".
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The unit illustrated in Fig. 7, the visual field plot of which is shown in

Fig. 8d, revealed latencies at different positions as indicated in the table 1.
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Histogram of the depth distributions of the different types of visual

single units recorded from the superficial neuropil of the optic tectum

of normal animals. Horizontal axis represents the depth from the surface

of the tectum in microns; the vertical axis represents the number of units.
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Fire. 2. An 'on' unit

The response to flashes of a 2° spot within the EPF. The unit re¬

sponds at 'on'.

Response to changes in background illumination. Again the unit

responds only at 'on'.

Response to movement of a 3° black disc across the ERF. Wote the

unit responds only as the disc is leaving the field, that is when the

level of illumination over the ERF is increasing.

Response to movement of a 15° edge across the ERF. The response is

absent or very much less than that to a 3° disc.



a 2° spot on off

b Background on off

c 3° disc

1 sec.



Pift. 3. A sustained edge unit

a. Sustained response to a 3° disc held stationary within the excitatory

receptive field. The sustained response is inhibited by a transient

step to darkness and reappears on re-illuiaination of the stationary

disc. The photocell (lower trace) monitors background illumination.

b. Inhibition of the sustained response by movement of a 25° edge at a

distance of 10° from the ERF.

c. Movement of the 25° edge at a distance of 10° from the ERF when there

is no disc in the ERF.

d. Movement of the 25° edge through the ERF.

in b, c and d the photocell monitors movement of the 25° edge.

Fig. 4

Inhibition of the sustained response to a stationary disc by a moving 25°

edge at a distance of (a) 30°, (b) 45° from the ERF. The photocell

monitors movement of the 25° edge.



1 sec.



Fig. 5. A changing contrast unit

Movement of 5° disc through ERF.

"On" and "off" of 2° light spot.

"On" and "off" of background illumination.

Response to a 3° disc moved into the ERF and held there stationary

for a brief period. Response only as disc moved into and out of

ERF. No sustained response to a stationary edge.



I ——I
1 sec.



Fig. 6. Dimming units

Response of a unit to decremental dimming of background illumination.

The photocell monitors the level of background Illumination and the

arrows indicate the points at which decrements occurred.

Another unit showing 'top half dimming1 <3ee text).



a

1 sec.



Fig, 7

Dimmer units showing responses to both »on' and 'off' of a light flash.

The visual field plot of this unit ie shown in Fig. 6d. The photocell

trace in this figure monitors the level of illumination over the portion

of the field being investigated. An upward deflection indicates decrease

in illumination.

a. Response to decremental dimming of background illumination.

b. No response to incremental brightening of background illumination,

c-h. Response to 'on' and 'off* of a 2° light spot.

c. position 1 in field plot (Fig. 8d). Response only at 'off*.

d. position 2 in field plot (Fig. 8d). Response only at 'on*.

e. position 3 in field plot (Fig. 8d), Response only at 'on'.

f. Position 4 in field plot (Fig. 8d). Response only at 'on'.

g. Position 5 in field plot (Fig. 8d). Response only at 'on'.

h. Position 6 in field plot (Fig. 8d). Response at 'on' and 'off'.
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Fig. 8

Visual field plots of the responses of five dimmer units. The field plots

cover the whole 180° of the visual field of one eye. a, b, c recorded

from the optic nerve, d and e from superficial layers of the tectum.

N, S, T, I indicate the nasal, superior, temporal and inferior poles of

the visual field,

■ Position in visual field from which responses to moving black discs

could be elicited,

fe Position in field "ivin response only at 'off of 2° light spot.

O Position in field giving response only at 'on'.

© Position in field giving response at 'on' and 'off.

P No response to 2° light spot.
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Electrolytic lesions at level of recording of dimmer units.

a. Normal tectum.

b. Tectum into which optic nerve has regenerated.

Both lesions are in tectal layer 3.

Calibration 100^ .



 



TABLE 1

Mean latencies of responses at different field positions

of dimmer unit shown in Figs. 7, 8d.

Off response at position 1 150 msecs

On response at position 2 300 msecs

On response at position 3 370 Ksecs

On response at position A 425 mseeo

On response at position 5 475 msecs

On response at position 6 350 msecs

Off response at position 6 150 msecs
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DISCUSSION

Many workers feel that electrode depth estimations based solely on

micrometer readings of the micromanipulator drive are unreliable (Lipetz,

1965; Jacobson and Gaze, 1964). Since this was the technique used in the

study reported here, reliance on such measurements must be justified.

The reasons usually given for the inaccuracy of micrometer readings are

dimpling of the surface of the tissue, dragging of the tissue as the electrode

penetrates, and bending of the electrode.

In the frog tectum the recording is from the surface layers of a visible,

easily accessible tissue. If care is taken surface dimpling is minimal. In

this study the microelectrodes were made with particularly long thin gradually

tapering shafts so that entry into the tectum involved minimal trauma. Blunt

shafted electrodes did sometimes produce dimpling. In addition, the technique

of starting the electrode track was to gently drive the electrode through the

tectal surface and then withdraw the electrode and restart the track measuring

the surface zero this time. Under these circumstances dimpling was not

apparent on microscopic visual observation (magnification by 50). There was

also no sign of electrode bending or tissue dragging.

Surface zero measurements were taken both on entry and exit and usually

they corresponded very closely (within 10^. ). If they varied by more than

20j*. the depth measurements in the track were discarded.
It as found that, taking the measures outlined above, a unit localized

at a given depth, could be found at that depth upon repeated electrode pene¬

trations of that track and the variation in depth readings on successive

penetrations was of the order of 10 aa or less.
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The only sure way to det rraine the depth of the electrode is to make

electrolytic lesions and check, histologically, the depth of the lesions.

This was done in the early stages of the study and, after allowing for

shrinkage due to histological procedures, there was a close correlation

between micrometer reading and lesion depth.

It may be that one is fortunate, in this respect, in using the frog.

Certainly in some experiments to be reported later, recording from the tectum

of Xenopus laevis, the tectal surface in these animals seems very much tougher

and it is virtually impossible to penetrate the tectal surface without pro¬

ducing marked dimpling. Such may also be the case in the goldfish (Jacobson

and Gaze, 1964).

The factors of dimpling and tissue dragging would tend to give erroneously

high micrometer readings for electrode depth. This seemed to be occurring in

this study for the dimmer units were being found at levels with a mean value

of 400whereas both Maturana et al. (1960) and Lazar and Szekely (1967) state

that the superficial neuropil of the optic tectum (layer 9 in the nomenclature

of the latter workers) is of the order of 200-220^. . Since it was claimed by

these authors that optic nerve terminals were found only in this layer, our

results seemed to indicate either that our micrometer re dings were hopelessly,

albeit systematically, inaccurate or else e were recording, at these levels,

not from optic fib-e arborizations but from tectal elements.

Electrolytic lesions made at the site of recording fro dimmer units are

shown in Figs. 9a, b.

Fig. 9a refers to a normal, but rather s. :al , animal in which dimmer units

were found at a depth of 280-330^ . Fig. 9b refers to an animal in which the



optic nerve hag regenerated into the tectum and in which dimmers were found

in the regions 310-370^.

The lesion shown in Fig. 9a was made nt a micrometer depth reading of

290^. The actual depth of the lesion in the section is 22^ but it is

generally accepted (Baker, 1958) and shov/n by Lazar and Szekely (1967) that

the histological procedures used here result in a linear shrinkage of the order

of 20'. This reading of 225^ thus becomes an "in vivo" reading of 230y^ which

is very close to the actual reading.

Repeating this process for the lesion shown in Fig. 9b, the "in vivo"

depth as 310^ whilst the micrometer reading in this case was 330yu. Again
the correlation is very good considering the approximate nature of the assump¬

tion that linear shrinkage is 20,'..

It is to be noted that in both cases the lesions are situated in layer 8,

the layer below the superficial neuropil and one in v/hich it is generally

considered there are no optic nerve terminals. In most of our normal animals

this layer is found at a corrected "in vivo" depth of about 350~450^u.- This

layer obviously corresponds with the site of origin of our tectal dimmer unit

potentials. Szekely (1968, personal communication) now states that, in fact,

electron microscopic study of the frog tectum reveals that the deepest layer of

optic fibre arborizations is found in layer 8. Scalia, Knapp, Halpern and Riss

(1968) report similar findings. It would seem, thus, that the micrometer

readings, lesions and histological structures associated with the deepest layer

of optic fibre arborizations are well correlated.

There remains the puzzle as to why in these studies layer S is found in

normal animals at a depth of about 400^ whereas Lazar and Szekely (1967) say

that layer 9 is only 200-220 thick. It was at first thought that perhaps



these workers were using much younger and smaller frogs. This may not,

however, have been the case. Examination of Fig. 1 of the paper by Lazar

and Szekely shows by direct measurement, that the layer 9 is 260^ thick even

in their section. Allowing for the 20% shrinkage, layer 9 becomes 325yc^

thick, not 200-220>^. The same figure reve-Is that the in vivo distance

from the surface to the lo er margin of layer 3 is 445^, again a finding that

correlates well with the results presented here. The initial alarm which our

apparently large depth readings evoked would, thus, seem to be unjustified.

The micrometer readings, when the appropriate precautions are taken, appear a

reasonably reliable guide to electrode depth.

Maturana et al. (1960) advanced reasonable arguments that the unit re¬

sponses obtained in the superficial neuropil of the optic tectum were being

recorded from optic nerve arborizations: -

(1) The shape of the spikes recorded is triphasic as is that of units

recorded in the ontic nerve. Kno n tectal units give biphasic spikes.

(2) The properties of the units ore identical with those of optic nerve

units. The excitatory receptive fields are small and of the same size as

those recorded from optic nerve units. Known tectal units have larger re¬

ceptive fields and different unit characteristics.

To these may no bo added that these units are recorded only from those

parts of the tectum at which optic nerve terminals are found.

The retinotopic nature of the visual field positions of the unit responses

precludes the possibility that one is recording from optic nerve fibres as they

cross the tcctal surface. The most likely site of recording is, therefore, the

optic nerve arborization.

Another criticism of the technique used in these experiments i3 the lack



of sophistication, b th in stimulus presentation and control and in the

an lysis of the flrin response of the unite. The techniques used here were

very similar to those used by M-turana et al. Presentation of the stimuli

.as by hand .ith no fine control of stimulus direction or velocity. The

analysis of the response was a qualitative one of the "poor", "fair", "good",

"excellent" variety rather then an analysis of spike number, frequency or

interval. The techniques, adequate in the early yeare of this decade and

appropriate to the overall aims of this study are, however, unsophisticated

when compared with modern methods of analyzing response properties of visual

single units.

Movin:: on now to a consideration of the results obtained regarding the

various unit types, it is probably true to say that the results are in general

agreement ith those obtained by Faturane et al. (1 S3),

The "on" units found in the optic nerve were obviously similar to those

described by Tlortline (1933). One difference was that tho units were reported

by H rtline to show a maintained discharge in response to "on" whereas the

unite described here produced only a rapidly adapting brief burst at "on".

This is almost certainly due to tho fact that our light i.tensities ore four

log units less than those uood by Hartline. The latter observed (1349a) that

the maintained dice barge to "on" usually occurred only st the centre of the

receptive field, and then at only high intensity light. Fig. lb of this

latter paper shows that the "on" unit de cribod there produced 'maintained

activity at high intensity but at Intensities Comparable to those used in our

experiments there was n:; -aintained discharge,

Haturanr: ot al, identified their sustained edge detectors as Har'lirto's

"on" units largely, I think, on the basis that those units responded to "or;"



of light flashes. Our experiments show that this is by no means an in¬

variant property of the sustained edge detectors. The question was, however,

definitely settled by Muntz (1962a) who showed that the "on" units of the

optic nerve went, not to the contralateral tectum, but to the contralateral

diencephalon, in particular the lateral geniculate nucleus and the nucleus of

Bellonci. Munfcz found that the units had receptive fields of 10-17°, con¬

siderably larger than the field sizes reported here. This again is probably

due to the low light intensities used in this study.

Muntz demonstrated that the "on" units were selectively blue sensitive,

with the same sensitivity as the blue modulators found by Granit (1942) in

the isolated frog retina. The function of these fibres was felt by Muntz to

be related to the positively phototactic behaviour, selectively oriented

towards blue, that frogs display (Muntz, 1962b).

In one feature our results appear in conflict with those of Muntz. He

reported that increasing the size of the stimulating spot caused an. increased

number of spikes up to a cortain point, after which a further increase in spot

size had no effect. This last finding suggested that the units lack an

inhibitory surround. Our findings (Pig. 2) using different stimuli indicated

that there may well be an inhibitory surround to some, at least, of these units.

A 15° edge moved through the ERF gave a considerably smaller response that a 5°
disc. Perhaps the conflict of results is due to the fact that the inhibitory

surround is far more effectively stimulated by moving objects, as in our

experiments, than by the light flashes used by Muntz.

The existence of "sustained edge detectors" and "convexity detectors" as

two entirely distinct functional groups should be questioned. Convexity

detectors ere so named by Maturana et al. (1960) in an attempt to give



mathematical precision to the description of the invariant properties of

the effective stimulus configuration for these units; they felt that the key

feature of the environment to which these units responded was a dark object

with a markedly convex edge.

That there was nothing particularly unique in the receptive field

organization of convexity detectors was shown by Gaze and Jacobson (1963b).

These workers demonstrated that it was size of object and not shape that was

important. A large straight edge moved through the field produced no response

but the same edge moved through the field behind a shield hich covered the

surround of the receptive field, produced a response. The behaviour of the

unit was thus explicable on the basis of an excitatory centre and an inhibitory

surround organization.

Grttsoer-Cornehls, GrUsser and Bullock (1963) and Grtisser, GrUsser-Cornehls

and Bullock (1964) reached similar conclusions as regards the convexity de¬

tector. These authors claimed that in the convexity units the IRF extended

up to 20" from the bound ry of the ERF.

Is, therefore, the distinction between sustained edge detectors and con¬

vexity detectors that the former do not possess an IRF whereas the latter do?

The results presented here certainly give a negative answer to this. Many

sustained edge detectors give smaller responses to larger objects indicating

the presence of an IRF. Pickering and Varju (1967) using a standing contrast

in the surround of this group of units, demonstrated inhibition of the response

to illumination of a 5° disc in the FRF. The IRF extended for 7° around the

ERF.

Thus the presence of a central ERF and. a surrounding IPF is common to

both sustained edge and convexity units. The IRF of the latter would seem,



as a rule, to be more potent than the former. Our results, however, show
o

that the IRF of sustained edge units extends at least 45 av;ay from the ERF

in some units.

If the overall spatial organization of the fields is not the distinguish¬

ing feature bet een the groups is it perhaps the phenomenon of erasability?

Our results ould suggest that this is a poor criterion; erasability and

non-erasability vary across the ERF of a given unit, and some units showing

powerful IRFs are non-erasable and other units showing weaker IRFs are erasable.

Is the differentiating feature the duration of the response to a standing

edge? Maturana et al, (1960) claimed that sustained edge units gave a longer

response. The present results confirm this but this is only a qualitative

difference and is by no means an ideal criterion on which to differentiate two

functionally distinct unit classes. As if to emphasize this, Grusser-Cornehls

et al. (1963) claimed that the sustained discharge was longer in convexity

detectors.

The only remaining difference claimed by Maturana et al. was that of

response to flashing light spots and this claim incorporated the erroneous

belief that the sustained edge detectors were identical with Hartline's "on"

units. The results reported here do not confirm the existence of differential

responses to flashing light spots between sustained edge detectors and convexity

detectors. It would thus appear that there is no clear criterion on which to

base a differentiation of these units that give a sustained response to a

standing edge into two groups and it is suggested that they be treated as one

group of units with a continuous range of responses to various stimuli. Maturana

et al. (I960) admitted that the two classes appeared to correspond to two peaks of



a continuously varying group of units. It is felt that this is the most

profitable way of viewing them and thus the combined group will be termed

the "sustained edge units".

It may be remembered that the initial purpose of the work of Maturana

et al. (1960) was to find the operational invariants of the ganglion cells.

They thus emphasized the constancy of the response to the particular stimulus

features they described, in the face of wide changes in contrast, adaptation,

general level of illuminatio , etc. Grusser and his co-workers, in a series

of papers (Finklestein and Grusser, 1965; Grusser, Finklestein and Grusser-

Cornehls, 1968; Butenandt and Grusser, 1963; Grusser and Cornehls, 1968) have

studied quantitatively the response of these units to variations in the angular

velocity of stimuli, in contrast between stimulus and background, positions of

paths of traverse through the ERF and in the time interval between successive

movements of the same stimulus along an identical path. They were able to

show that the size of the response did vary with these parameters. The

division of units into types may thus be based more on a quantitative basis

than on the qualitative invariance of response properties envisaged by Maturana

et al.

The extremely interesting findings of inhibition by moving objects at a

considerable distance from the FRF merit discussion. The presence of a

surrounding inhibitory zone seems to be a constant feature of frog optic nerve

units. Its effect Is marked in the sustained edge units, is present in the

changing contrast units, and also, on our evidence, in the "on" units. The

only type of unit in which it has not been reported is the dimmer and more

will be said, about that later.

The earlier workers, however, studied the responses to flashing spots

of varying size. Grusser and his group have studied the IRFs of the "convexity



units" but have only investigated the inhibition of the response to moving

objects produced by moving objects in the surround. Pickering and Varju

(1967) reported the inhibition of the response to a stationary edge by a

stationary pattern in the surround when the two were illuminated together.

The extent of the IRF reported by Grusser et al. was up to 20°, and by

Pickering and Varju, up to 7°. Nobody has previously observed the effects,

in the frog, of moving an object in the surround, on the sustained responses

to standing objects in the ERF,

The inhibitory surround demonstrable by this latter method extends up

o
to 45 from the boundary of the ERF in some units. The effect seems to

decrease with increasing distance from the FRF and also, at a given distance,

to be greater ith larger objects than with smaller. The inhibitory effect

also seemed more powerful when produced by moving edges rather than by

stationary edges, although the latter can produce a maintained inhibition.

The wide extent of the area of retina from which a ganglion cell may be

inhibited appears to indicate that ganglion cell activity is not influenced

solely by receptcr-bipolar-ganglion cell pathways. In the frog the eye is

of the order of 3 m. diameter (Barlow, 1953a). The retinal circumference

is thus approximately 12 m. Thus 1 mm. of retina receives a projection from

15w of visual field. Maturana et al. (1960), on the basis of methylene blue

staining of the retina, give the dendritic spread of the lar est ganglion

cells as 600yd. The maximum bipolar spread was 80/A. Therefore, using

maximum values (insofar as one believes that the dendrites are completely

stained by methylene blue which is unlikely) the area of retina which is

converging through receptors and bi olars onto a ganglion cell will have a

diameter of 750/4 or about 10°. Tha fits reasonably well with the ER! sizes.



The diameter of the IBF nay, however, extend up to 90°. This can be in con¬

tact with the ganglion cell only through horizontal retinal elements, either

horizontal cells or araacrine cells. Even those latter have horizontal

spreads only of the order of 15° or so and thus amacrine-anacrine or

horizontal-horizontal cell transmission would appear to be indicated. A

possible, but rather unlikely alternative, is that the effect from distant

retina is mediated by initial transmission centrally and then through centri¬

fugal fibres (Maturana, 1958) back to the ganglion cells. This suggestion

may be eliminated by demonstrating the phenomenon of inhibition from distant

retina in optic nerve units after section of the optic tract.

Mcllwain (1964, 1966) has shown that cat retinal ganglion cells' activity

may be affected by stimulation up to 40-50° away from the "classical receptive

field" and in many respects this "periphery effect" is very similar to the

inhibition of the frog sustained edge units. Thus the effect decreases with

distance from the receptive field, larger objects are more effective than

smaller, objects of a given size are more effective if moved at greater

velocity, the stimulating objects at the periphery do not themselves produce

spiko activity in the ganglion cell being investigated. There are also,

however, some differences between the periphery effect and the inhibition

described here. Thus the periphery effect in cat optic nerve units is an

excitatory one, although in lateral geniculate units Mcllwain has demonstrated

both excitatory and inhibitory periphery effects. In the cat the retinal unit

receptive fields are concentrically arranged into centre-surround areas both of

which respond to light flashes (Kuffler, 1953). Mcllwain has shown that his

periphery effect is not merely an extension of the surround of these units.

Thus if the unit were an off centre-on surround type the edge in the periphery



would excite the unit even when it v/as decreasing the light flux in the

periphery. It could not thus be an extension of the on surround. The con¬

verse was also demonstrated for off surround units. The periphery effect

v/as only produced by moving objects, stationary objects were ineffective.

HeIIwain cut the optic tracts and proved that his effect was a retinal

phenomenon and not dependent upon centrifugal fibres to the retina. He also

showed that the effect was far more sensitive to barbiturate than was the

classical receptive field. Ho concluded that the periphery effect was pro¬

duced by linkage at the retinal level between classical receptive field systems

of widely different parts of the retina.

The results presented concerning the changing contrast units require little

comment. The results of the earlier workers in the field have been confirmed.

The analysis of the receptive field characteristics of the dimmer units

also produced results that had not been previously described and which are of

great interest.

It has been generally agreed (Hartline, 1938, 1940a; Barlow, 1953b;

Maturana et al., 1960; Schipperheyn, 1965; Grusser, Finkelstein and Grusser-

Cornehls, 1968) that, whatever the status of surround organization to the FRF

of other classes of unit, the dimmer units did not possess an inhibitory

surround. Although the results of the present studies do not establish the

presence of an inhibitory surround as such they do demonstrate that the spatial

organization of the dimmer receptive field is much more complex than previously

recognized.

The demonstration of areas of the field responding solely to the "on" of

a light spot is completely ew, and is reminiscent of the cat retinal ganglion

cell fields with their on and off areas. In these dimmers no concentric



arrangement of the on and off areas is apparent. The tendency appears to

be for an off region to be bounded on both sides by an on region with occasion¬

ally an intermediate on-off strip.

It is perhaps possible that the stimulation by a light spot at a distance

from the "classical" receptive field is due to scattered light falling on the

latter. I have no good evidence against this possibility but it seems highly

unlikely that this explanation can account for the reversal of response seen

on passing from an "off" region to an "on" region. Thus scattered light may

mean that the fields plotted by these methods are much larger than is actually

the case. Nevertheless, an unsuspected complexity of receptive field organ¬

ization of dimmer units is revealed by these observations. Latency measure¬

ments were made in two units. These showed that the latency of the responses

did increase as the distance from the classical receptive field increased as

might be expected if the phenomenon ere due to scattered light. Such an

increase in latency might also be expected, however, if the pathway from the

receptors being stimulated has a longer conduction time than the normal direct

receptor-bipolar-ganglion cell pathway. The "on" response at "on-off" regions

had a much longer latency than the "off" again suggesting that the pathway for

the on response ay be a less direct one than that for the off.

Hsrtline (1940s) noted that the response to "off" of a spot of light

occurred over a larger area of retina than did the response to a moving shadow,

but the difference was s all (2° or so). The only other observation in the

liter ture hinting at a more complex organization of the receptive fields of

dimmer units is contained in a passing reference of Grusser et al. (1968) that

if a black stimulus greater than 5° in size were brought into the receptive field

and the general illumination turned on and off, responses were obtained at both



"on" and "off". Apart from the observation that the "on" response was

weaker no further comment was offered but this behaviour ay well be related

to the more complex field organization of dimmer units revealed by this study.

The observations of Mcllwaln in the c t retina and those nov/ described in

the frog call into question the whole meaning of the concept of receptive field.

As introduced by Hartline (1938) for lower vertebrates and Kuffler (1952, 1953)

for mammals, it was taken to mean that localized area, of retina which, when

stimulated, produced responses in the ganglion cells. Hartline (1938) stated

"this spatial specificity (of optic nerve fibres) furnishes the basis

for distinguishing the form of the retinal image". The numerous demonstrations

of the retinotopic nature of the projection from tho retina to the viGual centres

have also led to the eneral view that in the visual centres any given point is

reciving information from only a relatively localized area of visual space.

These latter studies are by no means invalidated, and it seems true that a

ganglion cell at given point in the retina projects to a particular rotino-

topically arranged area in the higher visual centres. What does seem false,

however, is the view that ganglion cells are receiving information from only

a very restricted portion of the visual field. Their activity may be affected

by visual stimulation within an area of retina in excess of 90° in diameter and

it may well be that any ganglion coll is in functional contact with all retinal

areas.

It must be accepted that the classical concept of a given retinal ganglion

cell receiving input from only a strictly localized area of retina through

receptor-bipolar-ganglion cell pathways must be modified. It would appear

untrue for sustained units, is probably untrue for dimmers and may well be



untrue for changing contrast units, which are known to have an inhibitory

surround, the precise extent of which is not known. Of significance in this

respect is Dowling *s (1968) recent electron microscopic study of the frog

retina, which showed that bipolar cells synapse primarily ith amacrine cells

and that the ganglion cells are driven mainly by the amacrine cells, which also

have exte sive amacrine-amacrine interconnections. Functional interactions

between widely separated areas of retina have now been shown and some of the

synaptic pathways probably concerned are known; the interpretation of those

retinal interactions in terms of the complex ultrastructural organization of

the retina, however, remains for the future.

The depth distribution of unit types in the superficial tectal neuropil

has been studied. This part of the study has confirmed that the unit types

are found at different levels within this neuropil. The depth of the arbor¬

izations of the two deeper classes of units are deeper than had been previously

realized although the present results correlate well with more recent anatomical

studies on this problem. Quantitative data has been obtained to use as normal

values with which to compare the data on regenerated units to be discussed in

the next section.



(B) THE RESTORATION OF THE RFTINOTFCTAL "HOJ7 CT ION

AFTER REGENERATION OF THE OPTIC NERVE

(i) The tonography of the projection

Resuits

The projection from the eye to the contralateral optic tectum was mapped

in 23 animals in which either the left optic nerve had been cut or the right

optic nerve had. been crushed. The results are summarized in tables 2 and 3.

Seven animals gave no response from the contralateral tectum; in six of

these animals less than 50 days had elapsed between the operation on the optic

nerve and the recording experiment, and in the seventh animal the interval ./as

96 days. A further two animals gave unclnssiflabia results in that the re¬

generated retinotectal projection arose fro diffuse area3 of the visual field

and no obvious order could be found in the projection. The regaining 19

animals could be classified according to the degree of normality of the re¬

generated retinotectal projection.

The type of projection pattern described by Gaze and Jacobson (19G3a) as

pattern 1 was seen in two animals (Fig, 10, RON 2). T;e characteristic feature

of this pattern of regeneration is that a relatively 3mall region of the retina

projects to a considerably larger part of the dorsal toctal surface than is the

case in a normal animal. The remainder of the retina does not appear to have

connected ith the tectum. Within the region of retina that has re-established

connection with the tectum there is no obvious order in the projection of retinal

points to the tectum. As in the earlier experiments of Gaze and Jacobson (1963a),

the animals showing pattern 1 were recorded soon after the optic nerve lesion.

Table 3 shows that these ani als occurred early in the experimental time-series.

A second type of i complete restoration of the retinotectal projection, in



which the projection was appropriately organized across one tectal axis but

not across the other, was described by Gaze and Jacobson as pattern 2. A

projection similar to this in type was seen in two animals in the present series

and Fig. 11 (RON 12) illustrates one of those. In pattern 2 the greater part

of the tectal project'1 on arises, as in pattern 1, from only a small region of

the retina, but in addition the projection to the rostral tectum from the naso-

superior quadrant of the field (temporo-inferior retina) shows evidence of

organization along the mediolateral axis of the tectum but not along its

rostrocaudal axis. The projection shov/n in Fig. 11 is more organized than the

pattern 2 projection illustrated by Gaze and Jacobson (1963a, Fig. 5); in the

present case not only is the projection to the most rostral tectum organised

in the mediolateral axis of the tectum, but similarly even within the thin band

of retina projecting to the greater part of the tectum there is appropriate

organization across the mediolateral tectal axis (dorsoventral axis of field),

although organization in the rostrocaudal tectal axis (nasoteaporal field axis)

is absent.

A regenerated rctinotectal projection showing a pattern intermediate

bet :esn pattern 2 and the normal is shown in Fig. 12 (RON 25). In this animal

there is still a portion of the retina, corresponding to the superior part of

the visual field, which projects rather diffusely to the greater part of the

tectum; but superimposed on this diffuse projection is an approximation to a

normal rotinotectal projection, organized appropriately in both tectal axes.

In eight animals there was, following regeneration of the optic nerve, a

restoration of the normal retinotectal projection (Fig. 13, RON 5). This type

of regenerated projection was ter ;ed pattern 3 by Gazo and Jacobson (1963a).

Pattern 4, as described by these authors, consisted of an esse tially normal



retlnoteetal projection with, in addition, arising from the nasosuperior

periphery of the visual field, a retinotopically organized but anomalous pro¬

jection to the rostral part of the contralateral tectum. In the present

experiments this pattern was found in five animals, one of which is illustrated

in Fig. 14 (RON 20). It may be seen that electrode positions in the rostral

half of the contralateral tectum received input from two positions in the

visual field of one eye; one of these positions is that which normally pro¬

jects to the contralateral tectum while the other, arising from the nasosuperior

periphery of the field (ringed numbers), comprises, with its fellows, a retino¬

topically organised projection which is reversed along the nasotemporal field

axis when compared with the normal contralateral projection. Thus in the

normal projection (which is approximated by pattern 3; Fig. 13) as the

electrode positions move caudally on the tectum the corresponding stimulus

positions in the visual field move more temporally; in the anomalous projection

as the electrode positions move caudally, the stimulus positions in the field

move nasally.

Pattern 4 was found only after nerve section, never after nerve crush.

All five animals showing pattern 4 were mapped a considerable ti e after the

nerve lesion was made; table 3 shows that these patterns all occurred late in

the experimental time-series. In all five animals in which pattern 4 was found,

an anomalous visual projection was. also found from the eye to the ipsllateral

tectum (!|,ig. 15, RON 20). In these animals there was reconstitution of a

normal ipsilatoral projection from the nasosuperior visual field to the rostral

part of the lpeilateral tectum; there was also, however, an additional anomalous

but retinotopically organized projection from the whole visual field to the

ipsilateral tectum. In its organization this anomalous ipsilateral projection
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resembles the normal contralateral projection, with nasal field projecting to

rostral tectum and temporal field to caudal tectum.

In one of the five animals with pattern 4 regeneration (RON 28) the pattern

of regeneration to the two tecta was dissimilar. The projection from the left

eye to the right tectum (Fig. 16) consisted of a mirror-image ipsilateral pro¬

jection together with a contralateral projection of pattern 1 type. In this

animal the projection from the left eye to the left tectum (Fig. 17) was

straightforwardly pattern 4; that is, there was a full but anomalous contra¬

lateral projection to this tectum together with a restored normal ipsilateral

projection.

4



Fig. 10

The projection of the left visual field upon the right optic tectum in

Frog RON 2. The upper diagram repr sents the outline of the optic tectum

seen from above. Each number on the tectum represents an electrode

position at which an optimal response was produced when the stimulus was

at the position indicated by the same number in the visual field. The

perimetric chart extends radially for 100° from the centre of the visual

field which is the "fixation point" of the frog's left eye. S, T, I

represent the nasal, superior, temporal and inferior poles of the left

visual field. Similar conventions are used in the succeeding figures.

fifi* 11

The projection of the left visual field upon the right optic tectum in

Frog RON 12.



 



Fi,1. 21

The projection of the right visual field upon the left optic tectum in

Frog RON 25. The unringed numbers on the perimetric chart represent a

series of stimulus positions corresponding to the normal projection of the

right visual field upon the left tectum. The ringed numbers represent

additional, localised but anomalous stimulus positions projecting to the

left tectum.

Fig. 13

The projection of the right visual field upon the left optic tectum in

Frog RON 5.
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gjfi t 1*

The projection of the left visual field upon the right optic tectum in

Frog RON 20. The unringed numbers on the perimetric chart represent the

normal contralateral field projection. The ringed numbers constitute an

additional series of stimulus positions to the right tectum and forming an

additional but anomalous retinotopic projection.

Fig. 15

The projection of the left visual field upon the left optic tectum in

Frog RON 20. In this case the ringed numbers on the perimetric chart

represent the normal field project on to the ipsilatoral tectum whereas

the unringed numbers consistute another series of stimulus positions also

projection to the left tectum and forming an additional bat anomalous

retinotopic projection.

v



 



Fiff. 16

The projection of the left visual field upon the right optic tectum in

Frog EON 28. Explanation in the text.

Flflf 17

The projection of the left visual field upon the left optic tectum in

Frog ROT! 28. Explanation in the text.
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Fi;-t la

Diagram of suggested mechanism for Pattern 2 regeneration (see text).



 



Fift, 19

Photomicrographs of site of optic nerve lesion.

a* Frog RON 19. Optic nerve crush. No fibres escaping from nerve

sheath.

b. Frog RON 20, Optic nerve section. Some fibres may be seen

escaping and entering ipsilateral side of the brain.



 



tablf 2

Table of experimental reoults

animal operative
procedure

ope]?ation-recordihg
interval (days)

result

RON 1 l 48 Negative

RON 2 l 49 Pattern 1

RON 3 l 63 Approximation
to pattern 3
to both tecta

RON 4 l 63 Negative

RON 5 r 40 Pattern 3

RON 6 R 27 Negative

RON 7 l 30 Negative

RON 8 l 47 Negative

RON 9 l 36 Negative

RON 10 l 130 Unclaosifiable

RON 11 r 84 Semi-normal to

part of tectum
RON 12 l 133 Pattern 2 3

rom 13 r 67 Pattern 1

RON 14 l 56 Unclaseifiable

RON 15 r 96 Semi-normal to

part of tectum

RON 16 r 95 Pattern 3

RON 17 r 149 Pattern 3

RON 19 r 264 Pattern 3

RON 20 l 307 Pattern 4

RON 22 l 320 Pattern 4

RON 2.3 l 447 Pattern 4

RON 24 r 380 Pattern 3

RON 25 R 315 Pattern 2 3

RON 26 r 396 Pattern 3

RON 27 l 456 Pattern 4

RON 28 l 458 Pattern 4



TABLE 2 (continued)

RON 29 R 362 Pattern 3

RON 30 L 96 Negative

L * Section of left optic nerve

R * Crush of right optic nerve



TABLE 3

Table of experimental results arranged chronologically according to the
interval in days between the lesion of the optic nerve and the terminal
recording experiment and also according to the type of optic nerve lesion.

RIGHT OPTIC NERVE CRUSH LEFT OPTIC NERVE SECTION

ANIMAL INTERVAL RESULT ANIMAL INTERVAL RESULT

RON 6 27 Negative RON 7 30 Negative

RON 5 40 Pattern 3 RON 9 36 Negative

RON 13 67 Pattern 1 RON 8 47 Negative

ROM 11 84 Semi-normal
to part of
tectum

RON 1 48 Negative

RON 16 95 Pattern 3 RON 2 49 Pattern 1

RON 15 96 Semi-normal
to part of
tectum

RON 14 56 Unclassifiable

RON 17 149 Pattern 3 RON 4 63 Negative

RON 19 264 Pattern 3 RON 3 63 Approximation
to Pattern 3
to both tecta

RON 25 315 Pattern 2 3 RON 30 96 Negative

RON 29 362 Pattern 3 RON 10 130 Unclassifiable

RON 24 380 Pattern 3 RON 12 133 Pattern 2 3

RON 26 396 Pattern 3 RON

RON

RON

RON

RON

20

22

23

27

28

307

320

447

456

458

Pattern 4

Pattern 4

Pattern 4

Pattern 4

Pattern 4
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DISCUSSION

For reasons discussed earlier it is believed that normally when recording

from the superficial layers of the contralateral optic tectum activity is

recorded from the terminal arborizations of optic nerve fibres. The mapping

technique used thus indicates the distribution of optic fibre terminals over

the surface of the tectum at various periods during regeneration of the optic

nerve.

The present results confirm and extend the observations of Gaze and

Jacobson (1963). Negative results preponderate among those experiments with

the shortest operation-recording intervals. The mean interval for those

animals which gave no results was 49 days. Presumably the terminal mapping

experiment took place before the regenerating optic fibres had reached the

tectum.

Pattern 1 regeneration tends to be found after short operation-recording

intervals. Since the original description of this pattern of early regener¬

ation evidence of similar "spreading" of developing or regenerating optic nerve

fibres over the tectum has been sought unsuccessfully in other species. The

failure to demonstrate this spreading at the tectal level by means of classical

histological othodo in goldfish (Attardi and Sperry, 1963) or embryonic chicks

(De T.ong and Coulo bre, 1965, 1967) is not too surprizing since the terminal

fibres may be very small and dispersed and ay hardly be traced with ordinary

silver stains. Electrophysiological studies in fish (Jacobson and Gaze, 1955;

Westerman, 1965) have, however, also failed to demonstrate any spreading of

optic nerve fibres.

The two animals showing pattern 1 regeneration in this series confirm,

however, that in the frog, during early stages of regeneration of the ootic



nerve, fibres from small areas of the retina ay spread over considerably

greater areas of tectum than those to which they normally project.

The work of Cronly-Dillon (1968) on the regeneration of retinotectal

connections in newts suggests that a comparable phenomenon may occur in

urodeles. This author found that the multi-unit receptive field size of a

given tectal locus was larger than normal during the earlier stages of

regeneration; and this was particularly so in the case of projections from

the peripheral regions of the retina. On the other hand the fact that in

urodeles the entire retina degenerates and then regenerates after optic nerve

lesions complicates interpretation of the results in these animals and, as

Gaze and Watson (1968) have shown, the regenerated central retina in newts

is older than the regenerated peripheral retina.

Gaze and Jacobson (1963a) suggested that the various patterns of re¬

generation, in numerical order, represented sequential stages in the restoration

of the retinotectal projection. The present results would support this idea

on two counts? firstly the time-distribution of the various patterns in the

present experiments suggests that pattern 1 is an early, and pattern 3 or A

a late, manifestation of tho regeneration process; and secondly the two

animals classed as pattern 2 in the present series in fact represent inter¬

mediate stages between patterns 2 and 3,

If the patterns being described represent successive stages in the process

of regeneration, then the progression from pattern 1 to pattern 2 and thence to

normal (pattern 3) indicates that, following the initial diffuse projection

from small retinal areas, as more fibres regenerate to the tectum, the organis¬

ation of these fibres occurs in stages. The fir3t semblance of organisation

occurs at the rostral pole of the tectum and the organization then spreads over



the rest of the tectum. This rostrocaudal tectal sequence of organisation

parallels the rostrocaudal sequence of stratification and acetylcholinesterase

appearance during development and in both cases the rostrocaudal direction of

spread is presumably related to the fact that the optic axons grow in from the

rostral end of the tectum. It would be interesting in this context to observe

the result of growing an optic nerve into the tectum from an abnormal direction.

It seems likely that during the process of regeneration of the optic fibres

order arises out of the initially diffuse early patterns due to a process of

competition for appropriate tectal positions by the regenerating fibres. Thus

the first fibres to regenerate spread diffusely over the tectum since there are

no other fibres with which to compete. As larger numbers of fibres arrive

competition increases and aberrant connections will be displaced as fibres more

appropriate to the tectal locus arrive. Large numbers of regenerating fibres

will arrive first at the rostral pole of the tectum and thus a semblance of

organization appear here first. A similar process of competition is suggested

by Cronly-Dillon (1968).

It is not immediately apparent, however, why the regenerating fibres become

organised along the aediolateral axis of the tectum (Dorsoventral field axis)

before they do along the rostrocaudal toctal axis (nasotemporal field axis).

It is conceivable that this axial difference reflects the mode of ingrowth of

regenerating fibres. If we conceive of the main mass of fibres advancing

rostrocaudally over a wide front and these fibres have branched, then along

any mediolateral strip of rostral tectum there will be a chance of fibre-

competition occurring before it can occur in the rostrocaudal axis. In this

case the axial differences noted would reflect the temporal sequence and

direction of innervation.



Many fibres arriving more-or-less simultaneously at level AB (mediolateral

axis, Fig. IB) will be able to start the sorting process; whereas sorting

along the rostrocaudal axis (BC, Fi- .18) cannot yet start, since the main fibre

mass has not yet reached C.

Eight animals showed a normal retinotectal projection following regener¬

ation of the optic nerve. In these cases the operation-recording interval

varied from 40-396 days (tables 2 and 3).

Five animals gave the intri uing pattern 4. This pattern consists, in

a way, of a «supernormal» projection, in that in addition to the restored normal

retinal projection to the contralateral tectum there is a retinotopically

organized projection from the nasosuperior periphery of the field to the rostral

tectum (Fig. 14). This anomalous contralateral projection is in fact an ipsi-

lateral projection which has appeared in the 'wrong' tectum (Gaze and Jncobson,

1962, 1963a), More will be said about the significance of the anomalous pattern

4 projection in a subsequent section on the restoration of the ipsilateral visual

projection following regeneration of the optic nerve. Here it need only be said

that the basic abnormality in this type of regeneration pattern is that the re¬

generating nerve fibres appear to regenerate directly not only to the contra¬

lateral tectum but also to the ipsilatera' tectum; and they thus produce mirror-

image contralateral-type projections in both tecta (Figs. 14 and 15).



It was suggested by Gaze and Jacobson (1963a) that pat ern 4 ay arise

as a progression from pattern 3 in that the former is a 'super-complete» type

of regeneration. However, a consideration of table 3 indicates that patterns

3 and 4 are probably not sequential stages of regeneration but are alternative

endpoints of the regeneration process, dependent upon the type of operation used

to produce the lesion in the optic nerve. Crush lesions, which leave the sheath

of the nerve intact, lead to pattern 3; nerve sections, which permit aberrant

fibres to enter the diencophalon ipsilaterally, lead to pattern 4. Histological

examination of animals showing pattern 4 indicated that at the site of section

some of the regenerating fibres left the nerve and either entered the brain

ipsilaterally or tracked towards the ipsilateral optic tract (Fig. 19b). At

the site o" crush in animals showing pattern 3, no regenerating fibres can be

seen leaving the nerve (Fig. 19a). They proceed to the chiasms and appear to

cross there. The ability of retinal axons to form appropriate connections with

either tectum, if given the opportunity, was illustrated by Sperry (1945) who

deliberately cross-united optic nerves to the ipsilateral optic tract.
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(li) Single unit studies followin.'; regeneration of the optic nerve

Results

Of the 30 animals set up for these regenerated unit studies it proved

possible to analyze unit responses in 15 animals.

In one animal there were no tectal responses and histological examination

revealed that the nerve had not regenerated beyond the site of the lesion.

Recordings were obtained from the optic nerve distal to the site of section.

10 units ere studied and all showed normal receptive field properties.

In 14 animals in which one optic nerve had been cut or crushed, the re¬

ceptive field properties of 167 units v.ere studied after regener tion of the

nerve. These units .vere recorded from the superficial neuropil of the optic

tectum contralateral to the operated nerve. The distribution of unit types

was as follows:-

No.

Sustained edge units 61

Changing contrast units 59

Dimming units 47

These results re shown in histogram form in Fig, 20, which also contains, in

histographic form, the depth distribution of normal units.

The receptive field properties were those of normal units, both as regards

receptive field size and stimulus-response characteristics. This was the case

even in the minority of units which, following regener tion, were recorded at

an abnormal depth for their unit typo; and it was the case also for those units

which were found at the appropriate depth but in the wrong region of the tectum

Mean depth

52 microns

229 "

315 "



with respect to the visual field. The receptive field properties of units

representative of each of the three classes may be seen in Figs. 21, 22 and 23.

It may be seen that their properties are normal.

Histological examination of the optic tecta in these 14 animals showed

that the tectum into which the nerve had regenerated lacked much of the

structure characteristic of the normal tectum (Fig. 24). The tectum receiving

the operated nerve as usually, but not always, thinner than the normal tectum

and the difference as mainly confined to the outer part of the neuropil. In

extre e cases the superficial layer of the affected tectum was 30% thinner than

the corresponding part of the normal tectum; more usually the difference was

15-2075



&£* 20

Histograms of the depth distributions of the different types of visual

single units in the contralateral optic tectum in normal animals and

following regeneration of the optic nerve. The horizontal axis re¬

presents the depth from the surface of the tectum in microns; the

Vertical axis represents the number of units.
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Fig. 21. A regenerated sustained unit

The response to a 3° black disc moved into the receptive field and held

there stationary by means of a magnet. The middle trace is a photo¬

cell monitoring the level of background illumination, an upward de¬

flection indicating off. The uppermost trace is a time trace. The

sustained response to a stationary disc is promptly inhibited by

switching off the background illumination but reappears on re-illumin¬

ation of the standing edge.

The response to movement of a 3° black disc across the receptive field

No response to movement of a 25" black edge across the receptive field

In b. and c. the photocell monitors movement of the stimulus across

the receptive field.



1 sec.



Fig, 22. A regenerated changing contrast unit

o
a« Response to movement of a 3 black disc across the receptive field.

o
b. Wo response to movement of a 25 black edge across the receptive

field.

c. Response to the "on" and "off" of a 2° light spot in the receptive

field.

d. Response to a 3° black disc moved into the receptive field and held

there stationary. Response as the disc moves into and out of the

field; no response when the disc is stationary in the receptive field.
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Fir1:. 23. A regenerated dimming unit

Response to decremented, decrease in background illumination.

Response to the "on" and "off" of a 1° spot of light in the recoptive

field.

Response to movement of a 2° black disc across the receptive field.

Response to movement of a 10lJ black disc across the receptive field.

The photocell is mounted in the receptive field and monitors in (a)

changes in background illumination, in (b) the effects of local light

flashes, and in (c) and (d) the movement of stimuli across the re¬

ceptive field. An upward deflection indicates a decrease in light

flux falling on the photocell.
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Fifi, 2*

Photomicrographs of the superficial neuropil of

a. the normal left tectum in Frog RON 23

b. the right optic tectum into which the left optic nerve has regener¬

ated in Frog RON 23,

Calibration «* •
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DISCUSSION

The receptive field properties of regenerated units were the same as those

of normal units and the receptive field sizes were also normal. This confirms

the findings of Lettvin et al. (1959) and is to be expected since there i3 no

reason to suppose that optic nerve section disrupts retinal structure in the

frog. Fven in the newt, here retinal degeneration follows section of the

optic nerve, Cronly-Dillon (1968) showed that after retinal regeneration the

optic nerve unit properties were normal.

The results of this investigation provide quantitative data to support

the general conclusion of Lettvin et al. (1959): regenerating optic nerve

fibres belonging to the different unit types select appropriate toctal depths

for their terminal arborizations. This selection is not perfect, however, as

can be seen from the fact that the scatter of depths at which a given unit type

is found is considerably greater after regeneration in the case of the two deeper

unit types. Sustained units were found only in the most superficial part of

the tectum and there vas little sign of this type of unit spreading into the

deeper toctal regions. The other unit type3 were less successful in restricting

their sites of termination to certain tectal depths and, contrary to the findings

of Lettvin et al. (1959), we observed so:e mixing of the deeper populations.

Most of the units that were recorded at inappropriate depths (usually too

superficial for the unit type) ere found in those animals in which the restor¬

ation of the contralateral retinotectal projection was of an incomplete variety.

By far the greater number of units, however, were found, to be arranged in

discrete layers in the tectum. The histograms are somewhat misleading on this

point since they each contain rosults from a number of animals. In any one



animal the layering of the regenerated units was quite distinct but the levels

at which this layering occurred varied slightly from animal to animal, thus

increasing the scatter on the histograms.

It may be seen that the mean depths of the regenerated unit types is less

than those for normal units. For regenerated sust ined units the mean depth

is 70% of that of normal sustained units, while the corresponding figure for

changing contrast units is 79% and for dimming units 82%, Measurements were

made of tectal thickness in three operated animals. In every section the

combined thickness of layers 3 and 9 (Lazar and Szekely, 1967) was measured,

at a fixed distance from the midline, for both tecta. The results showed wide

variation between the animals, the mean decrease in thickness on the affected

side being, respectively, 0%, 18% and 30%. The most extreme case is shown in

Fig. 24. The normal tectum is here much thicker and has a more organized

structure with discrete fibre layers. The superficial tectum in Fig. 24b,

even though thin and lacking the normal appearance, was the site of a normal

field map and normal unit responses.

Thus the abnormality of tectal structure after regeneration of the optic

nerve is no bar to the restoration of a good field map across the tectum, nor

does it prevent the restitution of an appropriate depth distribution of unit

types. Presumably whatever structures are responsible for determining the

site of arborization of optic verve fibres are still present although possibly

nearer the tectal surface than in a normal animal. It seems that the re¬

generating fibres cannot bo following a command of the types grow down for so

many microns and then synapse. Rather they seem to be growing down either

until they have traversed a certain proportion of the superficial neuropil or

until they eet a certain type of structure; and ther; they ter inate. In



the thinner tectum after nerve regeneration these target structures will be

closer to the surface and thus the regenerated depth distribution of the fibres

will be shifted to a more superficial level than normal. Even thou :h the

recognition mechanism involved is unknown, the results indicate the existence

of a third dimension of specificity among the retinal ganglion cells - cor¬

responding to the third spatial dimension (depth) of the tectum.

The additional specificity is by unit type. It is interesting to

speculate as to whether this additional specificity determines the retinal con¬

nections of the ganglion cell, and hence its unit type, or whether the additional

specificity is imposed upon the ganglion cell by its retinal connections. At

the moment this is r ther a chicken or egg question.



GENERAL C < )NCL'JSIOS

The visual projection from the retina to the contralateral optic tectum

displays a high degree of selectivity of connections. Purely ontogenetic

processes of neuronal specification are, apparently, responsible for this

selectivity with which the neurones connect. This view is generally accepted

and the work reported in this thesis essentially supports such a view.

It was stated at the end of the introductory review that the question of

whether this retinotectal matching is the result of an overall matching of the

systems or "whether it reflects an underlying point-to-point matching remained

controversial, although the weight of the evidence favoured the latter view.

The findings reported in the preceding section of early diffuse patterns of

regeneration in the frog again confirm that in this anuran spreading of con¬

nections over larger areas of the tectum than normal can occur during the early

stages of regeneration. Urodele amphibians (Cronly-Dillon, 1968) display a

similar phenomenon.

The key evidence, however, for a systems-matching are the compound-eye

experiments of Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely (19Q3, 1965). It was pointed out

that the conclusion of gradient-matching in the retinotectal system, reached by

these authors, was not the only one possible from these experiments. Sperry

(1965) suggested the alternative explanation of selective tectal hypertrophy.

This latter explanation would imply the existence in the developing brain of a

high degree of "place-specificity" whereas the "spreading" explanation would

imply a degree of "place-plasticity" in the initial establishment of retino¬

tectal connections.

To differentiate between these tv?o possibilities a series of experiments



has been done in collaboration with Drs. R.M. Gaze and K. Straznicky. The

details of this work are not reported in this thesis. The principle of the

experiment as to direct the fibres from the normal eye into the tectum that

had been previously innervated by the "compound-eye", whereas the fibres from

the compound-eye were directed into the normal tectum, i.e. the tectum previously

innervated from the n:rmal eye. This was achieved by cutting the optic chiasms

in the post-metamorphic animal with one double-nasal or one double-temporal eye.

A millipore filter was inserted into the cut and this prevented the regenerating

fibres from decussating at the chiasms. The regenerating fibres were con¬

sequently forced to regenerate up the ipsilateral optic tract and hence an eye

came to innervate directly its ipsilateral tectum rather than the contralateral

tectum.

Each half-retina of the compound eye sent orderly connections over the

■whole extent of the normal tectum. The entire field of the normal eye projected

in an orderly fashion over the tectum previously innervated by the compound eye.

Those results indicate that each half-retina of a compound eye can spread its

connections over the whole available normal tectum and that there is not a strict

"place-to-place" specificity governing retinotectol neuronal relations.

A further series of exper? ;ents was conducted in which animals, at an early

stage of embryonic life, were subjected to an oper tion involving removal of

the nasal or temporal half of the developing eye so that the animals grew up

with an eye derived from only one half of the retina. Retinotectal mapping in

these animals after metamorphosis also led to the conclusion that connections

from an embryologically-specified half-retina spread over the entire tectum.

The converse experiment of growing a whole eye into a half-tectum was

performed by re loving the rostral or caudal half of the tectum in a larval frog.



On the basis of the above experiments one would have predicted that the pro¬

jection from the whole eye would have "compressed" into the re aininj half-

tectum. This was not found. In adult life only the half of the visual field

appropriate to the remaining half-tectum projected to the tectum - a result in

accord with a strict "place-to-place" specificity. To confuse the matter even

further Gaze and Sharma (19Q9, 1970) have reported that if one makes half-tectal

removals of either rostral or caudal tectum in adult goldfish one can obtain

compression of the whole visual field into the remaining half-tectum. This

result hich is in narked contrast to that of Gaze and Jacobson (1965) in which

either the edial or lateral half of the tectum was removed, is als in conflict

with those results just reported here.

Each group of experiments has given internally consistent results but is

is difficult to construct one theoretical framework which embraces the results

of the various experiments. It would certainly appear in anurans that the fibres

from a half-retina can spread over an essentially normal tectum. In these

anurans it does not appear that the converse process of compression of the

whole field into a half-tectum occurs. It may be that nerve fibres may spread,

in an orderly fashion, into unoccupied tectal areas but ay not compress into

already occupied tectum. The conflicting results of Gaze and Sharma cannot be

accounted for on this mechanism. Further work is necessary. It would seem,

however, that the simpler point-to-point theory of Sperry may well require

modification.

Despite the above doubts as to the detailed nature in which the retina and

tectum link it is evident that in the visual system of the normal animal a high

degree of connection specificity exists. How do these results obtained by

studies on the visual system affect our views on the mechanisms discussed in



the introductory review by which selective functional relationships are

established between the central nervous system and the periphery in the neuro¬

muscular and non-visual sensory systems?

The generally accepted view is that mechanisms of connection specificity

pertain to the visual system whereas the establishment of functional relation¬

ships between the centre and periphery in the motor and other sensory systems

involves the mechanism of peripheral modulation. This seems to be the view

of the majority of auth rities who have revie ed this subject recently (Weiss,

1965; Szekely, 1966; Hughes, 1968; Sperry, 1963; Jacobson, 1969). Only

Gaze (1967) expresses caution as to the postulated role of modulation.

I would like to suggest that the concept of peripheral modulation of

neural elements as that concept was elabor ted by Weiss and Sperry, has no

evidence to support it and indeed that it is based totally upon a false

assumption.

The basis for the whole concept is that functional recovery may follow

intex*ruption and subsequent irrevocable scrambling of central-peripheral fibre

connections. Because of the scrambling it is assumed that the regenerating

fibres are unable to re-establish their original connections and that, therefore,

the connections following regeneration must be random. If they are random

then the return of coordinated function requires a concept such as modulation.

It has been shown, however, that nerve fibres in the visual system are

eminently capable of re-establishing their original connections despite marked

scrambling of fibres at the site of section of the optic nerve.

It ha3 also been mentioned in the introductory review that disruption of

precise pathways are not a bar to tho subsequent achievement by nerve fibres of

their appropriate connections. The basic assumption on which the concept of



modulation is based is, therefore, false.

In addition, there is good evidence that in the very systems in which

modulation was said to be occurring it can be demonstrated that it does not

occur. Thus Mark (1965), re-investigating the earlier experiments of Sperry

(1950) and Sperry and Deupree (1956) on regeneration of the nerve supply to the

pectoral fin in teleoot fish, confirmed that functional recovery occurred despit

scrambling of fibres at the site of section. This was previously interpreted

in terms of re-modulation of pectoral fin motoneurones. Mark showed, however,

that if the nerve to the adductor muscle of the fin was forced to innervate

the abductor muscle, the nerve was not re-modulated - it retained its original

•adductor' function. Thus in this system, where the recovery of function must

mean either the re-establishment of specific connections or a process akin to

re-modulation, it can be shown that the latter does not occur. An exactly

similar approach reveals that re-modulation does not occur during functional

recovery from section of the oculomotor nerve in fishes (Cperry and Arora, 1955)

Mark (1969) has reviewed the data and effectively argues the case against re-

raodulaticn in the motor system of lo.er vertebrates.

In fact evidence has also existed for a considerable time that a similar

situation exists in the sensory system. Thus following the work of Miner

(1950, 1956) and '"eiss (1942) and Kollros (1943) the peripheral processes of

sensory ganglion cells have been assumed to be incapable of selective recon-

nection, but to be capable of "reraodulation". The central processes of these

very cellB are, however, assumed to be capable of forming selective connections

centrally despite scrambling of nerve fibres (Sperry and Miner, 1949). Thus

the very ability that is denied to the peripheral process of a neurone is

ascribed to its central process. I find this an inherently unlikely assumption



Sperry and Miner (1949) also showed that if the ophthalmic and :and±bular

branches of the trigeminal nerve were crossed and forced to innervate the

territory of the other branch they were not remodulated, Jacobson and Baker

(1968, 1969) have recently very elegantly extended the initial observations of

Miner on the effects of skin rotation in the frog. They reach similar con¬

clusions to Miner's original ones on renodulation, but they fall totally to

eliminate selective recormection as an explanation for their results which they

attribute to remodulation. In addition, in parts of their experimental

situation in which selective reconnection was highly unlikely, these authors

found jio evidence of re odulation. It is, therefore, suggested that until

there is satisfactory evidence to the contrary the concept of remodulation be

abandoned in favour of a connection-specificity concept to account for the

establishment of selective functional relationships between the central nervous

system and the periphery in all primary motor and sensory systems.

Despite this attempt at unifying the views of the mechanisms involved in

the formation of selective connections certain differences between the different

systems say continue to exist. Thus the problem of Uniting two systems on a

point-to-point basis or an overall system basis which exists in the linkage of

two continuous two-dimensional structures such as retinal and tectal surfaces

is unlikely to exi t in systems where the structures being linked are essentially

discontinuous, e.g. muscles. Whether the skin qualifies, In specificity terms,

as a continuous or discontinuous surface is unknown.



SECTION III

INTRODUCTION

The work considered so far leads to the conclusion that developmental

mechanisms produce in the nervous system neuronal specificity of a high order.

Subsequently, selective connections, which manifest this prefunctionally

determined specificity, are established.

This conclusion has, however, been based largely on work involving con¬

nections between the centre and periphery, in areas of the nervous system where

there nay be approximations to a "one-to-one" relationship between neurones,

receptors and effectors. Under such conditions the postulated mechanisms of

neuronal specificity are eminently capable of producing the observed select¬

ivity of connections.

Several factors would appear to suggest, however, that such mechanisms of

neuronal specificity nay not be the only mechanisms oper: ting in the formation

of selective neuronal connections. Szekely (196C) points out that in more

central integrative regions of the nervous system there are areas of both high

convergence of synaptic inputs onto a given neurone together with a high degree

of divergence of that neuronal output. It is obviously difficult to establish

selective connections in such a system on a basis of specific interncuronal

affinities.

Another difficulty is that a nervous system built totally according to a

genetically pre-programmed specificity system would perhaps behave in too rigid

a fashion with little functional adaptation to varying e vironmentol demands.

ith the present interest in the building of "intelli ent achines" (Turing,

1949, 1 30; Cowan, 1962; Mlchie and Chambers, 1968) it would be unwise to



press this particular objection to prc-functiona! specification of nervous

connections too far. It is, however, v?orth pointing out that just such

rigidity of response is seen in those neural systems of lo er vertebrates from

a study of which the concept of specificity was derived. In such systems

there is little of the plasticity that characterizes higher neural function.

To accommodate this difficulty Sperry (1963) suggested that the pre-ftmctionally

determined connections may be modified by "use and disuse". This is certainly

possible but to use up valuable genetic information in the production of highly

precise connections only to alter subsequently the precision by functional

activity appears rather a wasteful process.

The examination of systems involving linkages between central areas of

the nervous syste , rather than those linking the central nervous system to

the periphery, may reveal other mechanisms involved in formation of precise

connectivity patterns.

The formation of connections in the retinotectal projections have been

discussed in detail already in this thesis, and it has been seen that this

system played a key role in the elaboration of the theory of inter-neuronal

connection specificity. On the evidence already discussed one would be inclined

to agree ith Sperry and Hibbard (196S) that "the issue of growth versus function

seems now to be quite settled and dead, at least in the case of retinotectal

connections".

It is, however, su -gested in this section of the thesis, that it is in

precisely the amphibian visual projection that one has evidence of factors,

other than the neuronal specificity mechanisms, operating in the formation of

specific connections linking central areas of the nervous system.

The hypothesis as based on the results of a paper by Qaze, Jacobson and



Ssekely (1965) which involved a study of the retinal projection to the

ipsilateral tectum in the toad, Xenopus laevis.

Before elaborating the hypothesis it is probably profitable to outline

what is known of the normal ipsilateral retinotectal projection in a uran

amphibia.

The next part of the thesis, therefore, reports on some experiments

undertaken to establish the pathway taken by impulses from the eye to the

ipsilateral tectum.

The properties of single units of the ipsilateral tectal projection are

then described.

Evidence will then be presented that the formation of connections in this

pathway cannot be explained by the usual ontogenetic forces of neuronal spec¬

ificity. An alternative hypothesis, fitting the experimental data will be

suggested. The results of preliminary experiments designed to test the

hypothesis will be reported.

Finally, the effects of section and regeneration of the optic nerve in

the adult on the ipsilateral projection will be described.



(i) T^TE PATH AY FROM TIP.' 'F"'INA TO THE IPSILAT' RAT, TFCTUF

Introduction

The major projection of the retinal ganglion cells in the frog is to

the contralateral optic tectum (Bellonci, 1888; Wlassak, 1893; Cajal, 1911).

Gaupp (1399) and later Horrick (1925) also described a contralateral retino-

thalamic projection but all these earlier workers agreed that the optic nerve

fibres crossed completely at the optic chiasms.

Stimulation of one eye, however, produces electrical responses not only

in the contralateral but also in the ipsilateral tectum (Rensch, 1955;

Zagorul'ko, 1957; Gaze, 1958). Gaze and Jacobson (1962) electrophysiologically

mapped this visual projection to the ipeilatcral optic tectum in the frog.

They found that the nasal visual field of each eye projected in a retinotopic

fashion onto the rostral part of its ipsilateral tectum. The nasal visual

field so mapped in fact constitutes the binocular part of the frog's visual

field.

The optic axes of Rana temporaria diverge by approximately 110-120°. The

nasal visual field of each eye extends for about 110° from the optic axis to

the nasal periphery of the horizontal meridian. The visua* fields of the two

eyes thus overlap by about 100° in the horizontal meridian. An object in this

region can be seen by both eyes.

Gaze and Jacobson (1962) found that a stimulus to the temporal side of each

optic axis was seen by only one eye and potentials, in response to such a

stimulus were recorded only in the caudal part of the contralateral tectum.

A stimulus in that portion of the visual field between the optic axes is

seen by both eyes. If the stimulus is to the right of the mid-sagittal line



then, with the left eye shielded, potentials may be recorded from a particular

locus in the left tectum. If, without moving the animal or the stimulus

position, the right eye is now shielded, the stimulus is "seen" by the left

eye and a response may be recorded from the same locus in the left tectum.

Gaze and Jacobson (1962) thus pointed out that in these regions of the binocular

visual field the left side of the field projects, through both eyes, to the

right tectum and the right side of the visual field, through both eyes, to the

left tectum. The retinal points corresponding to one stimulus position,

though not homologous in the neuronal specificity sense, project to the same

tectal locus. The most peripheral part of the nasal field of each eye pro¬

jects only to the ipsilateral tectum.

The central part of the visual field, for about 10-15° on both sides of

the mid-sagittal plane is "seen" by both eyes and projects through both, to

the two tecta.

Fig. 25 is taken from the paper by Gaze and Jacobson (1962) and illustrates

the conclusions reached by these workers at that tine.

The pathway from the central 20-30° of the visual field to the ipsilateral

tectum was studied by Gaze and Jacobson (1963c). Since at this time it was

believed that all the optic fibres crossed in the optic chiasm® and since

Jacobson (1960) reported that section of the ipsilateral optic tract did not

abolish the Ipsilateral projection from the eye, it appeared that the initial

stage of the ipsilateral projection must involve passage to the contralateral

tectum. Gaze and Jacobson (1963c) measured the latencies of the ipsilateral

and contralateral responses through one eye to the same visual stimulus and

found that the latency of the ipfcilateral responses was consistently greater

by 20-30 msec. They produced a localized lesion in that part of the tectum



from which the contralateral response had been obtained and observed that this

abolished the ipsilateral response elicited from the other tectum by visual

stimuli at the same point in visual space. These results tended to sur>port

the idea that the temporal retina projected first to the rostral part of the

contralateral tectum and then recrossed to the appropriate point on the ipsi¬

lateral tectum.

The obvious pathway for this intortectal linkage would appear to be the

intertect 1 commissure. Both Zagorul'ko (1957) and Gaze and Jacobson (1962),

however, state that section of the intertectal commissure and the posterior

commissure does not abolish the ipsilateral responses.

Gaze and Jacobson (1963c) found that a small lesion in the rostral part

of the tectum produced Nauta degeneration in some pathways in the ventral

tegmentum of the mid-brain and, while they could not be certain that these were

visual fibres, a conclusion compatible with all the data available was reached.

The ipsilateral projection passes initially to the contralateral tectum and then,

post-synaptically, by way of pathways in the ventral tegmentum of the mid-brain,

to the ipsilateral tectum.

Gaze and Jacobson (1962) point out that the pathway for the ipsilateral

projection from tho most nasal part of the visual field was not known as this

part of the field did net project contralateral^.

The experiments described in this portion of the thesis were designed to

extend theso observations. In particular the following questions were asked:-

(1) Is it true that the ipsilateral visual projection fro;, the far nasal

visual field follows a different pathway from that of more central visual field?

The basis for this view was tho belief that the far nasal field did not project

to the contralateral tectum and could not, therefore, follow the two-stage
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pathway already described. Is this belief justified?

(2) What, if any, is the role in the ipsilateral visual projection to the

tectum of the recently described optic nerve fibres that project to ipsilateral

diencephalic areas of the frog brain? (Knapp, Scalia and Riss, 1965; Scalia,

Knapp, Halpern and Riss, 1968).

(3) Were Gaze and Jacobson (1962) correct in ascribing to the deep teg¬

mental commissures the role of the intertoctal link that appears to be the

second stage of the Ipsilateral retinotectal projection? If not, what other

commissural fibre system does supply the intertectal link?

The experimental animals were divided Into six groups:

Group I. The projection of the far nasal visual field of one eye to

both the contralateral and ipsilateral optic tectum v;as mapped.

In the remaining groups of animals the presence of localised responses

from all four tectal projections (from each eye to the contralateral and ipsi¬

lateral tectum) .'as checked to determine that those projections were all

functioning normally prior to the surgical procedures described below. The

effect on the ipsilateral responses of the following procedures was then invest¬

igated:

Group 2. Localised lesions in the contralateral tectum.

Group 3. Dorsal midline lesions interrupting the intertectal commissure

and the posterior commissure.

Group 4. Midline lesions involving not only dorsal mid-line structures

but also the ventral tegmentum of the midbrain.

Group 5. Section of one optic tract.

Group 6. Lesions in the region of tho post-optic commissures.
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RESULTS

Group 1 - The projection of the far nasal part of the visual field to the

contralateral tectum

In five animals the projection from one eye to the far rostral tectum was

studied.

In all cases it was found that the most rostral tectum, even as far

forward as the tecto-diencephalic junction, received a contralateral projection

from the far periphery of the nasal field. No point of the far naso-superior

field could be found that did not project to the contralateral tectum. This

projection from the far nasal field of the loft eye is illustrated in Fig, 26.

The ipsllateral projection from the same eye is shown in the same figure.

Group 2 - The effect on the Ipsilateral projection of lesions in the contra¬

lateral tectum

In two animals destruction of the rostrolateral part of the contralateral

tectum abolished the ipsilateral visual responses to the other tectum while the

contralateral responses to this latter tectum remained.

The effect of much more localized tectal lesions was studied in a further

6 animals. A typical result is shown in Fig. 27. The electrode was placed

at position A on the right tectum and with the right eye covered the position

in the binocular visual field which projected via the left eye to that tectal

point was found (field position 1). "ith the left eye covered and the right

eye uncovered it as found that field position 1 also projected via the right

eye to the same point (position A) on the right tectum. This is a consistent

finding (Gaze, 1958) - that one point in visual space projects through both

eyes to the same tectal position.



Position 1 of visual space was also found to project via the right eye

to position B on the left tectum, and also via the left eye to the same tectal

point, A localized lesion (150 microns across) was then produced by means of

a microcautery at position A on the right tectum. After the lesion was made

all responses from position A naturally disappeared. When the electrode was

now replaced at position B on the left tectum it was found that stimulation at

position 1 in the field evoked brisk responses from tectal position B via the

right eye. The responses from tectal position B previously evoked from field

position 1 via the left eye were, however, no longer present. Thus a lesion

at tectal position A appeared to abolish the ipsilateral response from field

position 1 via the left eye to the left tectum. The left tectum itself was

not damaged as indicated by the survival of the contralateral responses from

the right eye to tectal position B.

The localized lesion at position A on the right tectum produced only a

localized deficiency in the ipsilateral projection of the left visual field on

the left tectum; for if the electrode was moved to positions on the left

tectum about 100 microns away from B, ipsilateral responses could be evoked

via the left eye.

This procedure was repeated for two further field positions, 2 and 3.

Field position 2 projected via both eyes to position C on the left tectum and

position D on the right tectum. Localized destruction of position C resulted

in abolition of the ipsilateral projection from field position 2 via the right

eye to the right tectum but the contralateral projection from field position 2

via the left eye to the right tectum was unaffected. Field position 3 pro¬

jected through both eyes to position F on the right tectum and through both

eyes to position E on the left tectum. Localized destruction of tectal



position F abolished the ipsilateral projection from field position 3 via

the left eye to tectal position F, but the contralateral projection to this

toctal point via the right eye remained.

Similar results were obtained in the other five animals.

Group 3 - Dorsal midline lesions aimed at the intortectal and posterior

commissures

The results of the previous two groups of experiments are compatible with

the hypothesis that the path-way of the ipsilateral visual projection involves

initial transmission to the contralateral tectum with subsequent passage back

via Sn intertectal link to the ipsilateral tectum. The most obvious candidates

for this intertectal link are the large intertectal commissure (Commissura tecti

mesencephali) and the posterior commissure which is situated at the rostral end

of the mesencephalon.

In ten animals the effect on the ipsilateral projection of section of

these structures was investigated. In all cases the ipsilateral responses

survived this procedure. Histological reconstruction confirmed the extent

of the lesion in each experiment and the lesion in one animal is shown in Fig. 28.

Group 4 - Section of ventral midline mesencephalic commissures

In four of the previous group of animals the midline lesion was extended

ventrally through the tegmentum of the midbrain to the base of the skull,

severing all midline structures from the cerebellum cudally to the diencephalon

rostrally (Fig. 28). The ipsilateral visual responses were not abolished by

these lesions.



Groun 5 - Section of one optic tract

Since no mesencephalic intertectal fibres are necessary for the integrity

of the ipsilateral viausl projection the possibility was next considered that

the intertectal connection might pass back from one tectum, along the optic

tract, cross the midline near the chiasma and go up to the other tectum along

with its optic tract. With this possibility in mind we sectioned one optic

tract, caudal to the optic chias a, in twelve animals. In eight cases the

right tract was sectioned and in four the left tract.

In ten of the twelve animals the results of tract section were identical.

The contralateral projection frora the eye on the same side as the lesion sur¬

vived; the contralateral projection from the eye opposite the lesion disappeared;

the ipsilateral rojection from both eyes was abolished.

In two animals the ipsilateral projection to the left tectum survived

section of the left optic tract; in one the ipsilateral map was approximately

normal and in the other 'here were occasional responses from the ipsilateral

tectum on the side of the lesion.

Histological analysis showed that in the 10 animals giving abolition of

both ipsilateral responses the lesion liad interrupted the optic tract as planned

(Fig. 29a). In the other two animals, the lesion was incomplete (Fig. 29b).

In a further two animals control lesions in the diencephalon dorsomedial

to the optic tract, but sparing the tract, were made. Both contralateral and

both ipsilateral projections survived this procedure.

Grouo 6 - Lesions in the region of the post-optic commissures

Lesions aimed at the caudo-dorsal part of the optic chias' a were performed

in six animals. The intention was to interrupt the components of the post-optic

commissural system.
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Following thoso lesions the contralateral responses from both tecta

survived. Ip3ilateral responses from both tecta however disappeared. In

some cases an initial small lesion in this area did not totally abolish the

ipsilateral responses and the lesion had to be enlarged before the ipsilateral

responses disappeared. Histological confirmation of the extent of the lesions

was obtained (T'ig. 30).



Fig. 25

A figure from the paper of Gaze and Jacobson (1962) illustrating their

conclusions at that time on the nature of tectal projection of the

binocular visual field.



Fig. 4.—The projection of the various regions of the binocular field on the optic tecta.
The perimeter shows the visual field as in fig. 1. The right eye sees field areas A. B. C, D
and the left eye sees B, C, D, E. Field area A is seen only by the right eye and projects
to the left tectum. Area E is seen only by the left eye and projects to the right tectum.
Area B is seen by both eyes and projects through both to the left tectum. Area D is
seen by both eyes and projects through both to the right tectum. Area C is seen by both
eyes and projects through both to both tecta. The binocular area of field is thus BCD

and the binocular, bitectal area of field is C.
The connections shown by continuous lines between the eyes and the tecta represent
the normal crossed projection via the optic chiasma. The eye-tectal connections
indicated by the dotted lines represent the ipsilateral projection from each eye, the

paths of which are not known.



Flfi. 26

The projection of the left visual field to both optic tecta.



 



Fig. 27

The effect on the ipsilateral projection of localized lesions of the tecta

(see text). In this case the perimeter chart is centred on the sagittal

plane of the animal. The two dots represent the optic axes of the right

and left eyes. R = right. L = left.
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Fl<t. 28

Transverse section through the rostral part of the tecta at the level

of the posterior commissure. A lesion separates the two tecta and

extends down to the ventricle. The ipsilateral projections survived

this treatment. Calibration 500^-.
Transverse section through rostral part of the optic tecta. A lesion

separating the two tecta extends down to the base of the brain. The

ipsilateral projections survived. Calibration 500^ .



 



rifi. 29

Transverse section through the optic tract at the site of section

The lesion is complete.

Transverse section through the optic tract at the site of section

The lesion is incomplete in that bundles of fibres are seen to be

intact.

Calibration 200y .



 



Fl«. 30

Transverse section showing intact optic chiasms. Calibration 200/a..

Transverse section from the same animal showing interruption of the

post-optic commissural system. Calibration 400a*- .
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DIPCPOSION

The pathway involved in the anuran ipsilateral visual projection has re¬

mained a matter of conjecture 3ince the discovery of the ipsilateral responses.

Stimulation of one eye gives rise to responses at both contralateral and ipsi-

lateral tocta. The latency of the ipsilateral responses to a given stimulus

is 20-30 msec greater than that of the contralateral responses (Zagorul'ko,

1957; Gaze and Jacobson, 1962; 1963a, c) which suggests that the pathway to

the ipsilateral tectum is longer than that to the contralateral tectum.

This finding, coupled with the anatomical evidence available at that time,

indie ting that all the optic nerve fibres crossed at the optic chiasma, led to

the view that the first stage of the ipsilateral pathway is by way of the crossed

optic tract to the contralateral tectum. This view received strong supporting

evidence from the finding of Gaze and Jacobson (1063c) that lesions in the

contralateral tectum abolished ipsilateral tectal responses. This observation

has been confirmed in the experiments (group 2) described in the present section.

In the paper which initially described the retinotopic nature of the

ipsilateral projection (Gaze and Jacobson, 1962) it was implied that the part

of the visual field of each eye which did project to the ipsilateral tectum

could be subdivided into two parts. One part - the least nasal region of the

ipsilateral projection, corresponding to the r.idoagittal plane of the animal -

projected to both the contralateral and the ipsilateral tectum, and it as

study of this part of the projection which implicated the contralateral tectum

in the first part of the pathway (Gaze and Jacobson, 1962). The second port

of the ipsilateral projection arose from the far nasal periphery of the visual

field of each eye and it was suggested that this p rt of the visual field did



not project to the contralateral tectum. If this were true there would have

to be two different pathways for ipsilateral impulses from the eye since only

the ipsilateral projection from the first-mentioned part of the field could

involve initial passage through the contralateral tectum. This difficulty

would be resolved if the nasal periphex'y of the field does in fact project both

to the contralateral and the ipsilateral tectum. The results from the animals

in group 1 show that the far nasal periphery of the nasal field does project to

the most rostral positions of the contralateral tectum.

The second stage of the pathway Involves a linkage from the contralateral

to the ipsilateral tectum and it is this intertectal link that has de onstrated

a remarkable ability to survive lesions aimed at the main known commissural

systems joining the tecta. Rensch (1955) suggested that the large intertectal

commissure (Commissure tecti mesencephali) was the pathway involved but

Zagorulrko (1957), daze and Jacobson (1963c) and the present results (group 3)

indicate that this system is not necessary.

Gaze and Jacobson (1963c) suggested, on histological grounds, that the

intertectal link was by way of commissural fibres traversing the ventral

tegmentum of the midbrain. In the fourth group of experiments in the present

paper midline lesions through the ventral tegmentum of the midbrain did not

abolish the ipsilateral responses. This confirms an earlier observation by

ZagorulHco (1957) and appears to rule out these ventral midbrain commissures as

the second stage of the ipsilateral path.

Since the earlier work on the ipsilateral pathway, Knapp et al. (1965) and

Scalia ot al. (1968) have demonstrated that, contrary tc earlier opinion, not

all the optic fibres cross at the anuran optic chiasma. Some fibres travel up



the ipsilateral optic tract to the hypothalamus, thalamus and pre-tectal

regions, although no fibres were observed to go as far as the ipsilateral

tectum itself. In view of this it was decided to reinvestigate the effect of

ipsilateral optic tract section on the ipsilateral projection.

If the ipsilateral pathway involves initial passage to the contralateral

tectum, then section of one optic tract should not abolish the ipsilateral

projection from the eye on the same side as the lesion. The tract le3ion

should, of course, abolish the contralateral retinotectal projection from the

eye on the side opposite to the lesion; and because of the destruction of this

contralateral projection the ipsilateral projection from this same eye (opposite

to the lesion) should also disappear. These were the findings reported by

Jacobson (1960) on the effects of section of one optic tract.

The present results do not support these earlier findings. In two of

the twelve animals (group 5) results similar to those of Jacobson (1960) were

obtained but in these animals histological examination showed that the tract

section was incomplete. In tho other ten animals of group 5, section of one

optic tract resulted in the abolition of the ipsilateral projection from both

eyes together with disappearance of the contralateral projection from the eye

on the side opposite the tract lesion, Histological examination showed that

in these animals the tract section was complete. The early view that one

ipsilateral projection survived tract section was probably due to Incomplete

section of the tract. Jacobson (1960), in the only figure he shows on this

question, states that some of the most medial fibres of the tract may have

survived the section.

It would seem that the most medial fibres of the optic tract are crucial

for the aintenance of the ipsilateral tectal responses. The first possibility



that comes to mind is that these fibres may be a direct input from the retina

to the ipsilateral tectum. However, the observation that section of one optic

tract abolishes the ipsilateral projection from both eyes indicates that this

cannot be the whole answer.

The conclusion reached from the results of the first four groups of animals

was that some intertectal link is involved in the path from the eye to the

ipsilateral tectum, but that all the major intertectal commissural systems had

been eliminated as candidates for this pathway. The only commissural system

left was the post-optic (supra-optic) cornraissiiral system (Ilerrick, 1917, 1933)

and if this system is involved then the results of the optic tract sections

become explicable. If the optic tract is incompletely sectioned the most

medial fibres, including those constituting the post-optic commissure (Tractus

tecto-thalamicus et hypothalamics cruclatus), will escape. Complete section

of the optic tract would also cut the fibres of the post-optic commissure and

could thus account for the disappearance of both ipsilateral projections following

ouch a lesion.

The experiments involving section of one optic tract thus implicated the

post-optic commissures in the pathway from the retina to the ipsilateral tectum

and in the sixth group of animals this hypothesis was tested by limiting the

lesion to the post-optic region. In this case it was hoped that no optic nerve

fibres would be destroyed and thus the contralateral projections from both eyes

should survive. Since the intertectal link had been destroyed, both ipsi¬

lateral projections should disappear. Section of the post-optic commissure was

indeed followed by the disappearance of both ipsilateral projections.

It is concluded that the retinotopic projection from the eye to its ipsi¬

lateral tectum is a two-stage pathway. The first stage involves the projection



from the eye to the contralateral tectum and the second stage (which may not

be a direct, single fibre connection; the number of synapses involved is

unknown) involves an intertectal linkage by way of the post-optic commissural

system.

Focent histological studies by I,a. or (1969) and Pubinson (1959) have

indicated that following tectal lesions degenerating fibres may be seen crossing

in the post-optic commissures but those fibres terminate not in the opposite

tectum but in the opposite diencephalon.

Fite (1909) studied the unit properties of neurones deep in the frog optic

tectum and discovered binocularly driven units. She also found that the ipsi-

lateral component of these units involved first a passage to the contralateral

tectum, but on the basis of lesion studies, she claimed that the ipsilateral

responses disappeared following lesion of the deep tegmental commissures.

Those findings are thus in conflict with those presented here. It is possible

that since Fite was recording from a different population of elements than that

recorded in this thesis the pathways in the two cases are different. Alter¬

natively pc;rhaps Fite's deep parasagittal lesions aimed at the tegmental com¬

missures ore in fact carried rostrally to involve the post-optic co missures.



(ii) THE RECEPTIVE FIELD PROPERTIES OF UNITS OF THE

IP3ILATERAL PET INOTECT.AL PROJECTION

RESULTS

The receptive field characteristics of 210 single units in the visual

projection to the Ipsilateral tectum have been investigated in 19 normal animals.

The excitatory receptive fields (ERFs) of most units studied were 5-8° across.

It was not possible to subdivide the units into classes based on their

differential responses to moving or stationary objects since, in contrast to

contralateral units, the ipsilateral units display remarkably uniform field

properties.

The units respond to movement of small discs or edges 2-10° in size but do

not respond to movement of larger objects across the field. This lack of

response to larger objects is attributed to the presence Gf an inhibitory

surround to the F.RF, Perhaps the most obvious feature of all the ipsilateral

units is their response to a standing edge brought into the ERF and held there

stationary. In response to such a stimulus the units show sustained firing, the

duration of the response lasting from several seconds to several minutes. The

maximum duration recorded was 8 minutes. The maintenance of the sustained

discharge is absolutely dependent upon the continued presence of the standing

edge in the ERF. These units also display the phenomenon of 'non-erasability'

described by Maturana, Lettvin, McCulloch and Pitts (1960) for contralateral

units. This is shown in Fig. 31a, here the sustained response to a (3°) disc

held stationary in the field is promptly inhibited by a step to darkness of the

background illumination, but the response reap ears on re-illumination of the

standing edge. The duration of the sustained response to a standing edge within



the FRF is inversely related to the distance of the stimulating edge from the

centre of the ERF (Fig. 32).

In a non-erasable response the sustained discharge to a standing edge

reappears on re-illumination of the standing edge. This indicates that, in this

situation, the unit fires in response to illumination of a standing edge. If,

hoy/ever, an edge Is brought into the FRF in darknes and then illuminated, the

unit is again observing the illumination of a standing edge but in this case

there is usually no response (Fig. 33b). Subsequent movement of the edge by as

little as 1/5° immediately produces the sustained discharge, v/hich is now again

non-erasable (Fig. 33c). The unit appears to respond only to a standing edge that

it has 'seen1 moving; in other words the sustained response to a standing edge

is movement-gated. In such a case the unit that produces a non-erasable response

must in some sense "remember" that, in the recent past, it observed the now-

stationary object move into the ERF. Observations made on seven units indicate

that this 'memory1 may survive for up to approximately a minute of darkness.

In the non-erasable response there is often an appreciable latency between

the re-illumination and the re-appearance of the sustained response (Fig. 33a).

This latency varies with the duration of the step to darkness preceding the

re-illumination. An object was brought into the ERF and held there, producing

a sustained discharge. After five seconds the background light was switched off

for a certain period and then switched on, thus re-illu- inating the standing edge.

The latency of the response on re-illumination 'was measured and plotted against

the duration of the preceding interval of darkness. The results for a typical

unit are shown in Fig. 34. It seems that the 'memory' of the unit lasts with

decreasing potency during the period of darkness so that the longer the duration

of darkness the longer the latency of the response on re-illumination and, indeed,



usually the weaker the response. The latencies involved are very long for

neural events - up to 10 seconds. After one minute of darkness the 'memory♦

seems to have been lost and there is thereafter no response on re-illumination

of the standing edge.

The sustained response to a standing edge in the ERF may be inhibited by

a moving edge at a considerable distance from the boundary of the ERF. A

similar phenomenon has been described earlier for contralateral sustained units,

but the inhibition so produced is more marked in ipsilateral units. The in¬

hibition is most intense when the inhibiting edge is within 5-10° of the ERF.

Fig. 31d illustrates such inhibition by a moving edge 153 away from the FRF and

the Inhibition has been consistently observed with the edge up to 150° away from

the ERF (Fig. 35).

The features so far described tend to be shared by all ipsilateral units.

These units may, ho ever, be divided into classes according to their response to

background illumination. The most superficial units show no response to back¬

ground changes (Fig. 31b) whereas the deeper units respond to background 'on*

and 'off.

A proportion of the deeper units show distinctive features in that, in

addition to responding in a typical fashion to small objects (Fig. 3Gb), they

respond to larger objects (Fig. 3Gc) and also respond with bursts to decrements!

dimming of the background (Fig. 36a). These ipeilateral dimmers are, however,

very different from the contralateral dimmers in that the former respond to

small as well as large objects, they give a sustained non-erasable response to

a standing edge in the ERF, and they fire in a sustained fashion at 'on' of a 2°

spot of light (Fig. 35d). Since these units respond to large as well as to

s: all objects it as inferred that they did not possess an inhibitory surround.



An inhibiting edge 10° away from the ERF, however, produced a transient in¬

hibition of the sustained response to a standing edge (Fig, 36f). A depth

histogram of all the units analyzed is shown in Fig. 37.

No evidence of directionally selective units has been found. Despite

the fact that the ipsilateral units are stimulated from the binocular part of

the visual field, none has yet been found to be driven by both eyes.



Fig. 31

A unit found on the surface of the ipsilateral tectum.

a. Sustained response to a 3° disc held stationary within the receptive

field. The sustained response is inhibited by a transient step to

darkness and reappears on re-illumination of the stationary disc.

The photocell monitors the level of background illumination.

b. The unit shows no response to changes in background illumination alone.

c. The unit shows no response to a 25° edge moving at a distance of 15°
from the boundary of the ERF.

d. The sustained response to a stationary 3° disc within the ERF is

inhibited by movement of 25° edge at a distance of 15° from the boundary

of the EPF.

o
In c. and d. the photocell monitors the movement of the 25" edge.

Fig. 32

The duration of the sustained response to a standing 3° disc when the centre

of the disc occupied various positions within the ERF. The numbers in¬

dicate the duration in seconds of the sustained response. Ringed numbers

indicate that the response was "non-erasable" (see text); unringed numbers

indicate that the response was erasable at these positions.



 



a. Sustained non-erasable response to a stationary 3 disc that was

brought into the ERF in the light.

b. The 3° disc was brought into the ERF in darkness and then the back¬

ground illumination turned on. The unit gave no response.

c. A confirmation of b. The disc was moved by 1/5° and then held

stationary in the new position, Immediately the unit produced a

sustained response which was transiently inhibited by a step to

darkness but which reappeared on re-illumination of the standing edge.
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Fig. 34

The latency of the response that appears on re-illumination of a stand¬

ing edge within the ERF, plotted against the preceding period of darkness.

Each circle represents the mean of 3 latencies, the vertical lines the

range of latencies.

Fig. 35

Inhibition of the sustained response to a stationary 3° disc in the ERF by

movement of a 25° edge at a distance of 150° from the boundary of the ERF.
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Fig. 36. An ipsilateral dimmer

a. The response to decrements! decreases in background illumination.

b. The sustained non-erasable response to a 3° disc hold stationary

within the ERF.

c. Response to changes in background illumination.

In a, b, and c the photocell monitors the level of background illumination.

d. Responses at both "on" and "off" of 2° light spot ithin the ERF.

e. Response to movement of 25" edge across the ERF. Photocell monitors

movement of the edge.

f. Inhibition of the sustained response to a 3° disc stationary within

the FRF by movement of a 25° edge through the surround at a distance

of 10° from the boundary of the ERF. The photocell monitors the

movement of the 25° edge.
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n«. a?

Depth histogram of visual single units recorded from the superficial

neuropil of the ipsilateral tectum. Hatched areas represent ipsllateral

"dimmer units".
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DISCUSSION

The source of the potentials recorded from the superficial neuropil of

the ipsilateral tectum - whether they come from cells or cell processes -

remains unknown. The ipoilateral visual projection appears to involve Initial

passage of impulses from the eye to the contralateral tectum and then passage

back, by way of the post-optic commissures, to the ipsilateral tectum. This,

together with the fact that ipsilateral responses have a longer latency than

contralateral ones suggests that the elements giving rise to our ipsilateral

units are post-synaptic rather than presynaptic as is probably the case for

comparable units in the contralateral tectum (Maturana et al., 1960; Gaze and

Jacobson, 1963a). Rubinson (1969) has demonstrated that tectal efferent fibres

cross to the opposite side of the brain by way of the post-optic commissures,

but these commissural fibres terminate in the opposite diencophalon rather than

in the opposite tectum. He did not discover any direct tecto-tectal fibres

passing by way of this route. Impulses arriving at the ipsilateral tectum

following stimulation of the eye, therefore, probably have their cells of

origin in the ipbilateral diencephalon. Resolution of this question requires

further anatomical and electrophysiological investig -tion.

The units described here are, both in field sizes and field properties,

much more similar to the superficial contralateral units (presynaptic) than they

are to the only other studied class of tectal post-synaptic units - the 'newness*

and 'sameness' detectors of Lettvin, Maturana, Pitts and McCulloch (1961). These

latter post-synaptic units had receptive fields of the order of 30° and their

axons project to the diencephalon (Muntz, 1962a).

All the ipsilateral units recorded showed, in marked degree, the property
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of sustained discharge to a small black stimulus object hold stationary in

the FRF. This at once differentiates between the response from the two

tecta, for among contralateral units only those most superficial in the tectal

neuropil give such a sustained response. Deeper in the contralateral tectum

there occur the 'changing contrast' units of Maturana et al, (class 3 of

Grusser) which are distinguished by the non-sustained nature of their response

to sudden movement or other contrast change. And even deeper contralateral

units, the dimming detectors, respond preferentially to large objects, and in

a non-sustained fashion. The ipsilateral units on the other hand, throughout

the entire depth of the superficial tectal neuropil, respond in a sustained

fashion. It is as if this characteristic of the most superficial contralateral

units had been extracted from them and fed onto all the ipsilateral units, of

whatever depth.

Inhibition of the sustained discharge to a standing edge ithin the ERF

by a moving edge at a considerable distance from the ERF is a common feature

of ipsilateral units. This modification of the activity of these units could

have its origin in the retina or in the tectum. If of retinal origin, one

might expect to find such Inhibition in the contralateral tectal units that

appear to constitute the first stage of the ipsilateral visual projection. As

has been described In an earlier section, inhibitory behaviour of this type is

found in contralateral sustained units; but it has not been demonstrated at

a distance of greater than 45° away from the ERF whereas the ipsilateral in¬

hibition is often seen up to 150° from the FRF. Indeed, the ipsilateral

sustained response to a standing edge may be inhibited by a moving edge that is

out in the far temporal field, considerably beyond the boundary of the normal



ipsilateral field. None of the observations made up to the present time,

however, indicates clearly the site of origin of the ipsilateral inhibition

described here. Surround inhibition has been described in single units of the

cat superior colliculus by Mcllwain and Buser (1968).

The latencies of up to 10 seconds or more, in the return of the sustained

discharge on re-illumination of a standing edge are very long when compared

with normal neural latencies. Recently Pickering and Varju (1967) and

Pickering (1968) have described latencies of similar dur tion in frog retinal

ganglion cells in response to high intensity light flashes. The latency was

correlated in one case to the preceding period of darkness (Pickering, 1968;

up to 80 minutes) and in the other case to the intensity of the light flash

(Pickering and Varju, 1967).

In the superior colliculus of many vertebrate species a proportion of the

visually activ.ted units are directionally selective (goldfish, Cronly-Dillon

(1964); Jacobson and Gaze (1964); pigeon, Maturana and Frenk (1963); rabbit,

Hill (1966); cat, Marchiafava and Pepeu (1966); Straschill and Taghavy (1967);

Mcllwain and Buser (1998); Sterling and ickel :ren (1969); squirrel, Michael

(1967)). Humphrey (1968), however, found no evidence of directional selectivity

in units recorded from the superior colliculus of the rat or monkey although

Sitnonoff, Schwassman and Kruger (1967) reported directional units in the rat

pre-tectum. I have found no directionally selective units in the optic nerve,

contralateral tectum or ipsilatoral tectum of the frog.

For colllcular units excited from the binocular field, binocular activ¬

ation has been reported in the cat (Sterling and Wicklegren, 1969) and monkey

(Humphrey, 1968). Although the rostral part of the tectum in the frog receives

input from both eyes no units that are driven binocularly have been found in this



area. The behaviour of the units with both eyes open together has not,

however, been studied, and it is thus possible that the units may shov/ some

binocular interaction. It is interesting in this respect that Wicklegren

and Sterling (1969) have shown that the binocular!ty of cat collicular units

requires an intact visual cortex and it may be that the lack of binocularity

in frog tectal units relates to the absence of a visual cortex in these animals

Fite (1969) has, however, recently described binocularly driven units

recorded from cells in the deep layers of the tectum. These units have very

large receptive fields and although Fite's analysis was not very detailed

their properties are very unlike those recorded from superficial tectal layers.

The relationship between these superficial and deep ipsilateral units remains

to be elucidated.

The role of the ipsilateral projection in the visual behaviour of the frog

remains a matter of speculation. Both the contralateral and the ipsilateral

projections are retinotopically organized and they are in register with one

another (Gaze, 1958; Gaze and Jacobson, 1962). Such an arrangement could

provide the animal with a stereoptic method of depth perception.

Frogs respond only to moving objects in the environment; form deprived

of movement seems to be behaviourally meaningless to these animals. The

sustained nature of the response of many visual units to a standing edge,

however, indicates that a stationary object can certainly produce neural

information. To claim, therefore, that a frog does not 'see' standing stimuli

is probably an over-simplification. The only type of standing object, however

that does produce a neuronal discharge is one that has recently moved. The

phenomenon of inhibition by a moving edge distant from the receptive field may

also correlate with this concentration of neural activity on objects that are
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moving or have recently been moving. The response to a standing edge is

promptly inhibited if a new object moves into the visual field and this

inhibition may reflect or mediate the transfer of visual attention to the

newcomer.



(iii) THE FORMATION r-F SPECIFIC CONNECTIONS IN THE INT'RTBCTAL

STAGE OF THE IPSILATERAL RITTNOTT'CTAL PROJECTION

INTRODUCTION

In this section the mechanisms that determine the formation of the specific

neuronal connections in this intertectal linkage are examined.

The work derives from a very intriguing paper of Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely

(1965) which was actually directed to a totally different question. These

workers mapped the ipsilateral projections in animals in which "compound" eyes

had been produced in embryonic life. In these animals each hall'-retina of

the compound eye is observed to project to the whole tectum. This observed

spreading could be due to actual spreading or could be an apparent phenomenon

due to an hypertrophy of the appropriate half-tectum with failure of development

of the inappropriate half.

Gaze et al. attempted to differentiate between the two alternatives. In

normal Xenopus, as in normal Rana, the ipsilateral projection from one eye

involves the rostral half of each tectum in that fibres from the temporal retina

project to the rostral half of the contralateral tectum, from hich fibres are

relayed to the rostral half of the ipsilateral tectum. These workers argued

that the presence of an ipsilateral projection implies the presence of functional

rostral tectum on both sides.

The compound eyes all formed an ipsilateral projection, which was, in all

cases, approximately normal. Gaze et al. believed that thi3 observation was

particularly relevant in those cases of "double-nasal" compound eyes. The

nasal hemi-retina normally projects to the caudal half of the contralateral

tectum and thus on the hypertrophy theory the contralateral tectum should consist



of hypertrophied caudal tectum. The presence of a normal ipsilateral pro¬

jection from double-nasal (NN) retinae as taken to indicate that the rostral

half of the contra-lateral tectum had not remained undeveloped. The fact that

a normal ipsilateral projection v/as present under these circumstances was thus

interpreted as being "inconsistent with the tectal aplasia mechanism but is

compatible with the spreading out hypothesis".

It is possible to make certain objections to the above highly ingenious

line of argument.

The assumption basic to the argument so far presented i3 that the ipsi¬

lateral projection incorporates a projection to the rostral contralateral

tectum. This is certainly so in normal animals for that part of the retina

which projects ipsilaterally (the temporal retina) does project to the rostral

contralateral tectum and from there post-synaptic fibres cross to the rostral

ipsilateral tectum. The assumption, however, that this must necessarily occur

in all cases of an ipsilateral projection is not valid. The basic feature of

the ipsilateral projection is not that it projects, initially, to the rostral

contralateral tectum per se, but that it projects to that part of the contra¬

lateral tectum to which the area of retina, from which the ipsilateral pro¬

jection arises, normally projects. In the normal animal this is, admittedly,

the rostral part of the contralateral tectum.

In the NN eyes, however, this most definitely is not the case. The very

fact that one is able to obtain an ipsilateral projection from ouch compound

eyes is of remarkable interest in itself for it must be noted that in these

cases the ipsilateral projection is arising from specified nasal retina and this

part of the retina does not normally give an ipsilateral projection. The

ipsilateral projection from a double-nasal eye thus involves most unusual



features, and directs attention to the nature of the mechanisms responsible

for the intertectal linkages.

There are several possible ways in which a connection specificity

mechanism could produce the normal ipsilateral projection. These will be con¬

sidered and their applicability to the compound eye results will be discussed.

One could assume from the parsimony of nature that mechanisms of neuronal

specificity similar to those operating in the projection from the retina to the

contralateral tectum may alBo operate in the formation of specific intertectal

connections. Developmental mechanisms would invariably produce the normal

pattern of intcrtectal linkage. In this case surgical procedures which alter

the geometrical relationship between the eye and the body during embryonic life

should produce corresponding alterations in the visual field projection through

that eye to its ipsilateral tectum as happens ,ith the contralateral projection -

Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely (1965) found, however, that the ipsilateral pro¬

jection from a "double nasal" eye was normal. It did not display the abnormality

of projection that is seen in the contralateral projection fro. such an eye.

This finding indicates that the pattern of intortectal linkages in an animal

with one double-nasal (UN) eye is not normal (see Fig. 61) and that hence the

pattern is not produced by mechanisms of neuronal specificity akin to those that

produce the contralater 1 projection.

The normality of the ipsilateral projection from an NN eye could be ex¬

plained by an ad hoc hypothesis involving "delayed specification" of the retinal

and tectal elements that are involved in the ipsilaternl projection. It could

be suggested that this delayed specification occurred at a stage later than the

operation on the developing eye cup and would hence be unaffected by the operation.

This postulated mechanism is, however, ruled out by another finding of Gaze et al.



(1965). These authors noted that in animals with one NN eye the ipsilataral

projection from the normal eye was always abnormal. The nature of the

abnormality varied from animal to animal but the projection was invariably

abnormal. On the basis of delayed specificity or any other forms of innate

neuronal specificity, there is no reason why the ipsilater&l projection from

the normal eye should be abnormal.

An alternative mechanism must be sought. A detailed re-examination of

the experimental data of Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely (1965) led to the proposal

of a ne hypothesis to account for the ode of development :f specific neuronal

connections in the intertectal system. The hypothesis states that the con¬

nections are determined not by the action of the innate mechanism of neuronal

specificity but by a functional interaction between the two eyes. Those

positions on the two teeta that are simultaneously receiving a similar spatio-

temporal pattern of impulses through the t o eyes from a stimulus at one position

in the binocular visual field become neuronally linked.

In this section of the thesis the results of Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely

(1965) are presented in detail since it -as on the interpretation of these

results that the hypothesis was based. In addition a further series of Xenopus

with a variety of surgically induced abnormalities of one eye was prepared and

the retinotectal projections from both eyes were mapped to nee if the findings

accorded with the predictions of the hypothesis under tost.
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The experimental results may be subdivided according to the type of

abnormality produced in the embryo:

(1) Double-nasal compound eye (animals NN 1, 2, 3, 4; XCN 1, 2, 3, 4)

(2) Double-temporal compound eye (TT 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20)

(3) Rotated eye (XRE 1, 2)

(4) Enucleated eye (TT 5; XE 1, 2, 3)

(1) Animals with a double-nasal comnuund eye

The visual projections were mapped in eight animals in which the right

eye was a double-nasal compound eye.

(a) Four of these animals (NN 1, 2, 3 and 4) formed part of the previous

series of observations (Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely, 1965).

Fig. 38 shows, for reference, maps of the normal contralateral and ipsi-

lateral visual projections from both eyes.

Each of the four visual projections (i.e. contralateral and ipsilateral

from each eye) is shown in two forms. In one the relevant eye is itself

centred on the perimeter, in the other the opposite eye is centred.

In experimental animals NN 1, 2, 3 and 4 the contralateral projections

from both eyes to the tecta are shown in Figs. 39-46.

In all four cases the contralateral projection from the normal left eye to

the right tectum was normal (Figs. 40, 42, 44, 46). The contralateral pro¬

jections from the right (Mr) eyes to the left tecta (Fig3. 39, 41, 43, 45)

showed the pattern of rctinotectal connections described for this type of eye

by Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely (1963, 1965). The original nasal half-retina

(temporal field) projects retinotopically to the contralateral tectum in



appropriate fashion, viz. the most nasal retina (most temporal field) projects

to the caudal part of the tectum and the least nasal retina, (least temporal

field) projects to the rostral part of the tectum. Animal NN 1 (Fig, 39) is

not typical in that the right eye, as well as being compound, was rotated 90°
clockwise (see later). The projection from the original half-retina appears,

however, to have spread over the whole available tectum.

The transplanted nasal half-retina which is now topographically temporal

retina connects with the tectum in a manner appropriate to its na3al origin

and inappropriate to its present topographical position. Its projection pattern

is thus a mirror-image of that of the original nasal half-retina. Each point

on the tectum receives input from two retinal positions which tend to be

symmetrically placed about the vertical meridian of the retina. This pattern

is best seen in the projection from the right (NK) eye to the left tectum in

Xenopus NN 4 (Fig. 45).

The projection from the compound eye in the other three animals (NN 1, 2,

3; Figs, 39, 41, 43) show the same basic pattern but in addition they demonstrate

some deviations from it. Thus the projection from the right nasal field (i.e.

transplanted nasal retina) in animals NN 2, 3 (Figs. 41, 43), as well as showing

the abnormality already described, has undergone a 45° clockwise rotation. In

the case of animal N.N 1 (Fig, 39) an even more marked abnormality is seen. The

right (compound) eye was noted during the recording to be rotated by 90° as shown

by the position of the ventral iridial notch. This rotation was reflected in

the projection pattern from this eye to the left tectum. Thus the whole

projection is rotated clockwise through 90° and the mirror-image projections

from each half-retina find themselves symmetrically arranged about the horizontal

field meridian instead of the vertical.



The ipsilateral visual projections for those four animals arc shown in

Figs, 39 and 41-46. The ipsilateral projection from the compound right eye

in animals NN 2, 3 and 4 (Figs. 42, 44, 46) may be seen to approximate closely

to the normal (Fig. 38b, top left). The map is not available for NN 1. The

ipsilateral projection from the normal left eye, on the other hand, v/as in

each case abnormal (Figs. 39, 41, 43, 45; compare Fig. 38a, top right). It

is immediately apparent, however, that these projections, though abnormal, are

not random; in each case the ipsilateral projection from the normal eye is

internally organized. The abnormality in the Ipsilateral projection may be

described by comparing the projection with a normal ipsilateral projection

(see Fig. 38a, top right). In two animals, NN 2 and 3 (Figs. 41, 43), the

observed ipsilateral projection would be obtained if a normal ipsilateral map

were inverted along an axis perpendicular to the row of field positions (i.e.

along a UW-SE axis) and then the whole map rotated about 45° clockwise. In

animals NN 1 (Fig. 39) and NN 4 (Fig. 45) the observed iysilateral projections

would be obtained if a normal ipsilateral map were rotated in a clockwise

direction through about 90°. In these two latter cases no inversion along a

field axis is involved.

(b) The visual projections were mapped in a further four animals, XCN 1,

2, 3 and 4. In these animals the mapping procedure was slightly different.

The usual practice involves centering the eye under investigation on the

perimeter so that the centre of the visual field map corresponds to the optic

axis of the eye. The visual fields of the right and left eyes obtained in this

manner thus have different sets of coordinates and represent different aspects

of visual space. If one does not know the exact relationship between the optic

axes of the two eyes it is impossible to translate a point on one set of



coordinates to a point on the other set.

For a full examination of the hypothesis under investigation it is

necessary to know the projections, through both oyes, of one point in visual

space. It is therefore necessary to plot the projection through both eyes

on one set of coordinates. It was thus decided to set up the animal with the

right, operated, eye centred on the perimeter and to map the projections through

both eyes to both tecta with the animal in this one position. The maps so

obtained of the projections through the right eye to the two tecta, are, of

course, the same as those obtained by the previous method. The projections

through the left eye, however, look quite different from normal bocause,

although the points in visual spa.ee involved are the same, they are in this

case being presented on a different set of coordinates. The visual projections

from the left eye of a normal animal, when presented in this fashion, are

illustrated in Fig. 38a, bottom right, and Fig. 38b, top right. The advantage

of this method of presentation is that any point in visual space occupies the

same coordinates in all the maps and it can be seen directly from the maps if

indeed one point in visual space does project through both eyes to the same

tectal point.

For three of the animals (XCN 2, 3, 4) the method described above was

used so that all four maps in each animal refer to the same visual coordinates.

In one animal (XCN 1) the method was slightly varied in that the projection

from both eyes to the left tectum was described in terras of the optic axis of

the right eye (for normal maps, see Fig. 38a, top left and right), while the

projection from both eyes to the right tectum was plotted with the left eye

centred on the p-riraetor (for normal maps, see Fig. 38b, bottom right and left).

The results from these four animals confirm the original observations of



Gaze, Jacobson and Ssekely (1965), The contralateral projections from the

compound right eye in all four animals show the characteristic reduplication

of visual field positions, although once again there are slight variations in

the projection from the transplanted nasal retina (nasal field) from animal to

animal. Thus while in Xenopus XCN 1 (Fig. 47) and XCN 3 (Fig. 51) the rows of

field positions are approximately parallel to the vertical meridian as they

should be, in XCN 2 (Fig. 49) they are slightly mixed up, rotated about 45°
clockwise and arise mostly from a rather narrow strip of retina; and finally,

in XCN 4 (Fig. 53) they are rotated about 45° clockwise.

The ipsilateral projection from the compound eye was normal in XCN 1

(Fig. 48; compare with Fig. 38b, bottom left). This ipsilateral projection

in XCN 3 (Fig, 52) appears to be rotated 45° anticlockwise (compare with Fig, 38b,

top left). Because of deterioration of the animal during the recording ex¬

periment this projection is not available for XCN 2 or XCN 4.

The contralateral projection from the left, normal eye was normal in the

three ani .als (XCN 1, 2, 3) in which it was obtained (Figs. 48, 50, 52). The

projection in XCN 3 (Fig. 52) appears to be rotated 45° anticlockwise (compare

with Fig. 38b, top right); the left eye in XCN 3 was normal however, and this

point is considered further in the discussion.

The ipsilateral projections from the normal eyes (Figs. 47, 49, 51, 53)

were in all cases abnormal; but as before, the map was internally organized

in each animal. In XCN 1 (Fig. 47) and XCN 3 (Fig. 51) the abnormality in¬

volved a reversal of the map along the nasoteraporal axis but the map was

appropriately organized along the dorsoventral axis (compare Fig. 38a, bottom

right). In XCN 2 (Fig. 49) the ipsilateral map from the left eye arises mainly

from a narrow strip of retina, it is reversed along the nasotemporal axis,
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normal along the doraoventral axis, and rotated 45° in a clockwise direction.

In XCN 4 (Fig. 53) the map is reversed along the nasotemporal axis, normal

along the dorsoventral axi3 and rotated about 45° in a clockwise direction.

A summary of the results of the eight animals with a right double-nasal eye is

given in Table 4.

(2) Animals with a double-temporal compound eye

Game, Jacobson and Szekely (1965) also investigated the ipsilateral pro¬

jection in a series of animals in which the right eye was a double-temporal

compound eye. These results are examined further here.

In eight animals observations on the ipsilateral projection were made,

In all eight animals the contralateral projection from the compound eye showed

evidence of tho reduplication that is characteristic of these compound eyes.

In this case, however, in contrast to the double-nasal eyes, the projection

from the nasal half-field (the original temporal retina) is normally oriented,

whereas the projection from the temporal half-field (the transplanted temporal

retina) is reversed along the nasotewporal axis.

The ipsilateral projection from the compound eye was investigated in four

animals. It was approximately normal in all cases.

The contralateral projection from the normal eye was mapped in four cases.

As expected, it was normal.

The ipsilateral projection from the normal eye was examined in seven

animals. This projection was organized normally in all seven cases. Figs,

54 and 55 show the visual projections in one of those animals (TT 12),
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(3) Anl'.unla :i.th one rotated eye

The visual projections were mapped in two animals in which the right eye-

cup hod been rotated at stage 32.

In one animal (XEE 1) the eye had been rotated 90° clockwise whereas in

the other (XRE 2) the rotation had been through 180°. The positions of the

ventral iridial notch at the time of recording confirmed these rotations.

The contralateral projections from the rotated eyes were, as expected,

rot'ted; by 90° clock, ise in the case of X T 1 (Fig. 56) and by the full 130°
in XRE 2 (Fig, 58). In the case of XRE 2 the condition of the animal was not

very good and only a few points on each projection were determined. The number

of points was, however, sufficient to provide information as to the general

orientation of the maps.

The contralateral projection from the normal eye was normal in both

animals (Figs. 57, 59; compare Fig. 38b, top right).

The ipsilateral projections from the rotated eyes (Figs. 57, 59) were normal

whereas the ipsilateral projections from the normal eyes were in both cases ab¬

normal. In the case of XRE 1 (Fig. 56) the ipsilateral projection from the

left (normal) eye was rotated about 99° clockwise (compare with Fig, 38a, bottom

right), whereas in XRF 2 (Fig. 58) it was rotated by 180°. These results are

summarized in Table 5,

(4) Animals with one eye enucleated

Observations were made on three animals in which one eye anlage had been

removed before stage 29 of embryonic life. In addition one Xenopua (TT 5)

from a previous series (Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely, 1965) has been taken into

consideration; in this animal the right eye, which was a double-tei.poral compound



eye, failed to develop an optic nerve. Each of the four animals described

in this section thus reached maturity with only one eye connecting to the

brain.

In each case the contralateral projection from the remaining eye was

normal. In all four animals, however, while ipsilateral responses were

obtainable, the ipsilateral projection was abnormal. The abnormality in

the ipsilateral projection was that the multi-unit receptive fields recordable

at any given tectal position tended to be much wider than in a normal animal.

Multi-unit fields of 45°-50° diameter were commonly found, with no obviously

better response in the centre than at the periphery. This meant that it was

not possible in most cases to construct a meaningful map. Occasionally the

microelectrode picked up single-unit responses and these had receptive fields

of 5°-8° diameter. However, when single units were recorded at different

depths in the same electrode track, they were found to come from widely dif¬

ferent parts of the visual field.



Fife, 33a. Normal visual projections in Xenopus

The projection of the visual field through both eyes to the left

tectum. The numbers on the teetal diagram represent electrode positions.

For each tectal position the corresponding field position is indicated by

the appropriate number on the perimetric chart representation of the visual

field. N, nasal pole; T, temporal pole; S, superior (dorsal) pole; I.

inferior (ventral) pole.

In all experiments the rows of tectal positions are numbered from

lateral to medial with the lowest numbers rostrally and the highest numbers

Caudally,

The field projections through both eyes are plotted with the left eye

centred on the perimeter in the two upper charts in the figure and v/ith the

right eye centred on the perimeter in the two lower charts. When both con¬

tralateral and ipsilateral projections to one tectum are mapped with the

same eye centred it can be seen that any one position on the rostral tectum

is excited via both eyes from only one field position. The two perimeter

charts are superimposable.

Such a double map is made by placing the electrode at one position on

the tectum, covering one eye with an opaque shield and determining the field

position via the other eye; then the shield is transferred to the other

eye and the process repeated.



 



Fir,. 33b

The projection of the visual field through both eyes to the right

tectum. In this cose the two upper field plots represent the pro¬

jections via both eyes with the right eye centred on the perimeter and

the two lower field plots the projections via both eyes v^ith the left eye

centred on the perimeter.

Since it has proved difficult to obtain all eight projections in

sufficient detail, from any one animal, the field charts in Fig. 38 are

somewhat diagrammatic representations of data combined from several animals.
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Fig. 39. Rxpt. NN 1

Visual projections to the loft tectum from both eyes. The right eye v/as

compound (NN) and the left eye was normal. The map of the right visual

field was obtained with the right eye centred on the perimeter and that of

the left visual field with the left eye centred.

Fig. 40. Expt. NN 1

Contralateral projection from the normal (left) eye to the right tectum

with the left eye centred on the perimeter. In this animal the right eye

was compound (NN).
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Visual projections to

compound (NN) and the

mapped with the right

eye centred.

Visual projections to

compound (NK) and the

mapped vith the right

eye centred.

Fig. 41. Expt. NN 2

the left tectum from both eyes. The right eye was

left eye v/as normal. The right visual field was

eye centred and the left visual field with the right

Fig. 42. Expt. FIN 2

the right tectum from both eyes. The right eye was

left eye was normal. The right visual field was

eye centred and the left visual field with the left



 



Fir:. 43. Expt. NN 3

Visual projections to

compound (WN) and the

mapped with tho right

eye centred.

Visual projections to

compound ( ) and the

mapped with the right

eye centred.

the left tectum from both eyes. The right eye was

left eye was normal. The right visual field was

eye centred and the left visual field with the left

Fig. 44. Expt. NN 3

the right tectum from both eyes. The right eye was

left eye was normal. The right visual field was

eye centred and the left visual field v/ith the left



 



Visual projections to

compound (TIN) and the

mapped with the right

eye centred.

Visual projections to

compound (Nr.) and the

mapped with the right

eye centred.

Fid. 45. Expt. NN 4

the left tectum from both eyes. The right eye was

left eye was normal. The right visual field was

eye centred and the left visual field v/ith the left

Fig. 46. Expt. NN 4

the right tectum from both eyes. The right eye was

left eye was normal. The right visual field was

eye centred and the left visual field with the left



 



Fig. 47. Expt. XCN 1

Visual projections to the left tectum from both eyes, mapped with the right

eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye was compound (NN) and tho

left eye was normal.

Fig. 48. Expt. XCN 1

Visual projections to the right tectum from both eyes, mapped with the

left eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye was compound (NN) and

the left eye was normal.
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Fig. 43. F.xpt. XCN 2

Visual projections to the left tectum from both eyes, mapped with the

right eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye was compound (NN) and

the left eye was normal.

Fig. 50. Expt. XCN 2

Projection from the left (normal) oye to the right tectum, mapped with

the right eye centred on the perimeter. In this animal the right eye was

compound (NN).
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Fig. 51. Expt. XCN 3

Visual projections to the left tectum from both eyes, mapped with the

right eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye was compound (NN) and

the left eye was normal.

Fig. 52. Expt. XCN 3

Visual projections to the right tectum from both eyes, mapped with the

right eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye was compound (NN)

and the left eye was normal.



 



Fig. 53, Expt. XCN 4

Visual projections to the left tectum from both eyes, mapped with the

right eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye v/as compound and the

left eye was normal.



 



Fig, 54. Expt. TT 12

Visual projections to the left toctura from both eyes. The right eye was

compound (TT) and the left eye was normal. The right visual field was

mapped with the right eye centred and the left visual field with the left

eye centred.

Fig. 55. Expt. TT 12

Visual projections to the right tectum from both eyes. The right eye was

compound (TT) and the left eye was normal. The right visual field was

mapped with the right eye centred and the left visual field with the left

eye centred.
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Fir:. 56. Expt. XEE 1

Visual projections to the left tectum from both eyes, mapped with the

right eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye was rotated approx¬

imately 90° clockwise, as seen from in front of the animal, and the left

eye was normal.

Fig. 57. Expt. XRE 1

Visual projections to the right tectum from both eyes, mapped with the

right eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye as rotated approx¬

imately 90° clockwise, as seen from in front of the animal, and the left

eye :as normal.
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Fig. 58. Expt. XRE 2

Visual projections to the left tectum from both eyes, mapped with the

right eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye .as rotated approx¬

imately 180° clockwise, as seen from in front of the animal, and the left

eye was normal.

Fig. 59. Expt. XRE 2

Visual projections to the right tectum from both eyes, mapped with the

right eye centred on the perimeter. The right eye was rotated approx¬

imately 130° clockwise, as seen from in front of the animal, and the left

eye was normal.



 



In Figs, 60-68 the diagrams of the retinotopic projections are idealized

and simplified. In particular, in Figs, 60-65 the ipsilateral projection

is shown as arising only from nasal field and extending only to rostral

tectum; whereas in fact the binocular field (and hence the ipsilateral

projections) involves rather more than half the visual field of each eye.

These simplifications do not invalidate the principles illustrated in the

diagrans.

60

The normal visual projection to the ipsilateral tectum. The ipsilateral

projection involves, first, passage of impulses from the retina to the

contralateral tectum, then passage back to the ipsilateral tectum via an

intertectal linkage. See text.



 



Flft. 61

The ipsilateral projection from a double-nasal compound eye.

nflr 62

The ipsilateral projection from the normal eye in an animal with one

double-nasal compound eye.



 



Flfii 63

The binocular representation of the visual field.



 



Fig. 64

The ipsilateral projection from the normal eye In an animal with one double-

nasal compound eye. The field projection.



 



Fir;, 65

The ipsilateral projection from a double-nasal compound eyo. The field

projection.
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Pig. 66

The ipsilateral projection from the normal eye in an animal with one eye

rotated by 180°.



 



TABLE 4

Viotial Projections from the Nasosunerior Quadrant in

Animals with a right Double-hacal Co pound Eye

Animal

NIT 1

flgB 39, 40

NN 2

figs 41, 42

NN 3

figs 43, 44

Right (Compound) Eye

Contralateral Ipsilatoral

rotated 90° -

clockwise

reversed N-T
normal D-V
45° clockwise
rotation

reversed N-T
normal D-V
45° clockwise
rotation

normal

normal

Left (Normal) Eye

Contralateral Ipsilaternl

normal

normal

normal

rotated 90
clockwise

reversed N-T

normal D-V
45° clockwise
rotation

reversed N-T
normal D-V
45° clockwise
rotation

NN 4

figs 45, 46

XCN 1

figs 47, 48

XCN 2

figs 49, 50

XCN 3

figs 51, 52

XCN 4

fig 53

reversed N-T
normal D-V
no rotation

reversed N-T
normal D-V
no rotation

reversed N-T
normal D-V
narrow strip
of retina,
rather mixed up
rotated 45°
clockwise

reversed N-T
normal D-V
no rotation

reversed N-T
normal D-V
rotated 45°
clockwise

normal

normal

normal

normal

normal

rotated 45° rotated
anticlockwise 45° anti¬

clockwise

normal

rotated 90
clockwise

reversed N-T
normal D-V
no rotation

reversed N-T
normal D-V
narrow strip
of retina,
rather mixed up
rotated 45°
clockwise

reversed N-T
normal D-V
no rotation

reversed N-T
normal D-V
rotated 45
clockwise



TABU" 5

Visual. Projections Inaninels with one Rotated Eye

Anj-rya?,

XRE 1

flge 56, 57

XRE 2

figs 58, 59

Right (Rotated) Eye

Contralateral Inoilateral

,oRotated 90
clockwise

Rotated 180"

Nor nl

Nornal

Left (Normal) Eye

Contralateral ITrilateral

.0
Noraal

Normal

Rotated 90
clockwise

Rotated 130C
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DISCUSSION

In normal Xenonus the ipsilateral visual projection arises from the nasal

visual field (temporal retina) and projects first to tho contralateral tectum

and then back, through an intertectal linkage, to the ipsilateral tectum.

This is shown diagramstically in Fig. 60. It may be seen that the tectal map

of the retina or field in the normal ipsilateral projection is reversed along

the nasotemporal axis in comparison with the contralateral projection; positions

1, 2, 3 run rostrocaudally on the contralateral tectum and caudorostrally on

the Ipsilateral tectum.

The results confirm the original observations of Gaze, Jacobson and

Ssekely (1965) that the ipsilateral projection from a double-nasal compound eye

is normal. If one makes the reasonable assumption that the pathway from the

compound eye to its ipsilateral tectum involves the sane two stages as in the

normal animal, namely initial passage to the contralateral tectum and then

back to the Ipsilateral tectum, then the ipsilateral projection from such an

eye ay be demonstrated diagramatically as in Fig. 61. The topographically

temporal retina projects in an abnormal fashion to the contralateral tectum

because, embryologically, it is of nasal origin. Despite this abnormal con¬

tralateral projection, in which the topographically temporal retina bohave3 as

nasal retina, the projection to the ipsilateral tectum is normal (see Fig. 60).

This is highly puzzling since a part of the retina that is embryologically

specified as nasal retina gives rise to a normal Ipsilateral projection; yet

in the normal animal the ipsilateral projection arises not from nasal but from

temporal retina. In terra of retinal specificity one would not expect a double-

nasal eye to give any ipsilateral projection at all, let alone a normal one.



The ipsilaternl projection actually recorded from a NN eye is illustrated

diagramatically in Fig. 61 and comparison of this diagram with Fig. 60 (the

normal ipsilatcral projection) shows that in the two sltutations the patterns

of the intertectal linkages are quite different. In the case of the compound

eye, the most rostral contralateral tectal neurones establish contact with the

most rostral ipsilateral neurones. If a developmental specificity mechanism

were operating, the most rostral contralateral neurones should connect with

more c udal ipsilateral neurones (Fig. 60). This does not happen in animals

ith a double-nasal eye and this finding indicates that developmental specificity

mechanisms of the type operating in the contralateral retinotectal projection

are not at work in the formation of the specific neuronal connexions that con¬

stitute the intertectal pathway.

The finding that in these animals with one double-nasal compound eye, the

ipsilateral projection from the normal eye is always abnormal confirms the

above conclusion. The basic abnormality in the majority of cases involves a

reversal of the field along the nasotemporal axis (i.e. the field axis pro¬

jecting along the rostrocaudal tect- 1 axis) compared with the normal ipsilateral

projection, and this is shown in Fig. 62. In this caso the initial part of

the projection from the normal (left) eye to the contralateral tectum is normal

but the subsequent intertectal part of the pathway is abnormal. If develop¬

mental intertectal specificity mechanisms were operating, the ipsilatoral

projection from the normal eye should be normal; it can be seen from Fig. 62

that the pattern of intertectal linkages is again quite abnormal.

In the animals with double-nasal compound eyes, therefore, there are two

ipsilater.il projections; one, from the double-nasal eye, has an abnormal initial



pathway yot a normal ipsilatoral projection; whereas the normal eye yields

a normal initial contralateral path ay yet the ipsilateral projection is ab¬

normal. These findings cannot be explained on the basis of a developmental

specificity mechanism. It appears that mechanisms other than the well-established

ones of neuronal specificity are at work in the formation of specific connections

in the ipsilateral system.

The key question seems to be why the ipsilateral projection from the normal

eye is abnormal. The projections for the animals with a double-nasal compound

eye are summarized in Table 4. It nay be noted that the abnormality in the

ipsilateral projection from the normal eye in animals NN 2, 3 is described in

Table 4 as reversal along the nasotemporal axis whereas in the results section

(p. 125 ) the reversal was described as occurring along an axis perpendicular to

the rows of field positions. The reason for this anomaly is that one is

gathering together the results from two series of experiments in one of which

the ipsilateral projection from the normal eye was plotted with reference to the

coordinates of the normal eye (NN 1, 2, 3, 4) whereas in the other series (XCN

1, 2, 3, 4) the Ipsilateral projection from the normal eye was plotted with

reference to the coordinates of the abnormal eye. In Xenopus the optic axis

of the eye is directed upwards and outwards and hence the 'nasotemporal• planes

for the two eyes are different. Because of this arrangement of the eyes, an

axis perpendicular to the rows of positions in the ipsilateral nap from a normal

eye hen that eye is centred, would become the 'nasotemporal' field axis if the

same map were plotted on the coordinates of the abnormal eye. This may be seen

in Fig. 38. In Fig. 38b, top right, the ipsilateral projection from an eye

with that eye centred is shown and it can be seen that the axis perpendicular

to the rows of field positions is about 45° to the nasotemporal axis. In
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Fig. 33a, bottom right, the ipsilateral projection from an eye is plotted on

the coordinates of the other eye and it can be seen that the axis perpendicular

to the rows of field positions is now the nasotemporal axis.

Thus in Table 4 and in the subsequent discussion the ipsilateral maps

from the normal (left) eye in animals NN 2, 3 are considered to show a reversal

along the nasotemporal axis, this meaning a reversal along the nasotemporal axis

of the abnormal (right) eye. This brings their description into line with that

used for the corresponding projections in the animals of the XCN series. Since

animals NN 1, 4 did not show an axis reversal in their ipsilateral projection

from the normal eye this problem does not arise in the description of these maps.

The first point to emerge is that the ipsilateral projection from the normal

eye is internally organised, not random. Some organizing mechanisms are thus

at work but their nature is not immediately apparent. Since in all cases the

ipsilateral projection is internally organized but abnormal, the next point to

be considered is the nature of the abnormality. From Table 4 the abnormalities

of the ipsilateral projection from the normal eye may be summarized thus:

(a) reversal along the nasotemporal axis ..... 2 animals XCN 1
normal along the dorsoventral axis XCN 3
no rotation

(b) reversal along the nasotemporal axis 3 animals ..... NN 2
normal along the dorsoventral axis NN 3
rotated 45° clockwise XCN 4

(c) reversal along the nasotemporal axis 1 animal XCN 2
normal along the dorsoventral axis
rotated 45° clockwise
the projection arises only from a narrow retinal strip
rather mixed up

(d) normal along the nasoteraporal axis 2 animals ..... NN 1
normal along the dorsoventral axis NN 4
rotated 90° clockwise



Although some of the abnormalities are shared by several animals there

is no overall pattern to the abnormalities and it is certainly not immediately

apparent that a single organizing influence has been applied to all these pro¬

jections.

The contralateral projections from the normal eye were normal in all

eight animals. The projection from the normal left eye in XCN 3 (Fig. 52)

appears to be rotated 45° in an anticlockwise direction compared with normal

but this is an artifact resulting from our method of presentation of the data.

In this animal the relationship between the optic axes of the t.o eyes was ab¬

normal because of the slightly unusual arrangement of the compound eye in the

head. Since the projections from the normal eye In this animal were mapped

with the compound eye centred on the perimeter, the optic axis of the normal

eye is not in exactly the same position on the perimeter chart as that of most

normal eyes and this is reflected in the rotation of the map by 45°. If the

contralateral projection from the left eye in XCN 3 had been plotted with that

normal eye centred on the perimeter it would have been found to be normal.

The contralateral projections from the double-nasal eyes were, of course,

abnormal (Table 4), as would be expected on the basis of neuronal specificity.

The nasosuperior part of the visual field is that v/hich gives rise to the ipsi-

lateral projection; if we examine the nasosuperior quadrant of the visual field

projection through the compound eye to the contralateral tectum, and express it

in terms of the normal projection from that quadrant, e obtain the following

results:

(a) reversal along the nasctemporal axis 3 animals NN 4
normal along the dorsoventral axis XCN 1
no rotation XCN 3
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(b) reversal along the nasotemporal axis 3 animals MN 2
normal alogg the dorsoventral axis NH 3
rotated 45 clockwise XCN 4

(c) reversal along the nasotemporal axis ..... 1 animal .....XCN 2
normal along the dorsoventral axis
rotated 45 clock.vise
the projection arises only from a narrow retinal strip
rather mixed up

(d) normal along the nasotemporal axis 1 animal .....TIN 1
normal alogg the dorsoventral axis
rotated 90 clockwise

This analysis suggests that there is, after all, system in the abnormality

of the ipsilateral projection from the normal eye. In seven cases out of eight

(the exception is MN 4) the abnormality in the projection ipsllaterally from the

normal eye reflects the abnormality in the contralateral projection from the

double-nasal eye to the same tectum. Similarly, the normality of the jpsilatere.1

projection from the double-nasal eye to the right tectum reflects the normality

in the contralateral projection from the normal eye to that tectum.

In this context it is interesting to note that in animal XCN 3 the ipsi¬

lateral projection from the double-nasal eye (Fig. 52) is rotated 45° anti¬

clockwise, reflecting the abnormality in the contralateral projection from the

normal eye. Since the rotation of the field through the left eye is really an

artifact as already explained, there is no obvious reason for the ipsilateral

projection from the double-nasal eye to be thus rotated since the right eye is

centred on the perimeter. This finding that the ipsilateral projection from the

double-nasal eye is so rotated indicates the dependence of this projection upon

the contralateral projection from the other eye. Thus the ipsilateral pro¬

jection from the double-nasal eye reflects the normality or otherwise of the

contralateral projection from the normal eye.

It is thus possible to discern an overall organizing influence operating



in the formation of the ipsilatoral visual projection. It seems that the

ipsilateral projection from one eye is dependent unon the input to the same

tectum from the contralateral oye. The ipsilateral projection appears to

require an Interaction at the tectal level between the two eyes.

The next stage of the analysis involves a consideration of the type of

interaction that is occurring at the tectal level. Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely

(196S) suggested that perhaps the direct contralateral input from the double-

nasal eye somehow altered the receptivity of its tectum for fibres from the

other tectum. Is it possible that the ingrowing optic nerve fibres alter or

'modulate' (Weiss, 1336; Sperry, 1951b; Jacobson and Baker, 1958) the tectal

neurones on which they terminate, thus altering the receptivity of these neurones

to the intertectal fibres? In other words, are the ingrowing optic fibres from

the abnormal eye 'reepecifying' the left tectum so that the ipsilateral input to

the left tectum is altered appropriately?

If this were the mechanism then one would predict that the ipsilateral tract

from the normal eye would depend upon the contralateral input and this does

indeed occur. At the level of detail, however, the mechanism breaks down.

If one postulates that the nasal optic nerve fibres from the double-nasal eye

alter the tectal neurones on which they terminate and convert them to 'nasal'

tectal neurones, then these neurones will only accept intertectal fibres that

would normally end on 'nasal* tectal neurones. In the normal animal, however,

the intertectal fibres go only to the rostral part of the tectum, where they

connect ith 'temporal* tectal neurones. The caudal 'nasal' tectal neurones

do not receive an intertectal input. Thus a modulation o.r respecification

hypothesis would predict that the normal eye should have no ipsilateral pro¬

jection in these animals, rather than an abnormal one. A consideration of the



results in animals with a rotated eye furnishes even more telling evidence

against such a concept and this will be considered when discussing those re¬

sults.

Since the interaction between the two eyes that appears to occur at the

tectal level can not be explained on the basis of the specificity type of the

incoming optic nerve fibres, we are led to the conclusion that this interaction

is independent of the prefunctional growth mechanisms of neuronal specificity.

If this conclusion is valid, then an alternative form of interaction at the

tectal level must be sought. Since the evidence appears to rule out pre¬

functional mechanisms, we must next consider the possible role of functional

processes. There exists a functional visual input from each eye to its contra

lateral tectum; perhaps it is an interaction between these two functional

inputs that determines the precise topography of the intertectal stage of the

ipsilateral projection.

At this point it is relevant to consider an observation made by Gaze and

Jacobson (1962) in their investigation of the ipsilateral projection in the

normal animal and confirmed here in the earlier section on the ipsilateral path

way. The binocular part of the visual field (the nasal field) is seen by the

temporal retinae of both eyesjwithin the binocular part of the field any one
point in visual space projects to each tectum through both eyes. They also

observed that one point in visual space projected through both eyes to the same

point on the tectum. This is illustrated experimentally in Fig. 38 and dia-

gramatically in Fig. 63. The point X stimulates the retina of the right eye

at position 1 and the left eye at position (3) . Position 1 of the right eye

projects contralaterally to position 1 on the left tectum whereas position (3)
of the left eye projects ipsilaterally to position © on the left tectum.
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Positions 1 and © on the left tectum are identical and thus the point X

projects to the same point on the tectum through the tv;o eyes. Similarly the

contralateral projection from position © of the left eye to the right tectum

and the ipsilateral projection from position 1 of the right eye to the right

tectum are to the same right tectal point (it may be noted that the points on

the two tecta are not necessarily symmetrical). Similar arguments apply to

the tectal projections of positions Y and Z of visual space.

It was formerly thought that this arrangement was the end result of innate

growth processes which determined the pathways of the retinal projections in¬

volved. It has been shown however, that innate specificity mechanisms can not

explain the results obtained in animals with one double-nasal eye. It is

therefore suggested that the feature outlined above, whereby the same point in

visual space projects through both eyes to the same tectal point, rather than

being the end-product of ontogenetic processes of neural pathway determination,

may itself bo the mechanism that produces the pattern of ipsilateral visual

projections seen in the adult. The hypothesis advanced here is that at some

stage of development the point X stimulates position 1 on the right retina and

position (3) on the left retina; from these retinal positions impulses pass by

the contralateral pathways to point 1 on the left tectum and point (3) on the

right tectum. These two points, one on each tectum, thus receive similar

spatioteraporal patterns of excitation. The ipsllaternl -projection from point 1

of the right eye crosses to point 1 of the left tectum and then recrosses to

that point on the right tectum (point J&Lwhich is simultaneously receiving a

similar spatioteraporal pattern of excitation from the same point in visual 3pace.

Points on the two tecta receiving similar excitation patterns become specifically

linked.



This mechanism could explain the formation of specific connections in

the normal animal. Can it explain the projections seen in animals with a

double-nasal ©ye? Such a mechanism would mean that, as in the normal animal,

the ipsilateral pathway involves passage to the contralateral tectum and then

back to that point on the ipsilateral tectum that has just been stimulated

through the other eye. This system would obviously imply that if the contra¬

lateral projection from that other eye were for some reason abnormal, then the

ipsilateral projection from the first eye would also be abnormal and the ab¬

normality would be the same in both cases. This is what is seen in animals

with a double-nasal eye.

Fig, 6A illustrates this point. If the suggested mechanism is operating

then position X will stimulate position © on the left (normal) retina which

projects contralaterally to position 0) on the right tectum. At the same time
position X will stimulate position 1 on the right retina which projects contra¬

laterally to position 1 on the left tectum. According to hypothesis, the

ipsilateral projection from position (3) of the left retina will be to position

1 of the left tectum. Similar considerations apply to stimulus positions Y

and 7, Thus the hypothesis here suggested would predict that the Ipsilateral

projection from the normal left eye to the left tectum would reflect the abnormal¬

ity in the contralateral projection from the right double-nasal eye to the left

tectum. This abnormality is seen experimentally (Table 4).

Similar considerations applied to the ipsilateral projection from the

double-nasal eye (Fig. 65) lead to the prediction that the ipsilateral pro¬

jection from the double-nasal eye to the right tectum should reflect the

normality of the contralateral projection from the normal eye to the tight tectum.

This is what occurs.



It seems then, that the hypothesis of functional interaction between the

two points on the tecta that are receiving similar spatiotemporal patterns of

visual input can explain the observed relationships between the four visual

projections both in normal animals and in animals with one double-nasal com¬

pound eye.

It is, of course, an essential requirement of the hypothesis that a point

in visual space projects through both eyes to the same tectal points. In the

new series of double-nasal Xenopus (XCN 1, 2, 3, 4) the mapping method was

adapted to demonstrate this feature. It can be seen from the results in these

animals that, to a close approximation, one point in visual space does project

through both eyes to the same point on one tectum and this feature persists

despite a variety of abnormalities in the contralateral projections from the

double-nasal eye.

This is clearly demonstrated in animal XCN 2 (Fig. 49). In this Xenopus

we observed a double lens in the compound eye and it can be seen, perhaps as a

product of the abnormal optical arrangement in this eye, that only a rather

narrow strip of the nasal visual field projects to the contralateral left tectum

o
and the projection is rotated by 45 and somewhat mixed up. The ipsilateral

projection from the normal eye (Fig. 49) reflects each of these afonor alities

despite the fact that this eye is quite normal as shown by the normal contra¬

lateral projection (Fig. 50). Unfortunately we were unable to obtain the ipsi¬

lateral projection from the compound eye to the right tectum because the animal

died.

In animals with a. double-temporal compound eye the contralateral projections

from the abnormal eye (Fig. 54) show the characteristic reduplication. The

binocular nasal field projection through such an eye is, however, normally oriented



on the tectum since it involves temporal retina which is occupying its normal

topographical position in the eye. Since the contralateral projection from

the nasal field in double-temporal eyes is normally oriented, the postulated

mechanism would produce a norraal ipsilateral projection from the normal eye

in these animals, in marked distinction to that from normal eyes in animals

with one double-nasal eye. The ipsilateral nro.iection from the normal eye in

animals with one double-temporal eye is normal (Fig. 54), In the particular

example shown (TT 12) it can be seen that while the overall contralateral pro¬

jection from the nasal field is normal (Fig. 54), three field positions (11,
0 _

12, 13) are rotated about 90 clockwise. If one examines the ipsilateral

projection from the nor-al eye in this animal one can see that its overall

pattern is normal but the corresponding field positions (11, 12, 13) are also

rotated by 90° in a clockwise direction, ao would be predicted on the hypothesis

of functional interaction.

The fact that in animals with a double-temporal eye the ipsilateral pro¬

jection from the compound eye is normal again accords with the hypothesis, since

the contralateral projection from the normal eye is normal. Thus the hypo¬

thesis of functional interaction can explain the formation of specific connexions

in the ipsilateral rojection in normal animals and in animals with one double-

nasal or double-temporal eye.

In animals with one rot ted eye the hypothesis would predict that since the

contralateral projection from the rotated eye is rotated then the ipsilateral

projection from the norraal eye should be rotated and to the same degree as the

rotation of the abnormal eye. Similarly, since the contralateral projection

from the norraal eye is norraal, the ipsilateral projection from the rotated eye

should be normal. Examination of Figs. 56-59 and Table 5 indicates that the



experimental observations accord with the predictions from hypothesis.

The evidence appears to establish beyond doubt that a functional inter¬

action between the visual inputs from the two eyes, occurring at the tectal

level, operates in the establishment of specific neuronal connections in the

ipsilateral visual projection. The results from rotated eyes furnish clear

proof that this interaction is not a product of developmental forces such a.c

modulation or respecification.

A diagrammatic representation of what occurs in these animals is shown in

Fig. 56. A mechanism involving modulation or respecification would suggest

that the intertectal fibres arrive at tectal neurones which have been approp¬

riately specified by the incoming optic nerve fibres. In normal animals the

Intertectal fibres arrive at 'temporal® tectal neurones in the rostral tectum.

In the animal with a 180° rotated right eye (Fig. 66) the rostral part of the

left (contralateral) tectum still receives embryologically specified 'temporal'

optic nerve fibres, even though these fibres are now stimulated by activity in

the temporal visual field instead of nasal field as they would be in the normal

animal. Since 'temporal' fibres arrive at the rostral left tectum, a re-

specification or modulation hypothesis would predict that the intertectal fibres

should arrive at these neurones (positional, 2, 3) as they do in the normal

animal. The diagram shows that this does not occur. The intertectal fibres

from the normal right tectum arrive at caudal 'nasal' tectal neurones and not at

rostral 'temporal' tectal neurones. Again it can be seen from Fig, 29 that the

origin of the intertectal fibres from the left tectum to the .right tectum is

caudal 'nasal' tectum and this is quite different from that seen in the normal

animal and inappropriate to a theory involving modulation or respecification at

the time of ingrowth of the optic nerve fibres.



As a further check on the hypothesis of functional interaction a number

of animals had one eye-cup removed at stage 28 of embryonic life and were

allowed to develop with only one eye. No form of visual interaction between

the two eyes thus occurred and one might predict that in these animals there

would be no ipsilateral projection from the re airing eye. In fact such an

eye d6es give ipsilateral responses but these responses generally come from a

wide area of the visual field and the ipsilateral projection in these animals

is diffuse and not the precise retinotopic projection that is seen in the

normal animal. One is led to the conclusion that the growth process produces

initially diffuse intertectal connections and these diffuse connections require

the functional modifying influence envisaged In the hypothesis to narrow them

down to specific connections. In enucleate animals the initially diffuse

connections persist because the functional modifying influence never appears.

The picture emerging is, therefore, that the growth process in the de¬

veloping amphibian nervous system produces initially diffuse intertectal con¬

nections and then, at some stage of the animal's development, there occurs

interaction between the visual inputs to the two tecta as described in this

thesis. This functional interaction transforms the diffuse connections into

the precise rotinotopic connections that are seen in the normal adult animal.

The developmental period over which interaction may function in this way is

presently under investigation.

Animal WW 4 gave results which we cannot interpret in terms of the present

(or any other) hypothesis. It Is possible that, at the time of interaction,

the spatial relationships between the two eyes were different from those obtain¬

ing at the time of recording. Even on this assumption, however, we are not

able to put forward a satisfactory explanation of this result.



Another point of discussion emerges if we consider further Fig. 65.

From the figure we have demonstrated that the intertectal linkages from the

left tectum arise from positions 3, 2, 1 on that tectum and cross to the right

tectum in the manner shown, thus producing a normal ipsilateral projection from

the double-nasal right eye. It should be remembered, however, that the original

nasal retina also projects to the left tectum and that each of the tectal

positions 3, 2, 1, in addition to receiving the input shown in the diagram,

also receives an input from a mirror-image position on the original nasal retina.

Thus each left tectal position receives a double input from its contralateral

eye. Why are not both inputs conducted to the ipsilateral tectum so that the

ipsilateral projection from the right compound eye consists of a normal pro¬

jection from the nasal field and a mirror-image projection from the temporal

field?

The answer to this question appears to be that, occasionally, this is what

one does find (Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely, 1963) but that in the majority of

cases this is not so. In the present series of experiments, apart from an

occasional reduplicated point (e.g. point 5 in the projection from the left eye

to the left tectum in Fig. 51), the ipsilateral projection from the compound eye

does not consist of two mirror-image field positions per tectal position.

It would seem that the two inputs from mirror-image retinal positions,

although going to the same tcctal locus, do not both excite the same neurone.

Only that neurone receiving input from the nasal (binocular) field is receiving

a pattern of excitation similar to that from the same stimulus via the left eye

to the right tectum; thus only that neurone forms the intertectal link.

Another neurone, at the same left tectal locus, receiving visual input from the

mirror-image position on the retina, is excited by stimuli in the temporal



(non-binocular) field. Then this other neurone receives a specific pattern

of excitation from a stimulus in the temporal field, it does not form an

intertectal linkage because there is no similar pattern of excitation on the

right tectum as the stimulus cannot be seen by the left eye.

Finally there would seem to be one other possibility to consider for the

formation of the specific intertectal linkages and this involves a delayed

rospecification ('modulation') of the retinal ganglion cells. The original

specification of the ganglion cells occurs between stages 23-32 and tectal

specification appears to occur independently and in parallel fashion. Suppose

that at some later stage, perhaps after metamorphosis, the structures surrounding

the eye exert a further specifying effect on the ganglion cells, allowing the

respecified 'temporal' cells to give rise to and receive intertectal connections.

In this case a rotation of the eye by 130° occurring before the final respec-

ification could result in a normally oriented ipsilatcral field projection via

0
the rotated eye and an ipsilateral field projection rotated 180 via the normal

eye, as in Fig. 29.

Such a process of delayed respecification of the ganglion cells could thus

account for the overall field orientations observed experimentally. There are

two major objections to this respecification hypothesis however, which seem to

us to exclude it as the cause of the field-rotation effects. Firstly, such

a rospecification, in order to produce the results observed, would have to

operate up to and including the time when the eye reaches its final position

in the body; that is, after metamorphosis. At this late stage of development,

the eye is freely moveable in the orbit and it seems highly unlikely that the

eye muscles or other orbital structures could exert an adequate respecifying

influence on the ganglion cells. Secondly, while respecification could account



for the overall field orientations, it could not account for the small

individual variations in the iysilateral projections, which are found to follow

closely the variations in the contralateral projection to the same tectum.

Such a case as animal XCN 2 (Fig. 49), where the abnormality in the contralateral

projection from the operated eye appears to be related to the optical abnormal¬

ities in this eye, and the ipsilateral projection via the normal eye to the same

tectum reflects the same abnormalities, can not be explained in terra3 of late

respecification of the ganglion cells of the operated eye.

While the arguments presented here indicate that delayed respecification

does not account for our findings, conclusive evidence against such a mechanism

does not yet exist. The crucial experiments Involve rearing a.nimaln either in

the dark or ith controlled optical abnormalities. These experiments are in

progress.

Preliminary histological observations by Szekely (personal communication)

indicate a binocular input to the lateral geniculate body and other diencephalic

nuclei, some of which project to the tectum. It remains for future work to

reveal the relationship between these diencephalic nuclei and the tectal visual

inputs described in this paper.

The evidence from experiments on double-nasal eyes, double-temporal eyes,

rotated eyes and single eyes, suggests a major role for functional interaction

in the formation of the retinotopic intertectal projection.



(iv) THE RESTORATION OF THE IPSIT.ATKRAL RET: HO'I'T'C "AL PROJECTION

ROLL TNG REGF- "ERATIOK OF THE OPTIC NERVE

I TRQDUCTION

This series of experiments is logically more related to the earlier

studies on optic nerve regeneration, but the presentation has been delayed

until now because the results are more comprehensible after a consideration of

the various aspects of the ipsilateral retinotectal projection.

Section of the optic nerve results in the disappearance net only of the

visual projection to the contralateral tectum but also of the visual projection,

through the affected eye, to it3 ipsilateral tectum. The question posed in

this series of experiments was 'whether regeneration of the optic nerve produced

a restoration of the ipsilateral retinotectal projection.

If the vie s advanced in the preceding sections of this thesis are correct

then optic nerve section results in disruption only of the first (contralateral)

stage of the ipsilateral projection. Tho intertectal linkages are not directly

affected by the lesion. It is possible, therefore, that the regeneration of

optic nerx'e fibres to the contralateral tectum if adequate will re-establish

connections with the appropriate tectal elements that are the origin of the

intertectsl link. In this case the adequate restoration of the ipsilateral

projection is a measure of the precision with which the regenerating o tic

nerve fibres establish their connections in the tectum.

Thus, in ten animals the ipsilateral retinotectal projection was mapped,

after either crushing the right optic nerve or sectioning the left optic nerve.



RFSULTS

(1) The visual projection

A nap of the visual projection to the ipailateral tectum was obtained in

10 animals, nine cf which formed part of the experiment 1 series reported in

Section II of the thesis. The results can be divided into two groups:

(a) In five frogs the ipailateral visual projection was essentially normal.

(b) In the other five animals the ipsilatoral visual projection was ab¬

normal in that, in addition to a restored normal ipsilateral projection from

the nasal periphery of the visual field, there v?as an anomalous but retino-

topicallv organized projection from the greater part of the visual field to the

whole dorsal surface of the ipsilateral tectum.

(a) The five frogs which gave an approximately normal regenerated ipsi¬

lateral projection (Fig. 67) were those in which the right optic nerve had been

crushed rather than cut. The intervals between operation and recording ranged

from IIS to 396 days. In four of these animals the contralateral retinotectal

projection was also essentially normal but in the fifth it -as not. In this

frog there as, in addition to a normal type of projection of the right visual

field on the contralateral tectum, a rather diffuse projection from a part of

the superior field to the rostral contralateral tectum (Fig. 68a). Despite

this, the visual projection from the right eye to the ipsilateral tectum was

normal (Fig. G8b).

(b) In the second group of five animals the left optic nerve had been cut

at intervals prior to the recording experi ent ranging from 397 to 458 days.

In these frogs the visual projection from the left eye to the ipailateral tectum

was abnormal after regeneration of the optic nerve (Fig. 69a). Rostral tectal



positions each received input from two positions in tho visual field while the

caudal tectum received a. retinotopic <lly organized projection from the temporal

visual field.

Figure 69a shows that there is in fact a double projection of the visual

field on the ipsilateral tectum. One projection (ringed numbers) arises from

the nasal field f?nd projects to the rostral tectum in a retinotopic fashion.

In this projection, as the electrode positions move rostrocaudally on the tectum,

the corresponding field positions move teraporonasally. This therefore resembles

the normal ipsilateral projection (Fig. 67). The second projection (unringed

numbers) arises from the greater part of the visual field and projects, retino-

topically, to the entire dorsal surface of the ipsilateral tectum. In this

projection, as the electrode positions move rostrocaudally on the tectum, the

corresponding field positions move nasotemporally. This anomalous second ipsi¬

lateral projection thus resembles closely a normal contralateral projection and

in all five animals of this group this anomalous •contralateral type* projection

has ended up in the rong (ipsilateral) tectum.

In these five frogs which gave the abnormal ipsilatcral projections just

described, the contralateral retinotectal projections via the operated nerve

v/ere all of the type described as 'Pattern 4' by Gaze and Jacobson (1963).

These five contralateral projections have been dealt with in a previous section

and a typical example is shown in Figure 69b. Figures 69a and 63b represent

the same animal. It may be seen that the contralateral projection from the

left eye also consists of two components; firstly a restored normal contra¬

lateral projection (unringed numbers, Fig. 69b) and secondly (ringed numbers)

a projection resembling that which normally goes from the nasal periphery of

the field to the rostral part of the ipsilateral tectum. In this case (and in
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the other animals of this group) the anomalous 'ipsilateral type' projection

has ended up in the wrong (contralateral) tectum.

Figure 69 shows that the left eye in these animals projects in a similar

(mirror-image) fashion to both tecta. Fach tectum has a •contralateral type'

and an 'ipsilateral type' projection from the one, loft, eye. Regeneration of

the left optic nerve has thus produced two extra visual projections not present

in the normal animal: an anomalous contralateral projection to the Ipsilateral

tectum and an anomalous ipsilateral projection to the contralateral tectum.

One animal (RON 28) gave a dissimilar pattern of projection to the two

tecta (Fig. 70). The projection from the left eye to the contralateral tectum

(Fig. 70a) consists here of a full anomalous 'ipsilateral' projection (ringed

numbers) from the nasal periphery of the field but the appropriate contralateral

projection is disorganized and arises from only a small part of the visual

field. The projection from the left eye to the ipsilateral tectum in this

animal (Fig. 70b) shov/s both components characteristic of this group of animals,

the normal ipsilateral projection (ringed numbers) and the anomalous 'contra¬

lateral' projection (unringed).

In two animals (RON 27; RON 20), towards the end of the experiment a

lesion was made in the left diencephalon, aimed at destroying the left optic

tract. The effect of this procedure on the various projections is shown below:

Right Tectum Left Tectum

KQN 27 j^10,)
Left eye Normal

contralateral present
Normal

Ipoilateral
not tested

Anomalous

ipsilateral
absent

Anomalous

contralateral
absent

Right eye Not tested



Righttectum

RON28(&efo« LefteyeNormal(Pattern1) contralateral Anomalous ipsilateral

RighteyeNormal
ipsilateral

Lefttectum

present present present

Normal ipsilateral Anomalous contralateral Normal contralateral
present present present
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Right tectum I,oft Tecturn

RON 23 ( flfkv lfS(ov1)
Left eye

Light eye

No rmal ffttte-ryt i)
contralateral

Anomalous

ipsilateral

Normal

ipsilateral

present

absent

absent

Normal

ipsilateral

Anomalous
contralateral

Normal
contralateral

absent

absent

absent

(2) Unit studies

In six frogs the receptive field properties of 36 single units in the

restored ipsilateral projection were investigated. After regeneration of the

optic nerve 33 of the Ipsilateral units studied formed part of the restored

normal ipsilateral projection; the remaining three units occurred in the

anomalous ipsilateral projection to the contralateral tectum.

These units showed the normal ipsilateral unit property of sustained re¬

sponse to a standing edge (Fig. 71) which is the common feature of ipsilateral

units. Ipsilateral units do not show the clear subdivision into different

types that is characteristic of contralateral tectal units. It is, however,

possible to subdivide normal ipsilateral units into classes depending upon the

response of lie unit to changes in diffuse background illumination. Units near

the surface of the tectum (0-150^) show no response to changes in background

illumination whereas deeper units (150-500^-) in a high proportion of cases show

brief responses at "on" and "off".»f . A small proportion of these deeper

units in addition to displaying the other properties characteristic of ipsi¬

lateral units, also showed responses to decramental dimming of background

illumination. The receptive field size of normal units was usually about 6-8°
with a small proportion of the deeper units giving RF sizes of up to 12°.
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The thirty-six units examined in animals with a regenerated optic nerve

had receptive field sizes within the normal range - usually being about 6°

across.

The units showed the normal properties of ipsilateral units. They were

subdivided into types according to their response to illumination and the

depths at hich the units were found -were recorded.

U:it tyoe

No response to back¬
ground illumination

Response to back¬
ground illumination

Ipoilateral dimmers

No.

13

10

8

Moan depth

10/*-

250r

325^

Ran -Q

0-100

150-300

140-400

'. D.

*S 7
(

p < c-oaoS

r°-
oS

Sro

Examples of unit types found are shown in Fig. 71.



Fig. 67

The projection of the right visual field upon the right optic tectum in

Frog ROM 19.
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Pi ft. 68

The projection of the right visual field upon the left optic tectum

in Frog RON 25. The unringed numbers on the perimetric chart re¬

present a series of stimulus positions corresponding to the normal

projection of the right visual field upon the left optic tectum.

The ringed numbers represent additional, localized but anomalous

stimulus positions projecting to the left tectum (This figure is the

same as Fig. 12 of the thesis).

The projection of ths right visual field upon the right optic tectum

in Frog RON 25.
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The projection of the left visual field upon the left optic tectum in Frog

RON 20. In this case the ringed numbers on the perimetric chart represent

the normal field projection to the ipsilateral tectum wheraa the unringed

numbers constitute another series of stimulus positions also projecting to

the left tectum and forming an additional but anomalous retinotopic pro¬

jection.

The projection of the left visual field upon the right optic tectum in

Frog RON 20. The unringed numbers on the perimetric chart represent

the normal contralateral field projection. The ringed numbers constitute

an additional series of stimulus positions to the right tectum and forming

an additional but anomalous retinotopic projection.
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The projection of the left visual field upon the right optic tectum

in Frog RON 28.

The projection of the left visual field upon the left optic tectum

in Frog RON 28.
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Fig. 71

Records of ipsilateral units reappe ring after regeneration of the optic

nerve.

a. Sustained activity recorded from a surface unit.

b. Response of an ipsilateral unit recorded from the anomalous pro¬

jection to the contralateral tectum; sustained activity to a standing edge.

c. An ipsilateral "dimmer" unit, showing

i) Dimming responses

ii) Responses at both "on" and "off" of background illumination.

Photocell in all cases monitors level of background illumination.

In a) an upward deflection of the trace indicares an increase in illumination.

In b), c), an upward deflection of the trace indicates a decrease in

illumination.
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72

Diagrammatic representation of pattern 4 regeneration. The continuous

lines represent the normal optic fibre input from the left eye to the right

tectum and the normal intertectal linkage that transfers this input across

to the ipsilateral tectum. The dotted lines represent the anomalous direct

regeneration of optic nerve fibres to the ipsilateral tectum. This

anomalous input is transferred by the dotted intortectal linkage to the

right tectum.



 



DISCUSSION

If our concept of the ipsilatoral retinotectal path is correct then

section of the optic nerve interferes directly with only the first stage of

this pathway. The effect of section of the optic nerve on the integrity of

the intertectal connection is unknown. It seems likely that the intertectal

linkages continue to exist after optic deafferentation of the tectum, although

it is possible that degeneration of the optic fibres may load to some form of

tranoneuronal degeneration in this pathway. If it proves possible to map the

intertectal linkages by direct electrical stimulation of one tectum, -while

recording from the other tectum, an answer to this question may be obtained.

It is clear however, that, whether or not restoration of the ipsilateral

visual projection required regeneration of the intertcctal connection, a pre¬

requisite is regeneration of the first stage of the path; namely, the contra¬

lateral retinotectal projection. It is not surprising, therefore, that the

pattern of restoration of the ipsilateral projection should reflect to a large

extent the normality or otherwise of the contralateral projection from the same

eye.

Thus in the five animals in which the right optic nerve had been crushed

(group a), the contralateral projection from the right eye to the left tectum

was normal or near-normal; and in these animals a normal projection from the

right eye to the ipsilateral tectum was found (Figs. 67, 68b). This indicates

that the regenerating optic fibres make adequate synaptic connections with the

elements in the contralateral tectum that give rise to the intertectal stage of

the pathway.

The receptive field properties of single units in the restored ipsilateral



projection were normal. This normality, in particular the normality of the

receptive field size, is another strong index of the refinement of the

selectivity with which regenerating optic nerve fibres choose their terminations

in the contralateral tectum.

Although the number of ipsilateral units studied after regeneration of

the optic nerve was probably too small for statistical analysis the apparent

reappearance of the normal distribution in depth of the different ipsilateral

unit types also argues strongly that the first stage of the pathway is

appropriately organized in great detail.

In the animals of group b, the situation was more complicated because of

the abnormalities in the regeneration of the first stage of the pathway. In

these animals the nerve was cut and not merely crushed. The accompanying

injury to the sheath of the nerve allows regenerating fibres to escape from its

confines at the site of the lesion; and there is histological evidence in these

frogs that some regenerating fibres do not continue beyond the section to cross

in the chiasma, but enter the diencephalon ipsilaterally (Fig. 28). Some of

these diverted optic fibres presumably continue up the ipsilateral optic tract

to the tectum on the same side as the eye. Since the early work of Sperry

(1945) on 'uncrossing' the optic chiasma it has been thought that the fibres

from one eye c uld form appropriate connections on either tectum; and this was

directly demonstrated in later electrophysiological work (Gaze and Jacobson,

1963a). The present results show clearly that the fibres from one eye can

(and do) make appropriate (mirror-image) connections in either tectum. The

fibres that escape at the site of section and grow directly to the Ipsilateral

tectum give rise there to a 'contralateral type' projection (Fig. 69a, unringed

numbers); and similarly other regenerating fibres form a normal restored



contralateral projection on the contralateral tectum (Fig. 69b) (unringed

numbers). This interpretation of the origin of the anomalous 'contralateral'

projection on the ipsilateral tectum is supported by the results in the two

animals where a lesion of the left optic tract in the diencephalon abolished

the anomalous 'contralateral' projection to the left tectum.

The anomalies in the visual field projection to the two tecta seen in

these five animals after section of the optic nerve, are readily explicable

once it is realized that the basic abnormality is the regeneration of optic

fibres directly to the ipsilatora.1 tectum as well as to the contralateral tectum.

The anomalous 'ipsilateral' projection to the contralateral tectum reflects this

abnormality.

The optic fibres which have regenerated, correctly, to the contralateral

tectu , presumably synapse there with tectal elements which give rise to the

intertectal linkages constituting the second stage of the ipsilateral visual

pathway. Thus following regeneration of the optic nerve there is a restoration

of the normal projection from the nasal periphery of the field to he rostral

part of the ipsilateral tectum, as in the animals of group a. The left,

ipsilateral tectum in the animals of group b also has the anomalous direct

'contralateral' projection and so this ipsilater 1 left tectum shows the two

projections observed.

It is likewise possible to account for the existence of the other abnormal

projection in these animals, i.e. the anomalous 'ipsilateral' projection to the

contralateral tectum. This projection is in fact an 'ipsilateral' projection

originating from tho anomalous 'contralateral' projection on the other tectum.

Since the normal contralateral retinotectal projection is associated with an

ipsilateral projection it is hardly surprising that the anomalous contralateral
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projection is also associated with an 'Ipsilateral' projection. This inter¬

pretation of the anomalous •ipsilateral' projection is supported by latency

measurements (Gaze and Jacobson, 1963a); by the retinotopic organization of

the projection and by the fact that three single units from this anomalous

projection showed the properties of ipsilateral units. The pathways involved

in full pattern 4 regeneration are shown in figure 72. The effects of left

diencephalic lesions in animals RON 27, 23 also support this concept since

abolition of the anomalous 'contralateral' projection on the left tectum was

accompanied by disappearance of the anomalous 'ipsilateral' projection on the

left tectum.

The results shown in Figure 70 do not fit the explanation provided so far.

In this animal the regenerating optic nerve fibres produced a complete anomalous

'contralateral' projection on the ipsilateral tectum (Fig. 70b) but only a very

disorganized direct projection to the contralateral tectum (Fig. 70a, unringed

numbers). An anomalous but fully organized 'ipsilateral' projection on the

contralateral tectum (Fig. 70a, ringed numbers) is presumably due to the

anomalous but fully organized 'contralateral' projection on the ipsilateral

tectum. The well-organized ipsilateral on the ipsilateral tectum has, however,

occurred in association with a very abnormal contralateral projection. This

may mean that the normal ipsilateral projection here has been produced in a

manner different from that which is believed to operate normally; otherwise

it must be assumed that the contralateral projection was better organized than

we succeeded in demonstrating. It is just possible that the contralateral

projection was in fact a pat em 2 type in which the far nasal field projection

may be reasonably organized even though the projection from the central field

was not. The far nasal field projects to far rostral tectum and may have been



missed during the mapping. Similar but leGS serious problems pertain to

frog RON 25 (Fig. 68) where the contralateral field projection to some tectal

points is multiple but this multiplicity is not reflected in the resotred ipsi-

lateral projection.

'A'ith these reservations, therefore, it seems that following regeneration

of the optic nerve the fibres may terminate appropriately in the contralateral

tectum. The precision with which they do this is reflected by the restoration

of the ipsilater-al retinotectal projection organized appropriately both in terms

of rotinotopic distribution and single unit organisation. If, due to the

escape of fibres at the site of nerve section, some retinal fibres regenerate

directly to the ipsilateral tectum they may there form an anomalous projection

similar to the normal contralateral retinotectal projection. This anomalous

projection makes functional connections in the ipsilateral tectum v/ith the

elements that give rise to the intertcctal linkages and this leads to the

appearance on the contralateral tectum of an anomalous but fully organised

•ipsilateral-type» projection.



GFEERAL DISCUSSION

The experimental data presented in this thesis is compatible with the

hypothesis of functional interaction advanced to account for the formation of

specific intertectal connections. More recent experiments done in collaboration

with R.M. Gaze, K. Straznicky and L. Beazloy furnish a much more substantial

amount of data which loads to the same conclusion. Animals have been produced

with a further series of exotic abnormalities of one eye. Thus animals with

one eye rotated by various amounts, or with one eye constructed entirely from

the nasal or temporal half of the eye cup, or with one eye transplanted with

the nasotemporal axis reversed but with the dorsoventral axis normally orientated,

or with one eye a double-ventral compound eye have all been produced and the

contralateral and ipsilateral projections from both eyes have been mapped. The

contralateral projection from an eye displayed the normality or abnormality of

that eye. In all groups the ipsilateral projection from one eye always re¬

flected the normality or abnormality in the contralateral retinotectol pro¬

jection from the other eye. Thus the ipsilateral projection from the operated

eye was normal while the ipsil teral projection from the normal eye faithfully

mirrored the abnormality in the contralateral projection from the operated eye.

The evidence cited so far, while compatible with the hypothesis, is not

conclusive. What is clearly demonstrated is that the precise intertectal con¬

nections arc produced by an interaction between the two eyes in such a fashion

that tectal aroas receiving similar patterns of excitation become linked. The

evidence does not prove that the critical factors involved are the coexistence

of loci of similar excitation pattern.

It must be pointed out that the hypothesis of interaction, as stated so far,

suggests that the echari sm of initial formation of the intertectal connections



and the mechanism of the readjustment of the pattern of intortectal connections

in response to surgical interference of one ey© are one and the same. While

thi3 is the most economical explanation of the data so far obtained it is not

the only one possible. It could be that the initial connections are produced

solely by developmental forces but that they are modifiable by the suggested

functional mechanism. The findings that in animals in which one eye-cup had

been enucleated at a very onrly embryonic stage, the pattern of intertectal

linkages was diffuse was interpreted as indicating that this diffuse pattern

represented the end product of the growth process and that further refinement

required the operation of a functional interaction between the tectal input

from the two eyes. This diffuse pattern mapped in tho adult animal may,

however, be due to other factors. It could, for example, result from the fact

that one of the two tecta is quite abnormal in that it has never received a

direct optic fibre input. The diffuse nature of the intertectal connections

may reflect abnormalities inherent in the linkage of a normal to an abnormal

tectum. Alternatively, the diffuse pattern may represent a degeneration from

an initially precise intertectal linkage. Thus the growth process may produce

a normal precise int rtectal pattern but the aintenance of the established

connections may require binocular synchrony of inputs at the tectal level. In

the absence of the latter the precise connections degenerate to a diffuse pattern.

There is evidence that ouch a process occurs in the binocular cortical con¬

nections of kittens. More will be said of this later.

Thus the evidence that the intertectal connections are initially established

by functional interaction is not compelling. Critical experiments to demonstrate

this are in progress; these involve bringing normal animals up in total darkness

thus providing no opportunity for functional interaction. Similarly animals



with one eye rotated in early embryonic life are being reared in darkness.

A more subtle attempt to prevent the central interaction of patterned stimuli

seer through the two eyes has been started by T. Horder in this laboratory.

Animals are being reared with one eye covered with skin. The results of

these experiments should provide a definitivo answer as to whether the inter-

tectal connections are initially established by functional interaction or

growth forces.

Regardless of the doubts about the above question there is little doubt

about the ability of some form of binocular interaction mechanism to readjust

the pattern of intertectal connections In response to altered visual input

from one or other eye. The next question to consider is whether the mechanism

acts once and for all at a certain stage of early life or, alternatively,

whether the intertectal linkage remains labile into adult life always readjusting

to altered visual input from one or other eye. There are two lines of evidence

that the former alternative is the correct one. Enucleation of one eye in an

adult frog does not result in the ipsilateral projection from the regaining eye

returning to a diffuse pa'tern of connections; the projection retains Its

integrity for at least nine months, the longest period so far observed (Keating

and Gaze, unpublished). Even more strikingly, rotation of one eye in an

adult animal, with or v/ithout section of the optic nerve, results in the

ipsilateral projection from the rotated eye being rotated whereas that from

the normal eye re ains normal. There is thus a functional dissociation between

the maps from the two eyes to one tectum but the already established intertectal

connections persist and do not readjust to the altered relationship between the

inputs from the two eyos (Beazley, Gaze and Keating, in prep.).
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Since the adult intortectal connections do not seem to be labile we

should next determine that stage of larval life at which they become fixed.

During larval life the two eyes face laterally and there is little in the way

of a binocular field. The eyes start to move relative to each other about

Stage 60 (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956) and during metamorphosis they move into

their adult binocular position. If the theory is correct then localized ipsi-

lateral responses should not be found until the eyes arc assuming the binocular

position. Electrophysiological recordings from tadpoles (Bcasley, Gaze and

Keating, in prep.) indicate that contralateral responses may be detected as

early as Stage 39, at or shortly after the stage at which optic axons first

grow into the tectum and about ten stages before optokinetic responses appear.

Ipsilateral responses appear only at Stages 61-64 and when they appear they

arise from the same part of the visual field as do the contralateral responses

at the 3ame tectal point. This is the sort of result that our theory would

predict and it would indicate that the critical period of functional interaction

occurs during and shortly after metamorphosis. A more decisive ans er to this

question would be provided by finding the latest stage at which one eye may be

rotated and yet permit the interaction, as predicted by the hypothesis, to

occur. This series of experiments has been undertaken and the results indicate

that the critical period is around metamorphosic climax.

It would appear then that the mechanism o^ functional readjustment of the

intertectal connections ceases to operate after . otaraorphosis in the normal

animal. In the experiments so far undertaken, however, the intertectal con¬

nections have not themselves been directly upset. Different answers may be

obtained if the integrity of these connections is disturbed by surgical inter¬

ference.



If the post-optic commissures are cut in the post-motamorphic animal

do the intertectal connections regenerate? If they regenerate do they re¬

generate at random or precisely? If the regeneration is precise what factors

govern the precision of reconnection? What is the pattern of intertectal

linkage if during the regeneration of the intertectal links one eye is rotated?

Do the fibres regenerate precisely to their old (and no* inappropriate position)

or do they regenerate by a process of functional interaction to new positions

so that the contralateral and ipsilateral projections through both eyes to one

tectum are again in register?

These experimental questions have been posed and preliminary results permit

tentative answers. The intortectal connections do regenerate and in the normal

animal they regenerate precisely to their original positions so that normal

ipsilateral projections through both eyes are restored. If during the regener¬

ation process one eye is rotated the resultant contralateral and ipsilateral

projections through both eyes to one tectum are not in register. The mechanisms

responsible for the precise regeneration of the intertectal link in the adult

animal are thus not those of functional readjustment postulated to occur in the

metamorphosing animal.

If the functional mechanism is not operating in the post-metamorphic animal

and yet a precise pattern of connections is restored after regeneration this

surprising finding requires analysis. Two possible explanations come to mind.

The first is that the initial development of precise intertectal connections is

under the control of some such functional mechanism as suggested in this thesis

but that once this mechanism has operated some property is "stamped" upon the

intertectal neurone(s) such that thereafter they "know" precisely which tectal



areas it (they) must link. This explanation, hov/ever, smacks strongly of

the concept of modulation against which I Inveighod earlier and I am, therefore,

reluctant to accept it. An alternative explanation would involve the view

that perhaps the intertectal links are genetically endowed with some form of

neuronal specificity which permits the establishment by purely ontogenetic

forces of the normal pattern of intertectal linkages this pattern being, however,

modifiable by the functional mechanism described. The presence of this innate

specificity would permit the restoration of a normal pattern of intertectal

linkages during regeneration of the commissural system.

It is this consideration which has led to my retrospective caution in

interpreting the results of animals with one eye enculeated in early embryonic

life.

An experiment which should distinguish between the two above explanations

has been started. The animals have had one eye rotated during embryonic life.

It is known that this will result in a repatterning of the intertectal system

so as to bring the inputs from the two eyes into register at the tectal level.

In these aniraals after metamorphosis the post-optic commissures are cut. Do

the fibres regenerate according to the pattern seen in normal animals as would

be predicted on an "innate specificity" view or do they regenerate according to

their functionally acquired pattern as would be predicted on the "modulation

type" explanation? As controls to eliminate the effect of functional inter¬

action itself at this late stage animals with one eye rotated in embryonic life

will have that eye de-rotated to the normal position at the same time as the

commissural fibres are cut. The results of this group of experiments are

awaited with interest.



Much further work remains to be done on thi3 system. Questions such

as precisely for how lone a period the mechanism is operative, if once started

is the process reversible, over what period, etc. need to be asked and involve

relatively simple experimental procedures. A detailed definition of the

functional factors involved would be very useful. Attempts to bring animals

up with mirrors or prisms attached to the eyes, or with even more sophisticated

optical abnormalities in the absence of ocular structural abnormalities, are

technically difficult but may prove necessary.

Another approach that is being undertaken involves an attempt to determine

the functional significance of these intertectal linkages to the animal. The

functions of the intertectal linkages in anurans is unknown. In higher mammals

with binocular vision corresponding retinal points project to closely similar

neural areas as a result of the decussation of optic nerve fibres at the optic

chiasms. The anuran amphibia have adopted a different method of producing a

convergence of the visual input from corresponding retinal points but it may be

that these lower vertebrates are thus able to develop a mechanism of stereoscopic

depth perception similar to that available to higher mammals. If adequate

criteria of steropsis in frogs can be developed the effect, on such behaviour,

of section of the post-optic commissures could be studied.

It is alleged that the anurans have no eye movements other than those

associated with deglutition (Maturana et al., 1960; Schipperheyn, 1965, our own

observations). A problem implicit in the mechanism of binocular interaction as

outlined lies in the fact that an object in space falling on one retinal point

in one eye will fall on a whole series of retinal points in the other eye

depending upon the distance of that object from the animal. This, of course, is

the feature of retinal disparity in an animal that does not possess convergence



of fixation. It does, however, present problems for the mechanism suggested

in that the precise tectal areas simultaneously receiving similar spatiotemporal

patterns of excitation will vary within rather narrow limits, with the distance

of the stimulating object. It may be that as the animal approaches netanorphic

climax the accommodative power of the eye is limited so that only objects over

a small range of distances from the eye are brought to a focus on the retina

and thus only these objects will result in adequate excitation patterns at the

tectal level. Alternatively, it nay be that this very variability in the two

tectal areas that are simultaneously stimulated will engender an inherent im¬

precision in the intertectal system. That such is the case is indicated by the

finding that in the contralateral ret5 notectal projection the size of the multi-

unit receptive field at one tectal position Is of the order of 5-10° whereas

the multi-unit receptive field size at one locus in the ipsilateral tectum is

frequently of the order of 15-20°. It is this very imprecision, however, which

may provide at the tectal level at which the binocular information is synthesized,

the disparity information which will enable the distances of objects in space to

be encoded.

A remarkably similar view has been recently put forward by Blakemore and

Pettigrew (1970) for the mechanism underlying stereoscopic vision in cats.

They argue from their findings on single unit studies on binocular neurones in

the cat visual cortex that "the topographic representation of the contralateral

eye is sore exactly specified than that of the ipsilateral input" and "It is,

therefore, the dispersion of the phylogenetically younger ipsilatoral input

which supplies..... the cue for discriminating the relative distances of objects

from the eyes". Blakemore and Pettigrew (1970) believe, mistakenly but in

excellent co pany, that binocular vision is invariably associated with partial



decussation of the optic chiasms. The studies reported in this thesis and

the earlier vork of Gaze and Jacobson (1962) Indicate that this view is false.

In some ways the binocular organization of the cat visual cortex appears to

be presaged by the organisation of binocular visual connections in amphibians.

The parallel is even more striking if one considers the elegant experiments

of Hubel and Wiesel on binocular visual connections in neonatal kittens (Hubel

and Wiesel, 1963, 1965; Wiesel and Hubel, 1963, 1965). These workers found

that the binocular organization of cortical cells was essentially present in

new-born kittens prior to visual function. The initial organization of these

connections was, therefore, by innate forces. As has been discussed this may,

or may not, be different from the situation existing in the frog. The effects

on the binocular cortical connections in the kitten of monocular or binocular

occlusion, or the induction of an artificial squint were investigated by Hubel

and Wiesel. They found that monocular occlusion or monocular occlusion of

both eyes on alternate days, or squint led within three months to the disruption

of binocular cortical connections. Binocular occlusion, surprisingly, had a

far less marked effect and these authors concluded that functional synchrony

of neural input in the binocular pathways was necessary for the maintenance of

binocular neural connections. Asynchronous input apparently disrupts the

established binocular connections. In a recent study (Hubel and Wiesel, 1970)

the critical period in which synchrony is necessary has been narrowed down to

a period of 3-4 days in the fourth week of life.

The parallel with the situation in the frog thus emerges. In both species

there is a critical period during the early life of the animal hen synchrony

of Visual input from the two eyes is essential. In the case of the cat alter¬

ations in the site of synchrony within the visual centres merely disrupts already



established connections. In the frog not only ore the old connections

disrupted but ne1^ connections appropriate to the new synchrony situation are

established.

Commissural connections of the type that has been the subject of discussion

in the latter half of this thesis have a role to play in integrating in the brain

the activity of the two halves of the body. Any animal with two eyes Is faced

with this problem although the problem takes a different form depending upon

whether the eyes largely face laterally with a totally decussated optic chiasms

or whether the eyes face frontally and the optic fibre input partially decussates

at the optic ehiasma. In the former case the visual input from one sye is

largely to the opposite half of the brain (tectum, eniculate, cortex, etc.)

yet the information must be integrated with the visual information from the

other visual field. The technique of study that best reveals this integrative

process is that of interocular transfer. A visual discrimination learnt through

one eye ith the other eye covered is also displayed when the test is ado with

the former eye covered nd the latter eye used. Commissural connections can

presumably transfer learnt material from one half of the brain to the other.

Information on the nature of the commissural connections may be gained by the

nature of the interhenispheric (using this term also to include intertectal)

transfer of information. I feel that the studies that are of particular

interest here are the so-called "paradoxical" inter-ocular transfer of mirror-

image discriminations, In this particular case the visual task Involves

discrimination between two visual patterns that are mirror-images of each other

about the vertical meridian. In thi3 case when the "naive" eye Is tested with

the monocularly-trained eye covered the animal consistently chooses the "wrong"

stimulus. This confusion does not occur with normal patterns nor with patterns



that are mirror-images of each other about the horizontal meridian. The

phenomenon of paradoxical interocular transfer is a ubiquitous one in verte¬

brates. It has been demonstrated in fish (Ingle, 1967), pi eons (Mello,

1965, 1966) and in the optic chiasms sectioned monkey (Noble, 1968). In

this latter case of course section of the optic chiasraa in the mid-line

effectively turns frontally-binocular higher mammals into creatures with each

eye viewing one half of the visual field and transmitting information to one

half of the brain.

Both Mello (1966) and Noble (1968) advance a very reasonable explanation

for the results they obtain. They suggest that the commissural connections

responsible for the interocular transfer link "horaotoplc" areas, that is bi¬

laterally symmetrical areas are linked. If this is the case then the results

obtained are explicable in these terras.

The commissural system described in this thesis, however, does not link

"homotopic areas" - it links areas that are functionally related. If the

intertectal linkage that has been discussed in this thesi3 were involved in

interocular transfer then the transfer of a visual discrimination involving

lateral rairror-inage stimuli, i.e. stimuli that are mirror-images about the

vertical meridian, should be accurate and not paradoxical, I am intrigued

by a report of Ingle's (1961) that in goldfish large stimuli display para¬

doxical interocular transfer whereas small stimuli display non-paracioxical

transfer. The hypothesis that the non-paradoxical transfer occurs when the

stimuli are in the nasal field and is mediated by the post-optic commissures

whereas the paradoxical transfer is mediated by the intertectal commissure is

being investigated. Similar studies are being undertaken in frogs.



In the higher mammals with frontally directed eyes and a partially de¬

cussated chiasms the right and left halves of the visual field are separately

represented in a topographical fashion on the respective contralateral cerebral

hemispheres. There is anatomical (Hughes and ilson, 1969) and electro¬

physiological (Whitteridge, 1965; Choudhury, hitteridge and. Wilson, 1965;

Vesbaesya, Whitteridge and Wilson, 1957; Hubel and Wlesel, 1957) evidence that

callosal fibres link the areas on the two hemispheres that are devoted to the

representation of the vertical meridian. Whether this linkage operates as

Whittoridge suggests to bind together the two halves of the visual field, or as

Blakemore (1969) argues to provide accurate binocular vision in the central visual

field remains to be seen. If Blakemore's suggested mechanism is correct then

the interhemispheric links that he postulates would have to be of the non-

homotopic variety similar to that seen in the frog intertectal system. Blakemore

(1969 Fig, 10) himself does not appear to realize this and his diagram illus¬

trates the connections as of the homotopic variety even though this does not

fit his hypothesis.

The idea that areas of the central nervous system receiving similar spatio-

temporal patterns of excitation become functionally linked is by no means a

new one. Neuroembryologists ouch as Ariens-Kappere (1921) and Child (1921)

postulated such a mechanism but the failure to demonstrate the influence of

electrical currents on the direction of growth of nerve fibres (Weiss, 1934)

led to the discrediting of this theory of "Neurobiotaxis", Workers studying

behaviour, particularly classical conditioning, v<ere early impressed by the

psychological "Lav? of Association" and Pavlov (1927), Konorski (1948) and

Hebb (1949) have all suggested that the mechanism underlying this "Law" in¬

volved the selective linkage of neural areas that are being simultaneously

stimulated.



The details of the process whereby two such areas of the nervous system

become linked are obscure. In the case of the anuran optic tecta areas up

to 2 am apart are being linked. Any postulated mechanisms would be of the

most speculative nature. The present ignorance of the manner in which

electrical activity in synaptic pathways can produce really long-term structuro-

functional changes in the synaptic relationships of the pathway precludes any

definitive statement of the underlying processes operating in the modification

of connectivity patterns in the intcrtectal linkage.

At the present time there appears to be a most exciting convergence of

ideas occurring between four different linos of enquiry. The results of

studies on the development of connections in amphibian larvae, on the Mainte¬

nance of connections in neonatal kittens, on the precise nature of binocular

connections in adult cats and on intorocular transfer mechanisms in adult

vertebrates are providing information which may well be interrelated. A

synthetic integration of such information together with the application of

research techniques developed for one problem to related but different problems

may well lead to considerable conceptual and factual advances in all these

fields. Of particular Importance in this respect is, I feel, the application

of embryonic techniques and manipulation that have so far been confined to the

amphibia to mammalian embryos. There is such a wealth of data on the con¬

nections of certain adult mammals that it should be possible to detect quite

refined changes occurring as a result of specific embryonic manipulations.

The possibilities are almost unlimited and in this field of tho formation of

specific neural connections the visual system will probably for some time to

come continue to play the dominant role that it has occupied in the pact.
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EXPRRIKPKTAL METHODS

The methods utilized in the various experimental series reported in this

thesis had much in common. The techniques are thus described here and ar.y

significant variations in technique used in particular instances are mentioned

with the results.

I. Mapping the projection of the visual field onto the optic tccta

The animals used in the frog studies were either adult Rana temporaria or

Rana esculents. The nose to coccyx-length of the animals was 5-8 cms. Adult

Xenopus laevis were used as the experimental animal in Section III (iii). These

varied in size but were approximately 8-10 cms in length.

The animal was anaesthetized with ether. The skin over the dorsal surface

of the skull was removed and the large scalp vessels were cauterized. The skull

was opened with a dental drill. After decerebration the surface of the optic

tectum was covered with mineral oil and the animal was given 0.1 mg tubocurarine

intramuscularly. The dura was removed from the optic teefca and these were

photographed at a magnification of x 50 and a 1 cm rectangular grid was super¬

imposed on the photograph. The animal was then set up for recording at the

centre of an 'Aimark' projection perimeter of radius 33 cm. The eye under-

investigation was centred on the fixation point of the perimeter arc (but see

below). The eye not being used was covered temporarily with an an opaque

shield.

The visual projections were mapped by placing a recording mlcroelectrode

serially on positions indicated by the intersections of the grid on the tectal

photograph, and for each tectal position determining the optimal position for a

stimulus in the visual field. Recording was normally performed in ordinary



room lighting and the stimulus usually employed was a black cardboard disk

subtending 5° at the eye. Action potentials following the presentation of

this stimulus were recorded on the surface or in the superficial layers of

the optic tectum. These potentials were amplified by means of a Tektronix

122 preamplifier, using a time-constant of 2 msec. Potentials were then

further amplified and displayed on an oscilloscope as well as being monitored

on a loudspeaker.

The electrodes used were made from glass micropipettee and wore filled

with an alloy of ' oods metal (60^) and indium (40;'). The electrodes were

tipped with a ball of platinum 2-5jj- in diameter (Gesteland, Howland, Lettvin

and Pitts, 1959).

Animal orientation

The animal was arranged at the centre of the perimeter arc, with the optic

axis of one eye aligned with the fixation point of the perimeter. Alignment

of the optic axis of the eye on the centre of the perimeter was determined

using the reflection, from the cornea, of a small beam of light projected from

the centre of the perimeter arc to the animal's eye. An observer looking at

the eye through a plane mirror inclined at 45° to the beam of light sees a

point corneal reflection. hen this reflection appeared in the centre of

the pupil surrounded by a uniform retinal reflex, the eye was centred. Unless

otherwise stated (see Section III (iii)) the visual projection through one eye

was mapped with that eye centred.

The results of electrophysiological mapping are presented as a series of

stimulus positions on a perimetric chart of the visual field. The convention

adopted is that the observer is considered to be looking through the chart to

the animal, which in turn is looking out through the chart to the observer.



Bach chart covers the visual field of one eye from the fixation point in the

centre out ards for 100°.

11. Single unit studies of ortlc tectum and optic nerve

For recording unit activity in the tectum the initial preparation of

the animal was the same as that for mapping the visual projections.

In addition to the unit activity being monitored on a Tektronix 565

oscilloscope and a loudspeaker, it was in some cases recorded on a Ferrograph

two-channel tape recorder; the action potentials were recorded directly and

the second channel was used for monitoring the stimulus by means of a photocell

feeding through an FM modulator demodulator unit (Electro Physiological Instru¬

ments),

The visual stimuli used were black discs and rectangles of various sizes,

A light source illuminated the entire perimeter arc; the maximum luminance

2
being 2cd/rn . This could be reduced to zero by means of a rheostat. Light

spots from 10° to 2° in diameter could also be flashed on and off, the duration

of the stimulus being controlled by a manually operated shutter. The luminance
o

of the light spot was 20cd/n .

In the tectel experiments one was interested not only in the unit type but

also in the depth from the surface at which the unit as optimized.

The depth was estimated by micrometer readings. The- characteristic change

in noise level when the electrode touches the tectal surface was used as an

indicator of entry into the tectum. This was also checked visually. A micro¬

meter reading was taken at this point. Another reading was taken at the depth

at which the single unit v/as optimised. The surface reading was checked as the

electrode was withdrawn fron the tectum. In some experiments electrolytic

lesions were also made at the site of unit recording and checked histologically.



The technique of depth estimation in tissues by micrometer reading is open

to criticism and its validity in this circumstance has been considered.

If the experimental objective were recording from the optic nerve, the

usual approach was through the roof of the mouth. On some occasions optic

nerve recordings were performed on animals in which the first part of the

experiment had involved tectal recording. In these cases the optic nerve was

approached from above as it runs intracranially towards the chiaema. In most

cases, however, the approach was through the roof of the mouth. The buccal

mucosa was reflected and a window cut in the base of the skull overlying the

optic chiasms. The sheath of the nerve as gently torn as the latter approached

the chiasms and the animal wqs then set up on the platform of the micro¬

manipulator. The animal was upside down with the lower jaw retracted so that

the electrode could be inserted through the roof of the mouth. The eye could

be centred in this position.
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OPERATIVE PROCEDURES

1 • Section or crush of the optlG nerve

Under other anaesthesia the mucosa v/as reflected from the cartilage ih

the roof of the mouth and this cartilage was opened with a scalpel to expose

the optic chiasraa. The nerve lesion v/as made in each case close to, and just

distal to, the optic chiasma. The animals /ore allowed to recover from the

operation and after a week they were hand-fed twice a v/eek with pieces of

chopped heart,

2. Lesion studies during investigations of the jpsilateral rotlnotoctal

pathway

In this series of experiments the initial preparation was as for tectal

mapping. The presence of ipsilateral and contralateral projections from both

eyes to both tecta was demonstrated. Then one or more of the following lesions

were performed and the effect of the lesions on the various projections was

studied:

(i) Section of the intertectal and posterior commissures - a scalpel was

used to divide the commissures from the diencephalon rostrally to tho cerebellum

caudally. The lesion was produced under visual control.

(ii) In some cases the above raid-line lesion was e:ctended ventrally to

the base of the skull in order to interrupt tho commissures of tho ventral

tegmentum of the mid-brain.

(iii) Section of one optic tract was produced by an operative approach

identical to that preliminary to lesions of the optic nerve. In this case,

however, the lesion was produced by section, with a pair of very fine iri¬

dectomy scissors, of one optic tract.



(iv) Following the same surgical approach as in (iii) above, a lesion

aimed at interrupting the post-optic commissures as they pass above and behind

the optic chiasma, was produced by a curved very fine tungsten needle.

Embryonic operations

Compound eyes. Embryos of Xenopus laevis were used at stages 30-32 (Nieuwkoop

and Faber, 1956). At these stages the retina has not yet formed and there is

no neuronal connexion with the developing brain but the developing retinal cells

are already specified according to their position in the retinal field (Jacobson,

1908). tinder anaesthesia with MS 222 (tricaine methanesulphonate) the eye-cup

was cut in half down the vertical midline and the temporal half removed and

replaced by a nasal half taken from the opposite eye of another animal. The

transplanted half-eye was held in position with a glass bridge for a few minutes

to allow the tissues to heal together. Animals with double-nasal compound eyes

formed in this fashion were reared to maturity and used for electrophysiological

mapping of the retinotectal projections when they had reached a post-metamorphic

size of 4-6 cm body length. Some of the animals with compound eyes discussed

in this thesis (those labelled NN and TT) formed part of the original series

described by Gaze, Jacobson and Szekely (1963, 1965).

Rotated eyes. Xenonus embryos of various stages of development were immobilized

in MS 222 and one eye anlage was freed by the use of tungsten needles, then

rotated about the optic axis. Rotations of various extents were performed in

different animals and two of the Xcnopus were used later, after metamorphosis,

for investigation of the retinotectal projections.

Enucleated eyes. One eye cup was removed from Xcnoaus embryos before stage 29.

These animals .ere allowed to develop to maturity with only the residual eye
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forming connexions with the brain. The retinotectal projections from this

eye were then mapped electrophysiologically.

Histology

In all animals in which an experimental lesion had been produced, or an

embryonic operations performed, then at the end of the terminal .recording

experiment the head was fixed in Susa,^sectioned at 15/a and stained by the

Holmes' silver method.
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